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This dissertation considers the making of the Tahitian other through verbal and 

pictorial images. My interdisciplinary analysis is grounded in the productive use of 

concepts such as framing and mise-en-scène. Taking as an example accounts of 

the first landing in Tahiti, I argue that, after the end of the eighteenth century, the 

status of images in travel relations changes: from allegorical or ornamental to 

realist or truthful.  This change is concomitant with a turn within cultural 

anthropology, which displaces the other from absolute stranger to merely 

different, ultimately giving birth to the figure of the métèque (foreigner). Following 

this insight, I formulate an aesthetic theory for Loti and Gauguin, that envisions 

them as making verbal and pictorial images eroticizing, depersonalizing, and 

marginalizing, as had already been observed about colonial postcards of Algeria 

by Malek Alloula in his Harem Colonial. Informed both by key anthropological and 

sociological texts (Goffman, Lévy-Bruhl) and the technical-historical context (the 

emergence of photographs and postcards), I closely analyze the works of Loti 

and Gauguin in order to demonstrate that what is at stake in their use of words 

and images actually goes beyond the literary or artistic frame, as each author 



 

develops different strategies to cope with the replacement of the Other by the 

different. Lotiʼs obsession with self-portraits and his re-creation of a colonial 

empire in his Rochefort house, and Gauguinʼs repeated motifs from Brittany to 

Polynesia, I suggest, are just so many responses to loss.  
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FOREWORD 

 Sur une sphère, quitter un point, cʼest commencer déjà à sʼen rapprocher! La 

sphère est la Monotonie. Les pôles ne sont que fiction. Le centre seul? Avec son 

absence de pesanteur. Cʼest là que le tourisme a commencé! Dès que lʼon sut le 

monde-boule (Segalen 764). Tourism is hopeless. It is bound to fail: oneʼs departure is 

always already the beginning of his or her arrival. Vocabulary confirms this 

hopelessness: jʼai fait le tour de la question. I have nothing left to learn about this, and I 

might add, le tour est joué! It was easy. Ne tournons pas en rond; we are not going 

anywhere, or rather, we are going somewhere, all to the same place: Ainsi font, font, 

font, trois petits tours… et puis sʼen vont… Tourism is a prelude to disappearance, first 

the disappearance of the subject – do tourists not travel in troupeaux, “en style mi-

bergerie, mi-haras, mi-ferme” (Segalen 761)? Not only are they – the tourist is never an 

individual; he is always already part of a herd – a mix of sheep, horses, and cows, they 

are also a somewhat monstrous entity made out of three halves of other entities. 

Tourists are not human anymore; they are not even dégénérés (761): they are the 

perhaps more degenerate offspring of dégénérés. Tourists destroy what surrounds 

them, producing “Leurs dégâts. Les rognures” (761). Next in line for disappearance, 

then, is the world at large, which they have been trimming away little by little:  

There is nothing to look at any more,  
everything has been seen to death (Lawrence 660). 

 
With the title of his short poem, along the same line and around the same time as 

Segalen, D. H. Lawrence accuses “Tourists.” They are the ones who have “seen 

everything to death,” leaving nothing to be looked at. Tourists, it seems, have exhausted 
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the visual possibilities of the world. Another one of Lawrenceʼs poems, “Travel Is Over,” 

further explores the play between “looking” and “seeing:”  

I have travelled, and looked at the world, and loved it. 
Now I don't want to look at the world anymore, 
there seems nothing there. 
In not-looking, and in not-seeing 
comes a new strength 
and undeniable new gods share their life with us, when we  

cease to see. (Lawrence 662) 
 

Here, “I” seems to be a tourist: he is the one who has travelled. It is not entirely clear 

whether his travelling, looking, and loving are organized as a sequence or if his actions 

are concomitant. What is certain is that a rupture intervenes, marked by the adverb 

“now,” and operated through the agency of the “I,” expressed with “I donʼt want to… 

anymore.” This rupture negates everything that comes before, as well as the 

intentionality implied in the verb “to look at:” when looking at, one consciously directs 

their gaze toward the object, in contrast with seeing, which requires no such intention. 

The other difference between “to look at” and “to see,” both verbs of visual perception, is 

their relationship to the object. While looking at requires that the object be here, seeing 

can take place even in the absence of the object:1 itʼs nothing that the poet doesnʼt want 

to look at. Or rather, perhaps, because thereʼs seems to be nothing, the poet doesnʼt 

want to look at anymore. The sentence There seems nothing there, with the 

epanadiplosis of there, replicates the mindless and persistent wandering that tourism is: 

                                                 
1 Of course, one can look at the physical image of an object thatʼs not here, but one can 
see something even if itʼs not here. In the absence of a physical or perceptual image, 
the mind can give rise to a mental image, a process which is also called seeing. Cf. 
Mitchell, W. J. Thomas, Iconology: image, text, ideology, p. 10 for a summary of the 
different types of images.  
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it always gets back where it started. The pronoun there is cancelled by the nothing it is 

linked to through the copula seems, yet it reappears in adverb form after nothing. This 

grammatical transformation announces the other transformation that comes in the next 

lines of the poem, where the words “new gods” evoke another world, perhaps an after-

life. Indeed, to cease to see is not limited to the end of perception and as such it does 

not equate blindness; it goes further as it signifies the end of mental functions such as 

visualization, imagination, awareness. The end of these functions is death-like, a fact 

emphasized by the alliteration at the beginning of “cease” and “see:” ceasing to see is 

so definitive that the second time cease is cut short into see. Yet the enallage, the shift 

from “I” to “we,” could also suggest something else than death plain and simple: “Travel 

is over” because it is now time for tourism. “I” is not alone anymore, because he or she 

has been joined by the herd, new strength in numbers – or rather the herd swallowed it.  

Interpreting the presence of the “undeniable gods” in such a context would prove 

difficult, if in the Complete Poems, “Travel is over” were not followed by “Old Men,” a 

poem that ends with the lines:  

The gods, who are life, and the fluidity of living change  
leave the old ones fixed to their ugly, cogged self-will  
which turns on and on, the same, and is hell on earth (Lawrence 662). 
 

Bethan Jones underlines that in his late poems, “Lawrence erodes the distinction 

between gods and men” (Jones 122), as the phrases “fluidity of living change” and 

“share their life with us” suggest. What is striking in “Old Men” is that the erosion of this 

distinction, instead of bringing old men closer to gods, is precisely what allows gods to 

abandon them, “rancid,” blocked like faulty engines, literally tournant en rond. The 
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endless turning of their cogged self-will dehumanizes humans, turning them into 

machines, and inefficient ones at that. Tourism is hell on earth indeed.   

 At the time Segalen writes, tourism has already had several centuries to wear 

down the world:2 the idea of le monde-boule existed as early as the sixth century before 

Christ, and Eratosthenes of Cyrene first calculated the circumference of the earth 

around 240 BC. The paradigm of a spherical earth gradually became the dominant one, 

and was confirmed in 1522, when Juan Sebastián Elcano achieved the 

circumnavigation Magellan had started in 1519: “La terre est ronde, dit [Antonio 

Pigafetta]; elle est suspendue et immobile au milieu de tous les corps célestes” 

(Pigafetta 270).3 Segalen evokes this first circumnavigation in his notes toward the 

Essai sur lʼexotisme:  

Le premier voyage autour du monde dut en être le plus désenchanté. Fort 
heureusement Magellan mourut avant le retour. Son pilote, lui, accomplit 
simplement son métier sans se douter de lʼeffroyable chose: il nʼy avait plus 
dʼExtrême Lointain! (Segalen 776) 
 

The attitude of Juan Sebastián Elcano, “the pilot,” contrasts with that of Magellan, who, 

                                                 
2 Mass tourism, on the other hand, is much more recent, cf. Chap. 1, footnote 16 p. 19.  
3 Antonio Pigafettaʼs journal is the main source of information about this first successful 
circumnavigation. Of the two hundred and forty odd men who set out for the expedition, 
only eighteen came back. Magellan himself perished on April 27, 1521 in the 
Philippines, during an attack by the natives: “Les Indiens […] se portèrent tous vers lui, 
et lʼun dʼentre eux lui asséna un si grand coup de sabre sur la jambe gauche quʼil alla 
tomber sur le visage; au même instant les ennemis se jetèrent sur lui. Cʼest ainsi que 
périt notre guide, notre lumière et notre soutien” (Pigafetta 124). Pigafetta was a 
“gentilhomme de Vicence,” “dʼune famille assez noble qui tiroit son origine de la 
Toscane.” “Comme il étoit avide de gloire, autant que de fortune, il se proposa dʼaller 
chercher lʼune et lʼautre dans des pays éloignés, et même dans le nouveau monde que 
Colomb et Améric Vespuce venoient de découvrir, et où plusieurs Italiens avoient déjà 
acquis de la renommée et de la richesse;” “il obtint de [Charles Quint] la permission de 
monter sur lʼescadre de Magellan” (Pigafetta xxxiii–xxxv).  
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had he not died, would have experienced disenchantment. Elcano escapes this feeling 

because he is a professional: he does his job, without emotion or ulterior motive, looking 

no further or back once his mission is accomplished, reaching his home port avec le 

sentiment du devoir bien fait. But with what exactly is the first circumnavigation 

disenchanted? Le premier voyage autour du monde dut en être le plus désenchanté. 

The pronoun en is unexpected: Le premier voyage autour du monde dut être le plus 

désenchanté would have worked as well, but it is absolute, with no explanation given as 

to what is disenchanting. En surprises because it requires an effort on the part of the 

reader to locate its antecedent: du monde. Going around the world makes one 

disenchanted with the world: “La rupture, le désenchantement du monde sphérique au 

lieu du monde plat” (Segalen 764).  A flat world put explorers at risk: reaching the edge 

of the world, where would they fall? Something was bound to remain unknown, forever. 

The event of le monde-boule, while it made the world a seamless fabric, with no hole 

where one would risk falling, also made the world a place where everything was 

knowable, less surprising – and, nowadays: where everything is known, exhibited, put 

on display.4 Segalenʼs attitude toward tourism includes both its condemnation and a 

lack of concern for its possible repercussions. On the one hand, “le ʻTourismeʼ serait 

lʼappellation générale dʼune mauvaise attitude exotique” (Segalen 764). On the other 

hand,   

Du perfectionnement des Voyages et des menaces qui en découlent pour la 
persistance de la saveur dʼexotisme.  
Ainsi entendue, comme partie intégrale du jeu de lʼintelligence humaine, la 
sensation du Divers nʼa rien à craindre des Cook, des paquebots, des 

                                                 
4 Cf. Chap. 1, p. 35.  
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aéroplanes.  
Il est possible quʼun balancement sʼétablisse: la promiscuité sera rachetée par le 
petit nombre qui saura encore sentir (Segalen 752).  
 

Tourists are essentially bad exotes, as proved by the mere fact that they are tourists, 

that would never have felt la sensation du Divers anyway. Those who do feel it are quite 

literally the happy few, whose knowledge and ability to feel is not threatened by the 

improvements technique brings to tourism. They are not “les Proxénètes de la 

Sensation du Divers” (Segalen 755); they do not partake in the generalized orgy that 

tourism is, bringing bodies together in indiscriminate, degenerate intimacies that 

annihilate the world, rendering it un-see-able, un-look-able for almost everyone else. 

Although tourism is not Segalenʼs main focus, the Essai sur lʼExotisme is undoubtedly 

written against it, against “lʼattirail clinquant dʼun retour de chez un roi nègre; les 

grossiers oripeaux de ceux qui reviennent on ne sait dʼoù” (Segalen 779).  

 Tourism is not my subject either, and after what has been said about it, I am 

reluctant to talk about it without inserting a disclaimer that I do not condone the kind of 

tourism Segalen condemns. And yet, something in my work is (about) travelling from 

one point to another, even circling to some extent, and most certainly about looking and 

seeing. But it is not exactly tourism; it is, rather, some sort of wandering – a stroll, 

perhaps a flânerie, that disregards usual modes of transportation: neither plane, nor 

ocean liner is necessary. It starts with a postcard, true invitation au voyage, both a lure 

and a guiding thread.  At the same time, this postcard is already a manifesto, a sign of a 

time that is no more. Does anyone send postcards anymore? Nowadays, we have smart 

phones and computers, emails and text messages, all the time, everywhere. In e-cards, 
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electronic has replaced post: with their affirmed modernity, they are indeed post-

postcards. None sends real5 postcards anymore, right? So by choosing to begin with a 

postcard, je fais signe: “Tu as vu cette carte, lʼimage au dos de cette carte?” asks 

Derrida, “Socrate écrivant, écrivant devant Platon” (Derrida 13). The picture appears on 

the cover of the book – as if it were significant, as if the text could not do without the 

picture it refers to. It cannot, as confirmed by the epanorthosis: it is not actually the card 

one has to look at; no, one has to look at the image on the back of the card. Or on the 

cover of the book. And already, I too feel compelled to drift away from the text, to ask: 

“Avez-vous vu la carte?”6 For Derrida, the image is not the postcard: it is something that 

is on what is for him the cardʼs back. It is grafted, a transplant, and at the same time 

absolutely necessary: the picture, for the postcard as we know it, is a vital organ: it is 

essential to its host, without which it cannot function. Derrida is aware of this relation of 

interdependency, who wonders without really answering what matters the most: “lʼimage 

ou le texte, et dans le texte, le message ou la légende, ou lʼadresse?” (Derrida 17). So 

with this sign, bearing in mind everything a card is, and as I begin my work with a 

tradition that may well be over, I am forced to inaugurate a somewhat new one, that 

puts different periods, objects, thoughts, places into play. See, postcards are not as 

simple as they appear; they entail a complex intercourse between picture and text, 

                                                 
5 The phrase in real life, or IRL, is used to denote an activity that takes place in reality, 
and not on the internet, hence the opposition between a real (or real-life, or RL) 
postcard and an e-card, which has no physical existence.  
6 And not to show it. The picture is a reproduction of a thirteenth century illumination by 
Matthieu Paris that was originally the frontispiece of the Prenostica Socratis Basilei, and 
is now kept in the Bodleian Library of Oxford University, where Derrida first saw it.  
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sender and recipient, origin and destination.7 In some ways, postcards exemplify the 

ways in which spaces, in particular colonial spaces, function. However, while this 

functioning is a dynamic process, another dimension of the postcard is its fixity: on it, an 

image is imprinted, a text written, forever. What my work is about, then: starting with a 

postcard, carrying it around, trying to find ways to see something else than the postcard, 

something further than what was on the postcard, than what I, or everyone, could see, 

or read, on it. But because postcards function in such an intricate fashion, How to do it? 

became the question that dominated my thought from the onset, “how to” referring to the 

methodology and/or the genre I would have to elect, or possibly design, and “it” to the 

object I wanted and would have to create. Referring to cultural analysis, Mieke Bal 

writes: “You donʼt apply a method; you conduct a meeting between several, a meeting in 

which the object participates, so that, together, object and methods can become a new, 

not firmly delineated, field.” But that very process changes the object, which becomes “a 

living creature, embedded in all the questions and considerations that the mud of your 

travel spattered onto it, and that surround it like a ʻfieldʼ” (Bal 4). This is this dynamizing 

or bringing to life of the object that I chose to perform, and it is muddy. In fact, it requires 

some mud – and to jump in a few puddles. Playful, then, might aptly characterize what I 

attempted to do in the pages that follow. This playfulness has intervened both in the 

choice of my objects – I came across some of them through strokes of luck – and in the 

way have I dealt with them. Of course, such an endeavor does not go without problems. 

As Brian Lennon argues in his article “The Essay, in Theory,”  

                                                 
7 See Chap. 1, p. 13-35.  
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The adoption of a genre—a decision made in writing an argument—is itself an 
argument about the type of expression, including its range and scale, available to 
writing in that genre: as is changing or switching or mixing genres and the 
professional declarations of affiliation and position, in an institutional matrix or 
field of professional identities (defined by discipline, field, specialty, research 
topic, institutional affiliation, academic rank, and various measures of prestige 
incorporating oneʼs entire history of educational credentialization) that change or 
switch or mix with them (Lennon 88).  
 

Lennon, who begins his argument by contrasting the essay – “nonchalant, inconsistent, 

digressive, flexible, personal, subjective, humanistic, tolerant, dynamic, voluptuous, 

amateurish, a thinking in process, speculative, nominative, a theory ʻintimeʼ” – with the 

article –  “serious, invariant, rigid, impersonal, objective, scientistic, dogmatic, static, 

ascetic, professional, controlled, conclusive” (Lennon 71), is right to underline that “to 

write texts that make ʻlessʼ sense” (Lennon 74), one should either have gained the right 

to do so through previous, serious, scholarship, or have good reasons, linked to the very 

nature of his or her argument. I make such an argument for my argument, which is, in a 

sense, spatial; it is the meeting Bal describes, a place where I invited different elements, 

trying to make sense of all of them, together. It is this gathering that has allowed me to 

read the way I do, and perhaps to undo some preconceptions about the objects I have 

worked with in the process. When choosing to undertake what I have not yet exactly 

called a journey, I had to give up something, or to make up something, in order to carve 

room for the thoughts I wanted to collect. Simultaneously, since it was not to be a 

completely solitary endeavor, I needed to find ways for my readers to accompany me 

without getting lost. In a recent New York Times column, Geoff Dyer writes:  

I want to look at a not uncommon way of writing and structuring books. This 
approach, I will argue, involves the writer announcing at the outset what he or 
she will be doing in the pages that follow. The default format of academic 
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research papers and textbooks, it serves the dual purpose of enabling the reader 
to skip to the bits that are of particular interest and — in keeping with the 
prerogatives of scholarship — preventing an authorial personality from intruding 
on the material being presented (Dyer).  
 

In a tongue-in-cheek manner, Dyer then proceeds to sprinkle his column with “Before 

continuing I will say something here about…” and “I will show later that… ” This way of 

guiding the reader I find too restrictive – like holding hands, or pointing at. Instead, I 

invited: to travel with me, and to stray a little if one wishes, because that is what I did, 

and this straying has allowed me to tell the story of things Iʼve seen, so that they could 

be seen otherwise by others… It is an intimate story that can be shared by everyone. 

And now, as it is almost time for departure, and as I am about to mail the postcards:  

Terminer lʼAvant-Propos par: 
Ceci, universel, nʼest que ma vision à moi […] 
Voir le monde, et puis dire sa vision du monde (Segalen 779).  
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CHAPTER 1 

“UNDER COVER OF NOSTALGIA AND CURIOSITY:”  

SWAYING IMAGES OF THE OTHER 

 

“Ça date de quand, la carte postale proprement dite, tu sais?”8 

 

No, I donʼt know, but I am going to look into this. What is the postcard properly 

speaking, anyway? I mean, what do you mean, “properly speaking?” As if the postcard 

was always already a matter of habit… a matter of what we usually mean, or think 

about, when we say “postcard.” Look at your fridge, or above your desk, or wherever 

you put your postcards – the postcards you have received, I should say, because for 

some reasons one rarely buys postcards to keep them unused, unwritten, blank, let 

alone put them on display as such.9 I can see several postcards from where I am: one is 

an approximately four by five-inch rectangle showing an alignment of moai from Easter 

Island, that I had already seen on other pictures. I remove it from the wall so that I can 

turn it: the back is covered in one of my friendsʼ nervous, slanting handwriting; no 

address, no stamp, no postmark on the card itself (she sent it in a blue envelope that 

bears two stamps and a postmark from Argentina, as well as a “vía aéreo” stamp).  

Another is approximately the same size and shows a surrealist montage: the peak of a 

mountain emerging from a lake. The caption reads: le sommet du lac.  According to the 

postmark, my mother sent it from Annecy on March 13, 2009. She used a self-sticking 

                                                 
8 Derrida 32. 
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stamp. Yet another one: a white sand beach, palm trees. In a fancy yellow font: 

Martinique. I look at its back – I say “back” only because one usually puts postcards up 

with this side against the wall, hidden, while the other side is on display, revealing the 

image. Why do most people not keep unused postcards, then, since it seems words that 

are actually written on postcards do not matter – or does it show they just matter less 

than the picture, but still matter, matter more than blank anyway? Back to the back of 

the Martinique postcard: on the left, some trite remarks; my address is on the right, as 

well as the stamp and the postmark. It was indeed posted in Martinique, in Fort-de-

France. What matters only occasionally - or only for collectors - on regular letters and 

stamps becomes important on postcards: a postcard of Tahiti does not have the same 

interest if it wasnʼt sent from Tahiti.10 Other postcards I remember receiving:  some, 

meant to be sexy or tongue-in-cheek, showing partially naked people; oddly shaped 

ones: a Steinkrug from Munich, a boot from Italy; some with three-dimensional 

elements, such as this postcard from Spain, with a flamenco dancer wearing an actual 

cloth skirt with lace that I liked a lot as a little girl.  Some of those I discarded instantly; 

some others I kept for a while. Some I still have. Are they still postcards proprement 

dites? Or have they become just cards, or even something else, along the way, or as 

                                                                                                                                                             
9 One is the average person, excluding the collector, to whom I refer later on, cf. p. 28.  
10 The English language makes a prepositional distinction between what the postcard 
represents and where it comes from, distinction that does not always exist in French: 
une carte postale de Tahiti or de Paris may as well as be of Tahiti or Paris as from one 
or the other; the preposition “de” can either indicate the place of origin or be part of the 
prepositional phrase. (“complément déterminatif de lieu”). Other markers help determine 
which interpretation applies: thus, “jʼai reçu une carte postale de Tahiti” is more 
obviously one that has been sent from there. But it is also one representing some 
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soon as they have lost their flatness, their rectangular shape, their triviality maybe? 

 

Properties 

Maybe I should start with the simplest and most obvious question: what is a 

postcard? And itʼs the first difficulty, because nowadays a postcard is almost never a 

postcard properly speaking. In postcard, there is always an ellipsis: one says “postcard” 

almost always meaning, “picture postcard.” Indeed, when asked to enumerate the 

characteristics of a postcard, who would omit to mention that thereʼs a picture on one of 

its two sides? Thus, the ellipsis evacuates in language what is in fact the most salient, 

the most visible aspect in reality, what is actually laid out to be seen: the picture. The 

disappearance of the picture in language could simply be the result of natural human 

laziness. Why say two words when one is enough to be understood? I argue that the 

disappearance of the word picture is in fact nothing less than a claim to precedence of 

pictures over words through an erasure of the word picture in language, as well as the 

manifestation of a deep conflict between images and words regarding their respective 

status – conflict that finds its origin in the fact that, as the result of a series of ellipses, 

postcards in practice manage to mean more with fewer words. The fact remains, 

though: postcards were not, in the beginning, pictorial. Or: in the very beginning (of 

postcards) was the word: address on one side, correspondence on the other – Die 

                                                                                                                                                             
aspect of this place. There would be some irony and breach of protocol in sending from 
Tahiti a postcard of somewhere else. 
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Rückseite kann zu schriftlichen Mittheilungen [sic] jeder Art Benutzt [sic] werden11 – on 

the back.12 The correspondence is qualified both by the adjective schriftlich – written – 

and by the genitive jeder Art – of any nature. Written, however, is already one specific 

nature, which is not specifically implied in mitteilen – to share with. Dr. Heinrich Von 

Stephan thus excludes the possibility of pictorial communication, while granting written 

communication the possibility to serve a variety of purposes. In 1865, when von 

Stephan, a Post Office official of the North German Confederation, talked for the first 

time about the offenes Postblatt (open post-sheet), he underlined the many changes the 

form of the letter had gone through: 

the material alone did not decide the form of the letter, which was also modified 
by custom, as well as by transient fashions; by business necessities as well as 
by the means of conveyance adopted. From these various changes, the form 
became ever more and more simple. This is equally true of the contents, as is 
shown by the extreme pomposity of the earlier epistolary style, with its formal 
repetition of titles, etc. (Staff 44) 
 

Postcards were in many respects incidental. The evolution of the postal services – for 

example the introduction of the uniform penny postage in Britain in the 1840s or the 

discussions regarding the creation of a Universal Postal Union – paved the way for the 

                                                 
11 Quoted in Staff, Frank. The Picture Postcard & its Origins. London: Lutterworth P., 
1966, p. 45.  
12 It is not so easy to determine which side is the front in a postcard. I mentioned earlier 
that I consider the picture side to be the front of the postcard. Consequently, the text 
happens to be on the back, with the address. In von Stephanʼs speech, the address 
side is the front; the message side the back. It is on this “back” side that images start to 
appear, leaving some space for the message, which is ultimately consigned to the other 
side. In the United States, postcards, as of 1874, bore the instruction “This side is for 
the address only;” yet at some point, the message moved to the address side. The 
displacement of the message is not only caused by practical considerations, but is also 
the result of aesthetic and ethical considerations.  
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postcard to emerge at the end of the 1860s13 as a convenient response to the needs of 

the time: brevity and simplicity, both in form and contents. The size of the postcard did 

not allow for inessential information anymore. Besides, the superfluous, redundant, 

feigned politeness was being perceived as a burden, as evidenced by von Stephanʼs 

insistence on “the extreme pomposity” or “the formal repetition of titles.” Prior to the 

advent of the postcard, writing a letter was an exercise in etiquette. The postcard 

opened up a whole new world of handy, simplified communication, revolutionizing 

writing habits: for example, long descriptions that were common in letters could not fit in 

the small space provided. People needed to find a way to say the same things with 

fewer words. With the postcard, less became as much as, if not more, and this change 

was welcome: after half a century of romantic effusions, going back to more simple 

modes of expressions was a relief. Unsurprisingly, then, in the first three months of 

existence of the postcard in Austria-Hungary, almost three millions were sold.14 In his 

                                                 
13 The first one officially came into being on October 1, 1869, in Austria, on the idea of 
Dr. Hermann. In the following year, Germany, Switzerland, and Britain introduced 
postcards as well, quickly joined by the rest of Europe. However, before 1869, some 
postcards had been privately produced in the North German Confederation, although 
Dr. Von Stephanʼs idea had officially been abandoned due to the absence of a central 
postal administration unifying the different States. Even earlier, in 1861, Mr. Lipman of 
Philadelphia had patented the “Lipmanʼs Postal Card,” which resembled what Dr. Von 
Stephan described five years later.  
14 It is not surprising either that one of the most famous romantic poems, Alphonse de 
Lamartineʼs “Le Lac,” was inspired by the poetʼs encounter with Julie Charles at a 
popular 19th century resort, Aix-les-Bains, on the shores of the Lac du Bourget. 
Romanticism does draw part of its inspiration from nature, exoticism and nostalgia for 
the past. In fact, Lamartineʼs poem opposes the fixed nature of the Bourget shores with 
the fleeting human existence – the poetʼs lover has died. Nonetheless, as a movement, 
romanticism can hardly be linked with tourism in the way postcards are (see infra). The 
emphasis on the ego and lyricism, indeed, makes the romantic texts radically differ from 
the ones postcards spark off, which are in a sense closer to an uncluttered, quasi-
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address to the Austro-German Postal Conference, when von Stephan had considered 

which uses the “open post-sheet” could be put to, he mentioned the many “social 

purposes,” “orders,” “advices,” and “business transactions” for which postcards would 

prove useful and more convenient than regular letters. However, the only situation he 

actually describes is the following: 

How very troublesome, for instance, it is at present for anyone on a journey who 
wishes to write to his relatives telling them of his safe arrival or asking for some 
article that may have been forgotten! In the future such a one would take a ʻpost-
sheetʼ from his portfolio, and with a lead pencil, in the carriage or on the 
platform, fill it up and post it in the nearest pillar-box or railway letter box. (Staff 
45) 
 

The postcard offers alternatives, as shown by the repeated use of the conjunction or. 

What is emphasized is the convenience of the postcard as an on-the-go means of 

correspondence, particularly appreciable when one travels, thanks to its size and the 

simplicity of the epistolary style it calls for. Postcards signal a rupture, which is more 

profound than the suppression of a series of titles and salutations. In his 1819 speech, 

“De la liberté des anciens comparée à celle des modernes,” Benjamin Constant 

suggests that individual freedom, which guarantees free circulation of people and of 

goods and brings peoples together, is the freedom that is privileged by nineteenth-

century men, political freedom being what protects them. Postcards and their 

abandonment of epistolary protocol were but an illustration of this newfound freedom 

and of some political attempts to create a global postal system, because it soon 

appeared contradictory that in some countries, sending postcards abroad was initially 

                                                                                                                                                             
classic aesthetic, agreeing for example with Boileauʼs idea that “Ce qui se conçoit bien 
sʼénonce clairement, / Et les mots pour le dire arrivent aisément” (Boileau Despréaux 
160) and valorizing simplicity and straightforwardness.  
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prohibited. In Britain, a two-liner reading “NOT TRANSMISSIBLE TO PLACES 

ABROAD” was affixed to such postcards, which were sent back to the sender. This 

restriction, however, was not to hold for a long time.  

In 1874, the birth of a General Postal Union was accompanied by the first 

Congress and International Postal Treaty, which fixed a 25-centime postage rate for 

letters sent to members of the Union, and a one-penny fare for postcards. Although the 

one-penny fare disappeared in 1879, replaced with overseas rates, the possibility to 

send postcards abroad remained. Another restriction that is of particular interest to the 

history of the postcard is “the prohibition of anything except a brief message in the 

space provided” (Staff 49). In some countries, more liberal in terms of postcards, “small 

views of resorts and interesting places” (Staff 49) were soon printed, in black or brown, 

on postcards, as a heading or on the edge. The marginal images were referring to 

something that was not only out of the frame of the postcard, but in some cases also 

foreign to the world of the addressee – the transmissibility of postcards out of the 

country from which they were sent became crucial for this reason: postcards were 

something foreign to send back home to oneʼs relatives or friends before oneʼs return. 

An early card, used as a business notice by a Berlin firm and reproduced in Staffʼs The 

Picture Postcard & its Origins, illustrates this fact as it bears on one side views of eight 

famous buildings and their times to visit, with a caption in bigger print: 

Sehenswürdigkeiten Berlins – things worth seeing in Berlin. In these early view cards, 

there is a form of prescription: what is depicted is never random; its being worth 

reproducing on the card translates its being worth actually seeing, in reality. In German, 
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the word almost always refers to things worth seeing by tourists or visitors. Locals may 

know those Sehenswürdigkeiten; most often they probably quietly walk by them every 

day, not seeing them anymore.15 Germany, Switzerland, and Austria were pioneers in 

the pictureʼs growing importance: they were the first countries publishing postcards with 

a picture covering what was previously the message side almost entirely, reducing the 

space devoted to the written message to the strict minimum. Most of the pictures 

represented sites of interest, but Staff also mentions postcards with images of Swiss 

costumes – I will return to costumes, and move further away from the Swiss territory, 

with Gauguin. In France and in Britain, postcards were published to commemorate 

exhibitions, such as the ones published for the 1889 Paris Exposition Universelle, 

showing the recently completed Eiffel tower – it has since become the most 

postcardized monument in the world. Yet another popular genre came into being, once 

again from Germany, Switzerland, and Austria, the “Gruss aus” postcards: 

Amidst an elaborate ornamental frame and clusters of flowers, the words “Gruss 
aus” (Greetings from) were printed, followed by the name of the place, adequate 
space being left for the message or greeting. (Staff 56) 
 

Such cards have a distinctive old-fashioned style. They are amongst the first color 

postcards, and the seriousness bequeathed to monochrome postcards by the use of 

                                                 
15 In Langweilige Postkarten, Magnum photographer Martin Parr offers an interesting 
counterpart to the Sehenswürdigkeiten with a collection of German postcards made 
between the 1950s and 1980s.  They “take you on a daringly dull tour of its autobahns, 
airports, hotels, factories, shops, border posts, tower blocks and new towns. Presented 
without commentary or introduction of any kind, and with the original captions, the 
postcards are allowed to speak for themselves” 
[http://www.phaidon.com/store/photography/langweilige-postkarten-9780714840628/; 
retrieved on 12/24/09]. Nonetheless, their initial framing as “boring” postcards does 
exactly the opposite and mutes their voice as they are mises en scène with minimal 
captions.  
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black or brown is lost, giving in to a naivety that is not without charm. Greetings from 

Boston, Souvenirs de Roubaix: France, America and Britain soon produced national 

counterparts, always showing the local Sehenswürdigkeiten, and by the end of the 

nineteenth century, “Greetings from” postcards were available almost everywhere. 

Although their aspect has evolved, they are still widespread nowadays. No space is left 

for the message, which has found its way to the address side of the postcard.  Today, 

the picture side only rarely shows floral arrangements and embellishments around the 

little views – such ornaments would be considered kitsch; the “Greetings From” 

occupies more space and more actual and very often less clad characters have 

replaced dignified gentlemen riding bikes and couples graciously skating on ice.  In spite 

of these evolutions, this model has persisted, which is a direct emanation if its 

particularity, which is to have been created as the travel industry started to develop. 

 In 1845, Thomas Cookʼs first excursion had brought people to Liverpool, then 

Scotland in 1846, the Paris Exhibition in 1855, Switzerland and the Mont Blanc in 1863, 

and the United States in 1865.  By the 1880s, there were Cook interpreters, dressed “in 

blue uniforms with gold buttons” (Swinglehurst 72–73), posted in every hub worldwide. 

Other travel agencies, such as the Polytechnic Touring Association of London or 

Bennettʼs Travel Agency, developed around the same time. Although this was not mass 

tourism yet,16 travel was at that time made accessible to people from less privileged 

classes. For the ordinary people who started traveling, sending postcards became a 

means to report on what was worth seeing with people back home. And what was worth 

                                                 
16 Curt R. Strand, President of Hilton International, estimates that the “explosion of world 
travel” took place from the late 1940s to the late 1950s (Strand 3).  
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seeing was also worth sharing with the other, who, it was implied, had not seen in reality 

what was depicted – and was perhaps never going to see it. Travels started as one of 

the occasions for the postcard, but quickly became much more fundamental to it, as 

explained by Malek Alloula in Le Harem Colonial:  

Non seulement la carte postale est là, sur le lieu de son forfait, mais elle est 
aussi ailleurs, cʼest son ubiquité. Lʼessence de la carte postale, cʼest le voyage. 
Elle sʼexpédie. Elle est le retour fragmenté vers la mère patrie. Elle chevauche 
deux espaces : celui quʼelle représente et celui quʼelle va joindre. Elle jalonne 
les déplacements du touriste, les casernements successifs du militaire, les 
extensions territoriales du colon. Sublimant lʼesprit de la halte et du lieu, elle se 
veut aussi une agression permanente du sédentaire. Derrière la carte postale, 
cʼest toute une métaphysique du dépaysement qui est suggérée  (Alloula 10). 
 

In Alloulaʼs words, the postcard is on the crime scene and elsewhere: it is ubiquitous, 

but also, ultimately, ambiguous, because its forfait is threefold: first, and this is what 

Alloula is mostly preoccupied with, is the way postcards repeat a degraded and 

degrading harem fantasy, which later on contributes to fueling racism. This one is an 

etymologically monstrous misdemeanor, one that should be pointed at, put on display, 

but which also announces something that goes further: a restricted view on society, that 

paradoxically claims to be all-encompassing and representative in order to justify 

colonial violence – and this is what Malek Alloula proceeds to show in Le Harem 

colonial. The postcard, however, does something else, apparently less shockingly 

criminal; it commits (to) another forfait: the postcard determines, in advance and 

invariably, the nature of the exchange, which is fundamentally unequal. It is a contract. 

The descendant of the offenes Postblatt tells everything, it seems. There is apparently 
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no hiding on a postcard; everything is left into the open,17 but, and this is the postcardʼs 

last kind of forfait, this open is a nonparticipative one. Indeed, the open of the postcard 

comes close to exclusion: the postcard is open, but its two sides cannot be perceived 

both at once. One side of the postcard is always derrière; it is not visible even though no 

attempt is made to dissimulate it. Thus, the postcard works par-derrière: it is always 

highly hypocritical. It is how the postcard can be perceived as an aggression, or at least 

an intimidation. It does not only allow the tourist to offer an account of his travel; the 

postcard itself is the travel. It is a movement from one point in space, the origin, to 

another, as well as – Naomi Schor had already noticed it – the displacement of that 

point to another. There is a metonymic quality to the postcard: with it, that is a bit of the 

country where it comes from that reaches us. Yet, as this fragment reaches the 

addressee, the country from which the fragment was detached also remains at a 

distance, irremediably. The postcard is a link that does not bind, but separates. It exists 

only insofar as it becomes separated. At the end of the day, the open of the postcard is 

really a robbery: what is depicted is a remote place, yet this remote place is actually 

never what is depicted – because the postcard is fragmentary, discriminatory, lacunar, 

even incoherent.  Yet when the addressee gets the postcard, especially when it is a 

photographic one,18 she is robbed of the very possibility of seeing for the first time: with 

the postcard, she is supposed to have metonymically already seen Greece or Easter 

                                                 
17 In this respect it differs from the previous mode of correspondence: folded and sealed 
letters, even without an envelope, where not readily readable, contrary to postcards. 
Privacy was, in the beginning of postcards, one of the biggest concerns: would people 
other than the addressee not read what was written? Would people not care to read 
what was left out in the open? 
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Island. Come the day she finally visits those countries, the once addressee of the 

postcard discovers the place is nothing like the picture, which was in fact just a fragment 

of carefully selected “reality.” If there is necessarily a back to the postcard, there is no 

going back from it, for it is always assumed that what the postcard shows is not only 

somehow emblematic, epitomical, but also conform to reality. There is a bit of forfanterie 

in the postcard, a kind of pretentiousness in its pretension to reproduce the world, that 

finds some ground in the fact that like actual photographs, photographic postcards are 

perceived as “a trace, something directly stenciled off the real, like a footprint or a death 

mask” (Sontag 154). Photographic postcards signal a break with the past and illustrated 

postcards. Illustrations and paintings, even the realistic ones, are always interpretations 

of reality. Photographs, on the other hand, are “the registering of an emanation” (Sontag 

154). They are considered to be more objective, more material, and even more tangible: 

photographs are readily available; they are easily reproducible. Illustrations are too, 

now, but this requires a change of support. Paintings are even worse: trapped in 

museums or art galleries, it is forbidden to touch them. Yet photographic postcards, in 

spite of their stencil quality, are, like illustrations and paintings, but a construction: they 

cut through, rearrange, fill up reality, effectively separating it from what once really was. 

Photographic postcards do not reproduce the world; they reduce it.  

Another time, another question: can a man be reduced to his moustache? The 

issue thatʼs at the heart of Emmanuel Carrèreʼs 2005 movie La Moustache seems to lie 

far from our postcard preoccupations, yet some scenes of La Moustache beautifully 

                                                                                                                                                             
18 They started being mass-produced in the last decade of the nineteenth century.  
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illustrate the photographic quality of the postcard and its effects. Carrèreʼs movie is 

adapted from his homonymous 1986 novel: Marc, incarnated by Vincent Lindon, has 

been sporting a moustache for years. One day, after his wife Agnès (Emmanuelle 

Devos) tells him she would like to see him without it, he decides to shave it. But Agnès 

does not seem to notice his now bare upper lip; neither do his friends and colleagues. 

Worse: everyone quickly starts denying he has ever had a moustache. Marc, first 

thinking that everyone is playing a practical joke on him, seeks reinsurance from other 

people, or from documents, such as old photographs, that prove he did have a 

moustache. His wife and friends, though, think he is just losing it. When his wife tries to 

have him committed to a psychiatric institution, Marc flees Paris.  In a hotel room in 

Hong-Kong, he opens a drawer in which he finds, amidst letterhead paper, a little stack 

of identical postcards. As he pulls one out of the drawer, the camera moves from the 

postcard to the window, revealing that the postcard exactly replicates the view from his 

window: tall, illuminated skyscrapers against a background of otherwise dark night. 

Turning the postcard, picture side down, Marc looks up, maybe at the skyscrapers, 

maybe in the vague, and starts writing:  

Je serai rentré quand cette carte arrivera. Cʼest ce quʼon voit de ma fenêtre. 
Jʼaimerais que tes yeux le voient. Sans tes yeux je ne vois rien. 
 

 The postcard is a very typical contemporary one. The picture is on one side; on the 

other side, on the left, a blank space is left for the message – a close-up shows the 

word “correspondence” above this space, and on the right, “address” surmounting five 

lines. The header reads “postcard,” in a bigger font, in the middle, “from Hong Kong.” 

Marc addresses the postcard to his wife Agnès in Paris. The next day, after dressing up, 
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he goes to the desk, on which the postcard lies, picture side up. The camera then 

moves up to capture Marcʼs back, revealing buildings, vaguely blurry in the morning 

mist, in the background. When the camera focuses, the buildings turn out to be 

completely different from the ones that are on the postcard, and that seemingly were 

outside Marcʼs window the night before. Further in the movie, Marc – whose moustache 

has grown back – is alone in Bali, until one day upon coming back to his room, he finds 

Agnès, who has no memory of what (Marc thinks?) has happened and acts as if she 

had always been there with him. He looks at the postcard, which has not been sent, and 

put it back in his jacketʼs pocket. Later, at a party, Marc looks at it again, before moving 

to his mustachioed image in the mirror, and then to Agnès, who is walking in his 

direction. As they walk back to the hotel, Marc grabs the postcard in his back pocket 

and throws it in the water. In the final scene, in the dark, the barely visible face of Marc 

who, has shaved his moustache at the request of Agnès, gives place to the postcard, 

floating in the water, with its message still visible. The director goes back to Marcʼs face 

one last time before the closing credits unfold. In the movie, the postcard is supposed to 

function as a testimony: once Marc is back in Paris, the postcard will prove he traveled 

to Hong Kong. With the postcard, the travel will become hard fact. It poses a problem of 

temporality, though: the travel is apparently not recorded by Marcʼs possibly deficient 

memory – at least that is what his forgetting about his absence of moustache, his 

fatherʼs death, his parentsʼ address hints at – as it occurs, it becomes recorded a 

posteriori through the existence of the postcard. The postcard, though, does not work as 

a subcategory of photography, for not only the picture, but also the flipside of the 
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postcard matters. In fact, in La Moustache, the message further shows a difficulty to 

record. The verb of the second sentence is the third person singular pronoun on. On 

seems to be indefinite; on could be someone, anyone, or everyone.  The rest of the 

sentence, though, indicates that on more likely corresponds to the first person singular 

je. After all, it is de ma chambre that on sees. This fractured syntax, reminiscent of 

Rimbaudʼs je est un autre,19 shows how difficult it is for Marc to collect himself.  He 

knows where on sees from, knows that this room is his own, but does not know who is 

this on who sees. The rest of the message exhibits other signs of fragmentation: it is not 

Agnès that he would like to be seeing the view, but only her eyes. On the contrary, it is 

he who does not see anything; no mention is made of his eyes, thus implying his need 

to see through his wifeʼs eyes, because he, not his eyes, is unreliable. It is Agnèsʼs eyes 

that see. What the morning view from the window indicates, though, is not that Marc 

does not see, or even that what Marc sees is not reality. In the evening, when Marc 

looked at the postcard reproducing exactly what was outside, he was able to 

acknowledge that the two images were identical, that one was a reproduction, a 

photographic image of the other. In the morning scene, it requires a good deal of 

attention and observation to notice that the buildings visible from the window are 

different. At first, it seems they simply look different in broad daylight. After a moment 

                                                 
19 In his letter to Georges Izambard, dated May 13, 1871, sometimes called “Lettre du 
Voyant,” Rimbaud also writes: “Cʼest faux de dire: Je pense, on devrait dire On me 
pense. – Pardon du jeu de mots” (Rimbaud 340). The action of thinking “je” is displaced 
to an external agent. In Rimbaud, the ambiguity lies in the fact that it is clearly Rimbaud 
– and only him – who thinks that it is false to say “je pense,” but that the on who should 
say “on me pense,” includes everyone, including Rimbaud, who is at the very moment 
writing/saying “on me pense.”  
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one does realize the buildings are different, but only because the shooting angle has 

changed: without any doubt, what one sees is a question of perspective. So is the 

postcard. The change in shooting angle, though, is accompanied with a change in 

temporality: it is now daylight. And this change creates a doubt: what about the passing 

of time? Are we talking about an eight-hour difference, or have several years passed? Is 

it a flashback? The postcard is still here, with its unchanged image, but the view could 

have changed. The postcard has not been sent. Or: a postcard has not been sent. 

Because a blank postcard has not yet been claimed, personalized, identified, in the 

movie, the impossibility to see the message renders it impossible to assess whether the 

postcard that lies side up on the desk is the one on which Marc wrote the evening 

before, or at any undetermined and undeterminable moment in the past, or just any 

postcard that was part of the stack.  This impossibility illustrates that postcards do not 

only inscribe themselves on a spatial axis, they also do so on a temporal one. The 

postcard records a point in space at a certain time, and is subsequently snatched from 

its spatial and temporal origin several times in a row. The postcard is subjected to a 

series of multidimensional rippings, in time and space, from the moment the card is 

printed to when it reaches its destination, and sometimes even further, if it becomes an 

element in a collection. To understand better what is at stake with the postcard, one 

must go back, then, to the point (of departure) of Marcʼs postcard. He recollects having 

sported a moustache for several years, a fact that is denied by everyone he knows. 

What he tries to do, then, is to re-connect with his past and with his wife. The postcard 

is supposed to play both these roles: once back in Paris, even if he is not sure of what 
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he recollects, even if his friends deny Marc has ever been to Hong Kong, he will have a 

proof of what he did and where he was some days before. At the same time, his tender 

words to his wife mark her importance for him at a moment when she has drifted away 

and is physically far from him. Marcʼs throwing away the postcard is an 

acknowledgement of the failure of the endeavor: images have proven unreliable in the 

past – none, safe for a police agent, admitted he had a moustache on his identity card 

picture. In the same way, the materiality of the postcard, its reality could be ruled out. 

Marc throws the postcard away right as he holds Agnès in his arms, because the 

attempt to reconnect with her by saying he misses her is evidently at the same time an 

admission that they did grow apart. With her physical proximity and her apparent 

forgetting of the whole moustache story, the postcard becomes not only useless, but 

even null and void. It is as if it had never existed.  Only Marc could account for it, but his 

memory is failing. The director lets us catch a glimpse of another possibility: Marcʼs 

closed eyes before the final appearance of the postcard, the fact that a black screen 

follows this, and that the spectator then sees Marc open his eyes, all indicates that the 

postcard on the screen at that very moment could be part of a dream. Eventually, this 

interrogation contaminates what happened previously: retrospectively, the spectator 

wonders whether what happened during the movie was just a dream, or perhaps a 

series of hallucination. The double face of Marc – mustachioed or smooth-faced – even 

hints at a possible schizophrenia. Although La Moustache is staged in a context 

radically different from that of the birth of the postcard, it still begs a question 

fundamental to every postcard: since a postcard that has never been sent does not 
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allow the sender or the addressee to reconnect or to recollect anything, is that too much 

to say that such a postcard has no memorial existence?  

 Evoking her collection of postcards of Paris, Naomi Schor pointed out its 

“mnemonic sterility,”20 its inability to give rise to memories – memories of acquisition, 

that is. She explains this by the very organization of a collection: postcards are brought 

together as parts of a series; each card is linked to the one that precedes it and the one 

that follows in the collection. Each card is not linked anymore to its environment. The 

metonymy of origin I mentioned above has been replaced by the contiguity of one card 

with another, by the metonymy of the collection (The Cultures of Collecting 255). The 

type of collection Schor describes is a specific one, that of the deltiologist, which finds 

its starting point in a specific theme or category, often geographical. Incidentally, the two 

words designating the collection of postcards, deltiology in English and cartophilie in 

French, reveal differences in conceptions: in one case, the emphasis is on the 

correspondence (δέλτος, deltos, writing tablet, letter), in the other, it is on the support. 

It also partly explains why in France, the boundaries between different types of cards 

(postcards, greetings cards, etc.) have become so blurred that they are all gathered in 

the arch-category “card.” Another important aspect is the affective one, which the suffix 

–philie evokes.21 It seems emotionally logical that French collectors, more than those 

from other nations, choose to focus on a particular place in their collection, most often 

their city, or even their street, in one word: their terroir, which is, Schor insists, a French 

                                                 
20 Schor, Naomi, “Collecting Paris,” in: The Cultures of Collecting 255.  
21 On the development of the notion of philia, and more, see Dubreuil, Laurent. À force 
dʼamitié. Paris: Hermann, 2009 (Dubreuil, A force dʼamitié 21 et. seq). 
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specificity. Nonetheless, the postcard of the collector, be she American, French, or 

German, is never that of the average person, for whom postcards are souvenirs, pieces 

of personal experiences: keepsakes, rather than objects of consumption. Their 

postcards are always already things of the past. When someone receives one, it already 

has a story, even if itʼs a somewhat short one; it is loaded with history. Postcards 

become parts of a poetic discourse because they are odd presences. In the postcards 

one accumulates in a lifetime, there is no coherence, no organizational logic. We are 

passive as they come to us at random, which translates into different habits: one can 

dispose of them immediately,22 keep them for some time or more, put them on display 

or in hiding, read them once or over and over again, or forget about them, forever or just 

for a while. Yet what one makes of those postcards creates something: a series, 

perhaps even a collection, or simply a disposal process. Not all postcards sustain our 

memory-ies in the same ways and it is difficult to pinpoint what makes one more 

important than the other to its addressee: how emotionally close she is to the sender; 

how geographically far; how long ago the postcard was sent; how well one knows the 

place it comes from… It depends on their quality as “souvenirs,” which, according to 

Susan Stewart,  

[speak] to a context of origin through a language of longing, for it is not an object 
                                                 
22 I assume this occurrence is fairly rare: the sender has always put some time, money, 
and thought in a postcard. In Culture and Consumption, Grant McCracken evokes a 
“cooling period” (McCracken XX), during which an object loses what is attached to it: 
meanings, feelings, and associations. Once the object is cold, it is easier to decide what 
to do with it, and perhaps to discard it – to transfer its meaning. Because they also imply 
physicality – the sender has written the text by hand, perhaps liked the stamp, etc. -, 
postcards are definitely objects that need to be cooled before one decides what to do 
with them.  
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arising out of need or use value; it is an object arising out of the necessarily 
insatiable demands of nostalgia (Stewart 139).  
 

She adds that the souvenir serves to “authenticate a past or otherwise remote 

experience” (Stewart 139). The postcard is particular in that it does both, to variable 

extents. The tension between time and space is what organizes the existence of the 

postcard. It is a testimony of a past writing, and by extension, of history, as well as it 

accounts for distance. It is both a historical and an exotic23 object, and as such it exerts 

a fascination. In Le Système des objets, Baudrillard wonders: 

Dʼoù vient cette sorte de phénomène dʼacculturation qui porte les civilisés vers 
les signes excentriques dans le temps et dans lʼespace à leur propre système 
culturel, vers les signes toujours antérieurs – phénomène inverse de celui qui 
porte les « sous-développés » vers les produits et les signes techniques des 
sociétés industrielles ? (Baudrillard 106) 
 

The postcard is not exactly identical to the objects described by Baudrillard.24 For one, it 

has absolutely no claim to an inherent authenticity. What can be authentic in the 

postcard is external to it: the writer/sender can express genuine feelings; the postmark 

can be authentic. The postcard can represent the folklore. More importantly, it is in fact 

exotic only by proxy: par procuration, because it claims to represent the exotic and it 

brings it to the addressee – la carte postale procure lʼexotisme. It stands for it, but it is 

                                                 
23 Segalen would argue that historical distance is exoticism in time, a type of exoticism 
he mentions in his Essai sur lʼexotisme without further expanding on the notion.   
24 Baudrillard mentions “lʼancien, le vieux meuble, lʼauthentique, lʼobjet ʻde style,ʼ le 
rustique, lʼartisanal, le fait main, la poterie indigène, le folklore, etc.” (Baudrillard 105–6). 
Those objects, also deemed “marginal” or “mythological,” contribute for Baudrillard to 
“insure the environment in the present.” Their function is psychological; they are 
accomplished and as such signify oneʼs birth: “Lʼobjet ancien se donne ainsi comme 
mythe dʼorigine” (Baudrillard 107). The original dimension could be linked to that of the 
postcard, but I think the postcard, because it is a product of technology, does have the 
qualities of “le vieux meuble, lʼobjet ʻde style,ʼ etc.,” cannot be a mythological object.  
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not. Nonetheless, I argue that it functions in ways that are similar to Baudrillardʼs 

objects, and that a postcard has more value when it comes from a further distance and 

dates from a more ancient time, as those properties contribute to creating more 

nostalgia and more curiosity, feelings that are central to exoticism. This has always 

been true for the collector, and Baudrillard already underlined that the distinction 

between the amateur, who likes objects “pour leur charme divers et singulier,” and the 

collector, who likes them “en fonction de leur suite dans une série,” (Baudrillard 124) 

was not so definite. Baudrillard evokes the jouissance the former gets from intimacy with 

a favored object and the latter when he looks for, classifies, organizes. In the end, 

although their motivations initially differ, the results are similar: 

[…] il y a là un parfum de harem, dont tout le charme est celui de la série dans 
lʼintimité (avec toujours un terme privilégié) et de lʼintimité dans la série.  
Maître dʼun sérail secret, lʼhomme lʼest par excellence au sein de ces objets 
(Baudrillard 124–5). 
 

These objects are, in their stability, in their succession and homologue nature, 

reassuring, contrary to human relationships, which brings the individual in close contact 

with the unique, the confrontational.  Not only does the vocabulary Baudrillard uses 

remind of Malek Alloulaʼs Harem colonial, it also opens up to another dimension of our 

object, the postcard, which is the nexus of Alloulaʼs text:  as it is the case with any 

object, there can be a sexual dimension to the postcard. It is, writes Alloula, “la mise en 

œuvre, par le moyen photographique, du fantasme du harem, sa reprise dégradée et 

dégradante” (Alloula 10). In other words, postcards translate a vision of the Algerian 

woman, through the violent and violating look of the colonizer. Beyond “lʼalgérienne” and 

the geographical, historical and gender specificities of Alloulaʼs argument, a more 
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general problem emerges. I wrote earlier that the photographic postcard was giving a 

fragmentary, lacunar, reduced vision of the world to the sender, but this has even more 

serious consequences on what and who is represented: with photographic postcards, 

imaginary places and types are created. Postcards are a discourse about the colonies 

and the colonized, a discourse that reconstructs and thus negates their very existence 

and voice, as they become not even the object of the discourse, but its background, on 

which the tourist, the soldier, and the colonizer inscribe their respective discourse. And 

when Malek Alloula mentions “le touriste, le militaire, le colon,” he seems to refer to 

three distinct functions. A priori, there isnʼt indeed much in common between them. But 

truth is: during the nineteenth century colonial expansion, they often became 

aggregated. An example of this is the involvement of Cooks Tour in the 1884 transport 

of supplies and British troops to relieve General Gordon, surrounded by the Mahdiʼs 

followers at Khartoum. Five years later, John Mason was again roped in to transport 

Kitchenerʼs army to Sudan (Swinglehurst 100 et seq.). Although Swinglehurst deems 

the two endeavors “unique in the history of tourism,” the title of his chapter is eloquent: 

“The Gateway to the Empire.” It is not the world that is Cook and Sonʼs playground; itʼs 

the entire British Empire. Cook and Son capitalize on the work of reconnaissance 

carried out by Britain as an imperialist power. Additionally, John Cook was always quick 

to exploit his official connections to expand his business.25 Swinglehurst also reports the 

following words, attributed to a Cook tourist:  

                                                 
25 For specifics on the way Cook exploited official connections to develop Thomas Cook 
& Son in India, see Chapter 11, “Booking Clerk to the Empire,” in: Brendon, Piers. 
Thomas Cook: 150 years of popular tourism. London : Secker & Warburg, 1991. 
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the arabs think that Cook is the king of England and carries on hostilities on his 
own account out of pure devilry and bloody-mindedness (Swinglehurst 106).  
 

Never mind that by the 1890s, Cook and Son were the largest employers in Egypt, and 

that “the arabs” could not possibly believe he was the “king of England,” that in fact, a 

hieroglyphic inscription in Assouan mentions Cook and Son along Queen Victoria: “the 

arabs” have to be naïve. Cook and Son did not contribute to debunking myths about the 

colonized. Their travels did not strive to enlighten the tourists or to open them up to the 

reality of the colonies and the colonized. Tourists did not have to be directly involved in 

colonization to be part of it: their blind belief in prejudices about colonized people 

condoned and validated it. They also apparently did not assume the same ambivalent 

position as anthropologists, forced to work within the colonial administration to get 

official support, while trying to retain their intellectual freedom.26 Tourists, soldiers, 

colonizers, and anthropologists: all give, in different forms, account of their encounters 

with the other. Postcards are only one of those forms, but they epitomize whatʼs behind 

this discourse. At the end of the nineteenth century, in most parts of the world, it could 

take fifteen months for a letter to reach its destination, and it would pass through many 

foreign hands before reaching its destination. R. W. Houwink reports for example that 

letters from Tahiti were given to captains of foreign ships, who would then post them 

                                                 
26 On the position of anthropologists vis-à-vis the colonial administration, see James, 
Wendy, “The Anthropologist as Reluctant Imperialist,” in: Asad, Talal (Ed.). 
Anthropology & the Colonial Encounter. [London] Ithaca Press [1973]. James argues 
that anthropologists had to assume contradictory positions, as they had to claim they 
were useful to the colonial administration, which wanted anthropology to become a tool 
for imperialism, and at the same time to remain free to work on their specialist interests, 
not necessarily useful for the establishment. 
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from a continent.27 Of course, the correspondence that is put in care of someone always 

runs the risk to be subjected to curiosity. Urged to read a postcard, or to go to the 

colonies: curiosity works as a powerful motive for the tourist, the soldier, the colonizer. 

In that respect too, they are practically one and the same. On the contrary, 

anthropologistsʼ motives at first seem different, perhaps even nobler: their interest in, 

their care for (their object of studies) apparently reveal another type of relation to the 

colonies and the colonized. I believe, though, that care and curiosity are to some extent 

two sides of the same coin, heads and tails.28 In the next two parts of this chapter, I will 

examine how, in the age of postcards, accounts of travels become radically different 

from what they used to be during the first colonial expansion and after, and how this 

also signals a rupture in the anthropological discourse, inaugurating a new discourse 

that starts approximately at the same time when postcards are born, and still has 

repercussions today, for the imagery and language developing then also involve, on top 

of the sender and addressee, of the anthropologist-observer and her reader, the other, 

                                                 
27 “[…]les Européens résidant à Tahiti, missionnaires, commerçants ou visiteurs, étaient 
dépendants pour leurs correspondances du bon vouloir des capitaines de navires qui, 
accidentellement, passaient dans les eaux polynésiennes.” Houwink gives the example 
of Loti, who “reçut un jour une lettre de Rarahu, sa bonne amie tahitienne, affranchie 
avec des timbres américains.” Cf. Houwink, R H. Le timbre et la poste à Tahiti. 
Adaptation française de Patrick OʼReilly. [Paris, Nouvelles éditions latines, 1969], p. 2. I 
will return to the categories of European residents of Tahiti later on.  
28 “Care” is one of the meanings of the Latin curiositas. The word and its Greek 
equivalent were often negatively connoted in the Antique world, one striking example 
being found in Apuleiusʼs Metamorphoses, in which is it the dominant trait of the main 
character Lucius. Curiositas is what leads Lucius to try and perform witchcraft, and to 
accidentally turn himself into an ass, that will have to initiate a long initiatory journey 
before becoming human again. For a detailed study of the philosophical implications of 
the word in Greek and Latin, see Walsh, P. G., “The Rights and Wrongs of Curiosity 
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under cover of nostalgia and curiosity. 

 

Curiositas 

 I will never be the first one to set foot anywhere. I will never be a conqueror, or a 

discoverer. Everything is available, so there is nothing left; no place; no one. All that I 

am not, all the difference in the world, has been documented, photographed, filmed, 

classified, dissected. I am permanently inundated by billions of images and sounds. To 

much Pascalʼs dismay, curiosity, the driving force behind discovery and conquest, and 

the only reason  “pour aller sur la mer ou au siège dʼune place” (Pascal 216–7), can 

now be satisfied without setting a foot outside of oneʼs home. But I should write “one of 

the driving forces;” territorial and religious expansions or greed, or a combination 

thereof, were other ones. In La Conquête de lʼAmérique, La Question de lʼautre, 

Tzvetan Todorov writes that for Christopher Columbus-Colon, “le besoin dʼargent et le 

désir dʼimposer le vrai Dieu ne sʼexcluent pas; il y a même entre les deux une relation 

de subordination: lʼun est moyen et lʼautre fin.”29 The “missionary” category is always 

already comprehended in (the) Colon.30 When I slip into Todorovʼs world, I have already 

reduced the scope of the other, since the one he decides to deal with excludes the other 

others:  “lʼautre extérieur et lointain”, “des inconnus, des étrangers, dont je ne 

                                                                                                                                                             
(Plutarch to Augustine),” Greece & Rome, Second Series, Vol. 35, No. 1 (Apr., 1988), 
pp. 73-85. 
29 Todorov, Tzvetan. La Conquête de lʼAmérique, La Question de lʼautre. Paris: Seuil, 
1982, p. 18.  
30 Todorov sticks to this spelling, which reveals the two aspects of his name Christopher 
Columbus insisted upon: the evangelist – the name Christopher derives from Christum 
ferens, bearer of Christ – and the colonizer.  
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comprends ni la langue ni les coutumes, si étrangers que jʼhésite, à la limite, à 

reconnaître notre appartenance commune à une même espèce” (Todorov 11). What 

makes the foreign-and-external-other more other to us31 than other others is first and 

foremost linguistic and cultural incomprehension: the foreign-and-external-other does 

not share my habits; does not speak my language. Is he even able to say “I,” “we”? 

Implicitly, the limit of language is linked to the limit of humanity. One who does not 

speak my language – or a language I know and recognize – may not be a person, s/he 

borders on non-humanity. However, unless this non-humanity is corroborated, it is never 

perceived as radical, irremediable, and irreparable otherness. As long as otherness 

remains at the border of non-humanity, the gap between the other and me can still be 

filled. It is the willingness to fill it, and the way it is performed, that I shall discuss in 

considering accounts of the arrival of Europeans in Tahiti. In 1911, Henri Lebeau writes 

that “tout le monde a entendu parler de Tahiti en France et même en parle.”32 Starting in 

the Renaissance, men try to find the Garden of Eden, and in the 18th century, only a 

southern continent, in the seas that have not yet been explored, can still harbor it. 

Therefore, even before Oceania islands were discovered, they were already some of 

                                                 
31 Who is “us”? The most comprehensive “we” is the human community as a whole, with 
all its subsets, each of which can say “we,” thus defining itself against other subsets. In 
Columbusʼs time, Catholic Spaniards are defined as a community first against Muslims 
and Jews – later forced to convert, as moriscos and conversos, thus becoming an 
internalized form of other, on which I intend to return later - then against the Indians 
discovered by Columbus: naked, almost non-human, neither black nor white.  
32 Lebeau, Henri. Otahiti. Au pays de lʼéternel été. Paris: Librairie Armand Colin, 1911, 
p. IX, quoted in: Toullelan, Pierre-Yves. Tahiti colonial. Paris: Publication de la 
Sorbonne, 1984, p. 5. Henri Lebeau was a traveler; his book is based on the six weeks 
he spent in Tahiti, cf. Churchill, William, “Review,” in: Bulletin of the American 
Geographical Society, Vol. 43, No. 5 (1911), pp. 379-380. 
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the only places left in the world where the Garden of Eden could still be located. As one 

of them, Tahiti was a support not only for imagination, but also for words. And for 

Lebeau, it seems that although everyone has heard about Tahiti, it is not necessarily a 

logical next step to talk about it. Since at the time, the island had already been, for the 

writer or the poet, a good pretext for words,33 the on Lebeau is talking about could be 

not so indefinite. It could be the man,34 any man, possibly even the layman: one who 

has not seen Tahiti and who does not have the poetic license to talk about foreign 

things, peoples or places, for he cannot, unlike the writer or the poet, find words to 

invent it. What on says is always already inaccurate. Need we to add Lebeauʼs petit 

bourgeois, who only knows about the “charmes de lʼamour dans lʼîle paradisiaque où les 

jeunes filles ne se promènent que couronnées de fleurs” (Toullelan 5), to le touriste, le 

militaire, le colon, lʼanthropologue?  But the petit bourgeoisʼs parlure is already a 

restriction of the extension of the initial on. The only thing I know is that not all 

discourses have the same value. For the time being, let us keep considering on as un 

vague sujet amongst other subjects, and see how some of these subjects describe their 

encounter with the other.  

On June 18, 1767, crew aboard H.M.S. Dolphin, commanded by Samuel Wallis, 

made landfall, of “the most beautiful appearance that [they] have yet seen,” “and all the 

                                                 
33 Cf., among many others, Victor Hugoʼs 1821 poem “La fille dʼOtaiti;” Diderotʼs 
Supplément au voyage de Bougainville; Lotiʼs Mariage de Loti (cf. next chapter); 
Stevensonʼs In the South Seas.  
34 Etymologically, on derives from the Latin homo, the man. M. Riegel, J.-C. Pellat and 
René Rioul aptly remind us that the best possible definition of on is the one given in 
crosswords puzzles: “un vague sujet” (Riegel 197), as it can have many different values, 
cf. supra for an analysis of “on” with a first-person singular value.  
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Inhabitance appeared to be healthy stout Men and Women, the pig, two Cocks, and the 

fruit which was brout off, was all Good of their kind” (Robertson 133). Like in some 

entries of Colonʼs journal commented by Todorov, men and women are assimilated to 

other forms of life present on the island.35 At first they seem to be at the same time 

distinct from “the pig, two Cocks, and the fruit” - preceded by definite or numeral 

pronouns - and part of what appears to be a list, with commas putting all the elements 

on the same level. The structure of the sentence, though, is chiastic: healthy and stout 

(A) are men and women (B) / the pig, two cocks and the fruit (Bʼ) are good (Aʼ). Thus, 

there is a relation of equivalence between the terms. In this quasi-Platonist world, they 

mirror one another, and the apparent healthy stoutness of the people announces the 

goodness of the fruit and animals, as the beauty of the land announced the health of its 

people. They all display the same undifferentiated characteristic, beauty-health-

goodness. Incidentally, the adjective “stout” is used to describe both the “inhabitance” in 

general and the “Middle Aged Man […] that appeard to have the Command over all the 

rest” (Robertson 133) in particular. Although nowadays stout has come to refer only to 

stockiness, sturdiness, and in some cases fatness, it used to also connote moral 

qualities: boldness, courage, or even pride.36 However, in Robertsonʼs account, stout is 

associated with other bodily characteristics: healthy stout, stout well made, thus 

                                                 
35 For instance, according to Todorov, the following entry: “Là, ils remarquèrent que les 
femmes mariées portaient des braies de cotton, mais non les filles, sauf quelques-unes 
déjà âgées de dix-huit ans. Il y avait encore des chiens mâtins et braques. Ils trouvèrent 
aussi un homme qui avait au nez un morceau dʼor grand comme un demi-castillan,” 
illustrates what the place of the Indians will be – at the same level as the dogs, 
introduced between the women and the men (Todorov 40).  
36 Stout is akin to Old High German and modern German stolz, proud.  
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emphasizing the physical, material aspect. As a matter of facts, the description of the 

inhabitants of the island is at this point extremely limited; the main information provided 

by Robertson being that most people are naked, safe for a white cloth some older men 

and the women wear on their loins. Is the insistence on nakedness meant to contrast it 

with clothing as a sign of culture? Possibly, yet Robertson observes that the Tahitians 

have a language and some kind of political organization. For instance, when they 

approach the ship, they are said to be “holding a sort of Counsel of war amongst them,” 

and then “making a long speech of near fifteen minutes” (Robertson 136). Even though 

the “Counsel of war” is undetermined, it leads to actions: paddling to the ships, making 

peace offerings, and giving a structured speech. The Tahitians are naked, but show a 

semblance of organization:  

all of them appeard cheerful and talkt a great dale but non of us could 
understand them, but to pleas them we all seemd merry and said something to 
them, their language is not Gutteral but they talkd so very fast that we could not 
distinguish one word from another. The nearest resemblance that I know too it, 
is the patagonians Language (Robertson 136). 
  

Obvious is the opposition between they and us; surprising the fact that the Tahitians 

cheerfulness spark off such a reaction in the Englishmen as the one Robertson 

describes: they want to please the Tahitians, both with their attitude and with their 

speaking. Although the Englishmen cannot understand the language of the Tahitians, 

and do not seem to be merry because of it, they assume, in an almost Althusserian 

fashion, that saying something to the Tahitians will be pleasing for them, as if it 

corresponded to some form of acknowledgement of their existence. However, this 

hailing does not constitute the subjects as individuals; they are always considered – and 
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hailed - as a collective. To some extent, though, it is still an ideological hailing: that of 

the colonial ideology, which constitutes the natives as an undifferentiated mass of 

identical people. In fact, this lack of differentiation reaches far beyond the Tahitian 

realm. Indeed, when Robertson describes the language according to three criteria: 

sound – more precisely point of articulation; pace; degree of synthesis,37 it is, in the end, 

to compare it with another language he knows, that of the Patagonians, encountered a 

few months earlier. Robertsonʼs account of the encounter with the Tahitians is 

apparently not the account of a clash, yet the reference to the Patagoniansʼ language 

tells another story. The H.M.S. Dolphin spends four months, from January 1767 to April 

1767, navigating through the Strait of Magellan, docking in lands inhabited by people 

from several tribes, speaking different languages, amongst which one belongs to the 

Chon superfamily (Ona), one is a language isolate (Yámana), another one belongs to 

an isolated family (Qawasqar), part of the Alacalufan family). All of them are distinct 

from one another, from the Tahitian language, which is part of the Austronesian 

superfamily, and also from the English and other Indo-European languages. Why then 

does Robertson tie Tahitian to Patagonian?  After all, someone not familiar with 

Hungarian or Arabic could easily fail to distinguish one word from another upon hearing 

the language for the first time. Robertson, however, does not compare Tahitian with 

Hungarian, or Arabic: for him, the closest language is the one which seems to be the 

nearest: Patagonian. Now Patagonian is nowhere close to Tahitian, be it in linguistic or 

                                                 
37 In linguistics, the degree of synthesis depends on the morpheme-per-word ratio. This 
degree can range from strictly isolating, for languages in which one morpheme equals 
one unique word, to polysynthetic, with a high number of morphemes per word, which 
can come to carry the meaning of an entire sentence.   
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geographical terms. Geographically, though, Tahiti and Patagonia are closer to one 

another than to Europe. As for linguistics, when Robertson encounters Tahitian, he 

jumps on a foreign-and-external language, because he cannot compare Tahitian with 

other languages he might have heard without knowing. But there are no elements of 

comparison between Tahitian and other languages Robertson could have heard prior to 

this trip. Tahitian does not resemble them; hence it is other, not different. It does not 

belong to Robertsonʼs habitual frame of reference; it has to be outside. Besides, the 

rapprochement of the Tahitians and the Patagonians goes even further: both the people 

from Patagonia and the Tahitians are naked, and if Robertson is relatively silent 

concerning the Tahitians he encounters first, his description of the Patagonians tells us 

more about the value of nakedness:  

they were all poor Naked dirty creatures with nothing to cover them but a pice of 
Stinking Seal Skinn round their shoulders this is More Beastly creaturs nor those 
we saw in Elizabeth Bay, there Skinns was too Short to cover that which nature 
has taught All the rest of the human Race to Conceal, the poor Miserable beings 
was all Crampt with Cold and I believe extreemly hungry (Robertson 87–88). 
 

In the Patagoniansʼ case nakedness, more specifically exposed genitals, and bestiality 

are associated. The Patagonians are indeed creatures; they stay alive but barely, since 

they cannot even cater for their basic needs, such as eating or keeping warm. Sure, 

they use sealskin to cover their bodies, but these are too short: the Patagonians have 

no sense of what they have to cover, and their not knowing what the rest of the human 

race only further contributes to justifying their position at the bottom of the hierarchy, 

with even the Fuegians previously encountered being less beastly than them. As we go 
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further down the “ladder of culture,”38 the beings remain “human” in name only, 

distinguishing themselves from “the rest of the human race” by their bizarre behavior. 

The distinction between humans and animals becomes blurred as the separation 

between the body of the dirty, smelly, naked Patagonians and the sealskin is abolished: 

the sealskin is an animal skin that does not cover; it becomes just another layer of the 

Patagoniansʼ skin, one that doesnʼt cover them more than their own skin does. Covered 

in skin, they are still naked. An undated picture of a Patagonian (Figure 1) 39 gives yet 

another indication on how Europeans perceived the men and women they encountered: 

in this picture, a long-haired, bearded man wears a fur vest and a cloth on his lower 

abdomen. Displaying the classic attributes of a hunter, he holds a bow, and on his right 

side, tied to his waist, the ears of what appears to be a dead animal poke out. Between 

his legs, one can see the tail of this animal, which looks like a horsetail. No separate 

toes are visible on his feet; instead they look like cloven hooves. In fact, the Patagonian 

looks like a satyr, half-man, half-horse. In another representation, Patagonians are 

depicted as giants, wrapped in skins, woman and man looking alike (Figure 2).40 The 

                                                 
38 Brinto, D.G., The American Race, 1891, p. 328, quoted in Robertson 87.  
39 http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b20000886.item.f4.legendes#; retrieved on 
02/01/2010, in: Illustrations de Voyage autour du monde par la frégate"La Boudeuse"et 
la flûte"l'Etoile", suivi du Supplément de Diderot] / [Non identifié]; L.A. de Bougainville, 
aut. du texte, Diderot, Denis (1713-1784, 1958, pl. en reg. p. 96.  
40 Anon. “English sailor giving a giant Patagon woman a biscuit for her child”. (1769). 
[Engraving]. In : Byron, J., Gómez Ortega, C. [Ed.] (1769). Viage del comandante Byron 
alrededor del mundo. Madrid: Real Gazeta. Front Plate. Also appears in: Despoix, 
Philippe, and Stéphane Roy, “Patagons et Polynésiens. Premières estampes du 
Pacifique: un nouveau régime de lʼimage imprimée,” p. 69, in: Études Littéraires: “Les 
Européens des Lumières face aux Indigènes. Image et Textualité,” Presses de 
lʼUniversité Laval, 2005-06, vol. 37, n°3. All subsequent references to this text will be 
followed by the mention: Études Littéraires and the page number(s).  
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sailor who is giving the woman a biscuit is approximately half as tall as the Patagonians, 

who are described in the text as being on average “eight feet,” with the tallest being up 

to “nine and upwards” (Etudes Littéraires 62), a lot shorter than the giants depicted. 

Philippe Despoix and Stéphane Roy also explain that prior to (James) Cookʼs 

circumnavigations, no artist was on board, thus the drawings were executed a 

posteriori, based on the text, which explains the discrepancies between representations 

and reality, the difference of size between Figure 2 and its accompanying text being 

nothing else than an extreme exaggeration. This was nothing else than a promotional 

technique; it ensured that more people, lured by the drawings, would read the book.  
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Figure 1: Patagon (llustrations de Voyage autour du monde par la frégate "La 
Boudeuse"et la flûte"l'Etoile", suivi du Supplément de Diderot]).  
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Figure 2: “English sailor giving a giant Patagon woman a biscuit for her child”. 
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William Hodges was the crew artist during Cookʼs second circumnavigation. As 

such, he is the first artist to give a pictorial account of Tahiti. I am going to consider two 

prints engraved after portraits he drew then from nature: “Man in Christmas Sound, 

Tierra del Fuego”41 (Figure 3) and “Otoo King of O-Taheite”42 (Figure 4). Portraits of 

indigenes are not uncommon. In fact, starting with Cookʼs journals, about half of the 

drawings depict natives (Etudes Littéraires 61). The two men are represented from the 

bust up and against an atmospheric background. The Fuegianʼs hair is unkempt. He has 

no facial hair. He is roughly wrapped in some skin, which leaves half of his chest naked. 

He looks the viewer in the face, yet his expression is neither curious nor encouraging. 

Otoo, on the contrary, looks away. He is not facing the viewer; instead, the portrait is a 

three-quarter face one. His bearing is regal. His hair and facial hair are structured and 

his clothing covers the part of his body thatʼs visible in the picture; it does not seem to 

have been randomly thrown on him.   

 

 

 

                                                 
41 “Man in Christmas Sound, Tierra del Fuego. Drawn from nature by W. Hodges. 
Engrav'd by J. Basire.” No. XXVII. Published Febry. 1st, 1777 by Wm. Strahan in New 
Street, Shoe Lane & Thos. Cadell in the Strand, London.   
42 “Otoo King of O-Taheite. Drawn from nature by W. Hodges. Engrav'd by J. Hall.” No. 
XXXVIII. (London: Printed for W. Strahan; and T. Cadell in the Strand, MDCCLXXVII).  
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Figure 3: “Man in Christmas Sound, Tierra del Fuego.”  
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Figure 4: “Otoo King of O-Taheite.” 
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The differences between the two depictions could be linked to the status of both 

men: one is an unidentified “man,” quite probably of the lowest extraction, whereas the 

other is identified by his name and his title, “king.” However, amongst Hodgesʼs 

drawings, many are entitled “Man of” (Easter Island, New Caledonia, New Zealand, 

Mallicolo, Tanna) or “Woman of,” yet none of these portraits represent someone like the 

man from Christmas sound. They all have attributes: a nasal jewel and braided hair for 

the “Man of the Island of Tanna,” facial tattoos and feather ornaments for the “Man of 

N.Z.,” a turban and necklaces for the “Woman of Santa Christina,” etc. They have 

distinctive features, which can help identify them and distinguish them from other 

people. The man from Christmas Sound displays no such features. In fact, the face of 

the man drawn from nature looks strikingly similar to those of the Patagonians in Figure 

3, based on the text, which was based on a nature enhanced by myth – the 

Patagonians as giants. The fact that there is no difference between a first-hand rendition 

and a second-hand one suggests that, safe from what is fictional or mythic, there is at 

the time so little to say about or to draw from the Patagonians that not much can be lost 

in the transit from one medium to another. What the resort to ancient, mythical images 

also suggests is that for the Patagonians, there is no time. The images of the satyr and 

the giant representing the Patagonians throws them back at the origin, in a a-historical 

time. On the contrary, Otoo is inscribed in history: as the king of O-Taheite, he is part of 

a genealogy. He comes after and before. Although some parallels are drawn between 

the Tahitians and the Patagonians, ultimately, they are presented as diametrically 

opposed. Even when the unrealistic characteristics attached to the Patagonians 
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disappear, when they are not depicted as satyrs or giants, as half-humans, anymore, 

the idea that they are crawling at the bottom of the ladder of culture, almost unable to 

sustain themselves, to do what the rest of humanity does, remains. Meanwhile the 

Tahitians display more human characteristics. Is that to say, then that the newly 

discovered Tahitians are just different, not other?  

Another of Hodgesʼs works gives some indications in that respect, and allows us 

to refine what is at stake in the drawings, and how the relationships between 

Patagonians and Tahitians, and Tahitians and Europeans, are organized. First, when 

considering “The island of Otaheite bearing S.E. distant one league”43 (Figure 5), one 

has to remember that this work was originally a painting - not a drawing. I am examining 

its engraved version. Unlike portraits and views, it does not bear the mention “drawn 

from nature.” Despoix and Roy insist that painting, as a medium, forces the artist to 

move away from realism, and often leads him to ennoble the subject. As a result, 

painting is mostly used to represent “worthy” scenes, such as the first encounter with 

natives or the landing in a newly discovered country, whereas drawing from nature is 

used to account for nature study. What is it about this view of “Otaheite,” then, that 

makes it painting-worthy? It is most certainly not a first encounter scene. Nothing in the 

title suggests it could be. Moreover most of the encounter scenes were painted as 

friezes and in neoclassic style, with the viewer being able to see the action unfold from 

the side. There is not any attempt at realism, or any resemblance between the 

                                                 
43 “The island of Otaheite bearing S.E. distant one league.” Painted by W. Hodges. 
Engrav'd by W. Watts. No. LIII. (Publish'd Feby. 1st., 1777 by Wm. Strahan in New 
Street, Shoe Lane & Thos. Cadell in the Strand, London.)  
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characters painted and natives actually encountered. Hodges gives “Greek contours 

and features” (Etudes Littéraires 67), to both conquerors and natives, who are put in the 

same frame; the viewer is outside, possibly identifying with the conquerors – at least for 

audiences contemporary to the painting. In Hodgesʼs view of Tahiti the viewer faces the 

scene; he is at a small distance, but at the same level. He does not dominate. The 

scene is not seen from above, as it would be from a ship anchored near the three 

Polynesian boats occupying the foreground, but as it would be from another boat of the 

same type. He is almost in medias res, which contributes to giving an impression of 

realism. Now letʼs move on to detailing and analyzing the composition of the scene. The 

boat on the left is, unsurprisingly, an outrigger canoe.44 The other two are catamaran-

like boats, with a little cabin-hut reuniting the two hulls. In the background, other boats, 

mostly outrigger canoes, are painted against the mountainous island that gives its title to 

the painting. In a cove lies a village; on the beach gigantic palm trees. I am now going to 

close-up on the two double-hulled boats. Shape-wise, they resemble traditional 

Polynesian voyaging canoe, not outrigger canoes. However, they lack sails and their 

hulls are curved, not straight. As a result, the boats look like hybrids: Polynesian boats 

mixed with longships or gondolas.  The looks of the men aboard further the confusion. 

Out of four, three wear similar garments: ample, white draped clothing, and turban-like 

headgear, which have nothing in common with Tahitian traditional clothing. In fact, their 

garments look a lot more Turkish or Berber than Polynesian. At least, they correspond 

                                                 
44 They were the dominant type of boats in Polynesia. In April 1768, Bougainville 
describes the arrival of the frigate La Boudeuse in Tahiti as follows: “Bientôt plus de 
cent pirogues de grandeurs différentes et toutes à balancier environnèrent les deux 
vaisseaux” (Bougainville 221).  
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to the image of oriental garments in force at the time.45  

 

 

Figure 5: “The island of Otaheite bearing S.E. distant one league.” 

 

They are exotic; they seem out of place, like the strange boats. Besides, the two 

men whose face is visible are bearded – which is not the case of any of the other 

Tahitian men drawn by Hodges. Georg Foster, who was part of Cookʼs expedition, had 

already criticized Hodgesʼs artistic choices, arguing that the beards Hodges painted 

were an oddity, since men “shave themselves with muscle-shells” (Etudes Littéraires 

                                                 
45 Hodgesʼs drawings and paintings were executed before the full-blown 19th century 
Orientalist trend. In France, Orientalism – as an artistic movement - is already present 
as a curiosity during the 17th century, with Racineʼs Bajazet and Molièreʼs comedies-
ballets.  During the 18th century, the first French translation of One Thousand and One 
Nights by Antoine Galland, Montesquieuʼs Lettres Persanes, Voltaireʼs Zadig, Diderotʼs 
Les Bijoux indiscrets, amongst others, fuel the Orientalist trend, which takes even more 
importance during the next century, after the campaign of Egypt (1798-9), the Greek 
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67). The fourth man, on the left hand “longship,” is the only one whose looks could let 

him pass off as Polynesian, safe for the beard Hodges saddled him with. He doesnʼt 

wear a turban. In the engraved version of the painting, his skin appears slightly lighter 

than that of both his crewmates. His hair is disheveled. His clothing is dark, and appears 

to be torn on the right-hand side. He looks very much like the man from Christmas 

Sound. Posture-wise, he is squatting on what looks like a diving board, looking towards 

his right side. The man in white who stands behind him physically dominates him, but 

does not look at him; instead he looks ahead. The last man on this boat is sitting at the 

prow, his left hand lying on his knee, seemingly ready to move, looking either at the man 

in darker clothing or in the same direction as the latter does. Together, the three men 

are in fact playing what appears like a tragic scene. Indeed, the posture of the man in 

darker clothing makes him look strangely constrained, as if his arms were tied in his 

back. He is not a diver. He does not seem to be about to jump into the water on his own 

initiative; rather, he seemed to have been forced to kneel down on this board. The other 

man is effectively preventing him from returning on the safe part of the boat. This 

setting, and the difference in clothing and skin color between the men convey not only 

coming violence, but also social and racial inequality. In the foreground of “The island of 

Otaheite bearing S.E. distant one league” a scene of domination is playing, involving 

characters that do not seem to belong here, on boats that do not seem to belong here in 

particular. In fact, the only character that seems to be Polynesian and who is rightly 

here, in the waters of Tahiti, is the one who is being dominated. This is a violence 

                                                                                                                                                             
Revolution (1821-30), the Crimea war (1853-6) and with the growing influence of France 
in the Ottoman Empire.  
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inflicted by proxy: by men belonging to a people that have been previously dominated 

by the men now conquering Tahiti. In this painting, Hodges did not attempt to inscribe 

the Tahitians in a pseudo-Greek world. “Le peintre crée en regardant” (Bresson 132), 

and the world created by Hodges illustrates what is pictorially put in place at the time.  

As he pulls out one Tahitian from his island and singles him out, a hierarchy emerges, in 

which the men in white dominate the Polynesian, who is rendered insignificant and 

unthreatening by his posture and his isolation. This isolation appears even more flagrant 

as it contrasts sharply with the background swarming with a myriad of Polynesian boats, 

just as the manʼs kneeling contrasts with the towering totem that is at the prow of the 

other boat. Within these couples of oppositions, the human body is placed in relation 

and in contrast with artifacts, clearly recognizable productions of the island, which 

outshine him, just like the men in white dominate him. In this movement, the Tahitian 

body is three times removed from the reality of the observer: it is a painted character; it 

is further exoticized through the relationship with the pseudo-Orientals; finally it is 

objectified through the opposition with artifacts. It becomes a dehumanized human 

shape. It is as if between the pseudo-Greek, mythologized world of Hodgesʼs encounter 

scenes and the hyperrealism of his drawings from nature, in which Europeans are 

logically absent, there was no room for realistically painting Tahitians and Europeans 

together. In “The island of Otaheite bearing S.E. distant one league,” the integration of 

pseudo-Orientals - depicted using coded, exotically connoted features (the turbans, the 

beards, the white draped clothing)46 - as middlemen testify of the difficulty not simply to 

                                                 
46 As they stand for the Turks, they are the equivalent for human beings of “le cocotier et 
le chameau” (Segalen 19), which stand for geographical exoticism.  
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conceive the nature of the relationship with the newly discovered people, but even to 

comprehend their very nature. The three types of images of Tahitians created by 

Hodges are in fact not only different; they are also contradictory. The mythologized 

scenes of encounters posit the Tahitians as the new Greeks. They are, culturally, as 

remote from the Europeans as the Greeks were distant: geographical distance becomes 

confused with the course of history. However, at the same time as mythologization 

ennobles the Tahitians in some paintings, the irruption, in the view of Otaheite, of a 

possible physical resemblance of the Tahitians with the Patagonians belittle the former, 

as it affirms that the Tahitians present similarities with the Patagonians, who are placed 

at the bottom of the human hierarchy. And in the same way as the pictorial and textual 

treatment of the Patagonians varies, going from mythological forms to almost 

unidentifiable “human” beings, the artistic treatment of Tahitians does not get unified 

with the arrival of an artist amongst the explorers. Although a hierarchy seems to 

emerge, in which Tahitians are, as they are discovered, integrated in the human group, 

the various depictions of Tahitians tell a different story, in which the lack of constant 

traits amounts to an absence of salient traits. In Stigma, Erving Goffman argues that 

“first appearances are likely to enable us to anticipate the category of and attributes to 

[the stranger], his ʻsocial identityʼ” (Goffman 2). Hodgesʼs fluctuating images betray the 

discoverersʼ attempt to circumcise the characteristics of the people they have in front of 

their eyes in order to assign an identity to them. The images of Tahitians further the 

discourse on who they are or not. Images are a discourse of exploration. At the moment 

of the discovery of Tahiti, there is actually no “category of persons available for [a 
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Tahitian] to be,” because the observer is at first unable to link what (and not yet whom) 

he sees with what and whom he already knows, because what (and not yet whom) he 

discovers is nothing like what and whom he already knows.47 He can only link this new 

realm with other geographically or symbolically close elements. Thus, Tahitian and 

Patagonian are deemed similar languages, because they are both foreign and external 

to the frame of reference of the observer. The process in play is the opposite of a déjà-

vu: it is a not-yet-visible. The natives have not yet come into the human picture as 

defined by the first explorers, who in fact look through them.  

 

From looking through to looking at 

A bit more than a century later, in 1911, as Tahiti and its inhabitants had become 

things everyone had heard of and was talking about, Henri Lebeau affirms at the 

beginning of Otahiti, Au pays de lʼéternel été his will to tell what he saw during his 

sojourn in Tahiti, as they could appear to a traveler “sans idée préconçue et sans autre 

intention que de regarder objectivement ce qui sʼy passe” (Lebeau xv). Indeed, 

according to him, the French actually have no idea of what Tahiti is, since “lʼimage 

[quʼils] se font de ce pays a été créée et popularisée chez eux par le roman de Loti”48 

(Lebeau x). Moreover, the accounts of the first travelers, although they are accurate, 

                                                 
47 In La Mentalité primitive, Lévy-Bruhl further argues that they use concepts created in 
and by a european mindset. Consequently, “précisément parce que cʼétaient des 
concepts, entourés de lʼatmosphère logique propre à la mentalité européenne, 
lʼexpression déformait ce quʼelle prétendait rendre” (Lévy-Bruhl 414).  
48 Lebeau alludes to Mariage de Loti, the first novel Loti wrote, that was published in 
March 1880 with the mention “par lʼauteur dʼAziyadé.”  I will return to the novel in greater 
lengths in my second chapter.   
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were written prior to the colonization of the island and therefore do not translate the 

current state of affairs. His goal is therefore to give “à ceux qui nʼont pas vu Tahiti une 

idée aussi exacte que possible des réalités, triviales autant que poétiques”(Lebeau ix). 

Neither “literary work of pure imagination,” nor document, Lebeauʼs book is a “récit de 

voyage,” meant to give “une impression exacte du pays” (Lebeau xv). Shockingly given 

that no photographic reproductions are included in his study, Lebeau insists in his 

introduction on the visual, with a wealth of related vocabulary: “observation,” “regarder,” 

“vision,” “image,” “vision,” “transparaît” all appear in the first three pages, and are 

followed by numerous additional occurrences in the rest of the introduction. Lebeau also 

introduces early on the distinction between “lʼimage créée” – thanks to imagination, 

based on Lotiʼs novel, itself “œuvre dʼimagination” – and “lʼimage réelle:” what he 

observed in Tahiti and wants to make available for the readers. The former is a mental 

construction; the latter the result of a physical process, not limited to optical impressions 

since in Lebeauʼs discourse sounds and feelings are also included:49  

Mais quel écrivain imaginera des notations adéquates pour exprimer le silence 
spécial, semblable à nul autre, des paysages océaniens, le sentiment de 
solitude profond et rafraîchissant quʼon y éprouve ? Qui réussirait à faire vivre 
dans des mots ces beaux souvenirs poétiques dont ne cesseront de sʼenchanter 
ceux qui ont visité les îles du Pacifique : un cortège indigène se rendant à 
lʼéglise ; le chant dʼun récolteur dʼeau de palme dans les hautes branches dʼun 
cocotier, sʼélevant dans le silence planétaire du midi tropical et accompagné au 
loin par le mugissement des brisants ; par une nuit de lune, le frémissement 
mouillé des grandes palmes qui, lʼorage passé, dans lʼair mort, laissent tomber à 
longs intervalles lʼeau dont elles sont chargées, faisant résonner toute la grève 
comme sous un bruit dʼaverse ? (Lebeau xvi–xvii) 
 

                                                 
49 W.J.T. Mitchell uses the word “perceptual” (Mitchell 10), and put in this category of 
images sense data, species, appearances, which correspond to the many aspects of 
experience Lebeau refers to.  
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Both mental and physical images are the subjects of discourses: Lebeau writes about 

the way the French talk about the (false) image of Tahiti they have; he writes about the 

image réelle of the island. However, the access to images has to be mediated through 

language, and this necessity collides violently with the writerʼs venture. When it comes 

to expressing the sounds, silence, sensations, or images proper to Tahiti, words might 

always fall short when writers – be they novelists, explorers, or missionaries – attempt 

to use them to render images of Tahiti. On the contrary, Gauguin has managed to 

render the poetry of the place in his paintings. This new distinction does not concern 

imagination and reality anymore, but instead deals with other dimensions of the notion 

of image: graphic and verbal. In other words, the distinction does not bear on modes of 

perception of images anymore, but rather on means of production, with graphic means 

being more adequate than words in the production of images evoking life. Why is that 

verbal images are deemed less adequate in this venture than graphic ones? Obviously 

the first obstacle is linked to the nature of the linguistic sign, which entertains with reality 

an arbitrary rapport. This stable part of language, common to all speakers and 

established by convention is balanced by connotation, or the part of language that is 

linked to individual experience (Bourdieu 16). A given word denotes the same thing(s) to 

every speaker of the language it belongs to, while what it connotes depends on each 

individual. However, by this very definition, denotation is stable only in so far as the 

word is not uttered, as long as it remains en puissance and it is not put into effect.50 

                                                 
50 For a complete discussion of the notions of nom en puissance/nom en effet, see 
Guillaume, Gustave. Le Problème de lʼarticle et sa solution dans la langue française. 
Paris: Librairie A.-G. Nizet; Québec: Les Presses de lʼUniversité Laval Québec, 1975, in 
particular chap. III and IV.  
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Denotation exists only potentially, without being ever realized or realizable in speech. 

Conversely, any utterance is always already affected by the speakerʼs experience, with 

her inscription in society: already connoted, already tinged. Graphic images, because 

they draw directly from reality, seem more reliable. They also deal first hand with what 

Francis Affergan calls lʼAutre de la langue: color and beauty (Affergan 69). Color and 

beauty resist language because color concerns sight (la vue) and beauty concerns look 

(le regard) and affect. And in the context of the encounter with lʼautre, words are even 

more inadequate in that they fail to permit exchanges, as shown above with Robertsonʼs 

account of the first encounter with Tahitians: language hails, but there is no back-and-

forth between the two subjects.51 They speak; they can be grammatical subjects, yet 

although the native has a face and gazes back at the conqueror, he is not yet 

acknowledged as a subject. In the colonial, post-encounter world, the relation to the 

gaze has changed:  

Aussi, bien que lʼâme tahitienne soit sans doute restée la même, puérile, 
instinctive, sensuelle, incapable dʼeffort et de progrès, a-t-on peine à reconnaître 
dans ces grands corps mous, au regard atone, qui vous regardent avec une 
espèce dʼhébétude passer devant leurs cases, au bord de la mer, sous les 
hauts cocotiers et le ciel splendide, les derniers restes des foules guerrières et 
joyeuses qui assaillaient comme des forcenés lʼEffort et la Résolution, les 
hommes pour voler les marins anglais, les femmes pour les séduire. (Lebeau 
xii–xiii). 
 

Now Tahitians are not only expected to look back at the traveler; their gaze is expected 

to convey something – to mean. But it doesnʼt: it is atone, or so says the observer, 

                                                 
51 There is not even a back-and-forth between the observer and what he looks at, such 
as the one described by Segalen, when he considers not only the impact of the 
“spectacle” on the traveler, but also the impact of the traveler on the “spectacle” 
(Segalen 18).  
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unaware that his reading could be faulty. The alleged lack of expression of the gaze is 

likened to the sluggishness of the bodies, bodies which are in fact the ones looking – 

they are the grammatical subject of “regardent.” The references to lacks – of 

expression, of vigor, etc. – announce the leitmotif of Lebeauʼs text: the degeneration 

afflicting the once fierce Tahitian race, which has become apathetic. His take on the 

Tahitian people, though, is somewhat contradictory. Although he considers their singular 

soul “incapable dʼeffort et de progrès,” he is astonished that the people are not as bold 

as they used to be when they attacked the Resolution and the Effort,52 qualities that 

they either seem to acquire by contiguity with the ships thus named, or that they attempt 

to destroy. In the end, the attack of resolution and effort has trivial purposes: stealing 

and seducing. There is nothing noble in the Tahitiansʼ endeavor; at the end of the day, 

they show their true colors, those of thieves and whores, childish, instinctive, and 

sensual, indeed incapable of effort or progress, since they only exert themselves to 

satisfy greed or lust  - to commit deadly sins. According to Lebeau, in the 1910s, 

colonized Tahitians have hardly evolved, “au contact dʼune civilisation dont ils 

nʼassimilent guère autre chose que les vices” (Lebeau 67). Lebeau does not offer a 

critique of colonization, though. He notices and is moved by the fading beauty of Tahiti, 

that he considers is proper to “pays où des conquérants étrangers oppriment ou 

remplacent peu à peu la race indigène” (Lebeau 92), but he also regrets on several 

                                                 
52 Lebeau refers to HMS Resolution and HMS Endeavour, the boats captained by Cook 
during his second and third expeditions, and his first expedition, respectively. He 
chooses to mention the two boats whose names serve his point and leaves out HMS 
Adventure, which sailed along with HMS Resolution during the second 
circumnavigation.  
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occasions that there are so few French colons, and mentions that the ones he met are 

nice, brave people (Lebeau 43, 143). Admittedly, part of what is happening in Tahiti 

would not happen “si les blancs avaient pris plus au sérieux leur œuvre colonisatrice” 

(Lebeau 96), but in general, Lebeau gets rid of the White Manʼs Burden by deflecting 

the responsibility of the degeneration of Tahitians from the colons and attributing it to 

the nativesʼ natural tendencies toward “vice.” Tahitians are not noble savages; they are 

presented as rather primitive beings, the humans closest to the état sauvage, closer to it 

than black Africans, but paradoxically “ils sont du reste supérieurs [aux “nègres si 

primitifs de lʼAfrique équatoriale”] par plus de dons naturels et un certain raffinement, 

quelque rudimentaire quʼil soit, de vie et de goûts” (Lebeau 83). The Tahitian race is a 

complex mix of refinement and animality, of development and instinct, which has 

declined as it dissolved in hybridity and miscegenation. The insistence of this last 

aspect makes clear that Lebeau, even though he never names Gobineau, subscribes to 

racist theses similar to the ones Gobineau develops in his Essai sur lʼinégalité des races 

humaines,53 first published partially in 1853, and wholly in 1855.  Gobineau points out 

the inability of some people, including the “nègres pélagiens de la Polynésie” to move 

from a rough tribal organization, where survival of the fittest is the only law, to a 

structured nation system, which is attainable only by gifted peoples. Like animals, tribal 

peoples are wary of inbreeding, whereas gifted peoples, which tend to expand their 

influence to and dominion over other, new territories, are inclined to mix with the 

                                                 
53 I will use the edition published in 1884 by Firmin-Didot, and available on Gallica at: 
[http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k650519.r=gobineau.langFR] for the first volume 
and: [http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k61674n.r=gobineau.langFR] for the second 
volume [Both retrieved on 02/26/2010].   
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conquered peoples, thus degrading the original race. Through continual miscegenation, 

the blood of the race initiatrice (Gobineau 33) is diluted, and so does the society of this 

race come undone. Lebeauʼs thesis differs in that he certainly does not consider the 

Tahitian – or maori, or “canaque”54 – race belongs to the gifted ones. Like Gobineau, he 

does, however, consider that miscegenation is detrimental to races: 

Ce quʼon pourrait appeler un type tahitien nʼexiste plus guère aujourdʼhui: à 
Tahiti, les mélanges de sang divers ont peu à peu ôté aux êtres leur individualité 
de race; en général, sur les visages indigènes, lʼexpression des traits est 
composite (Lebeau 54). 
 

The swaying between individuality and type shows the difficulty Lebeau faces when he 

attempts to conceptualize his thought. Typical Tahitians should all individually display 

the characteristics of their race, and it is implied that they donʼt. Yet, if miscegenation 

has not smoothed the differences between individuals, itʼs because there were actually 

no differences in the first place, since the only individuality Lebeau granted to Tahitians 

was the oxymoronic individualité de race, that is: an individuality that constitutes a 

collective. While this individualité de race has disappeared, another semblance of 

collective has emerged: the composite expression has become general. In other words, 

what the humans resulting from racial blending have in common is that they have 

nothing in common with each other. They share the same difference. The fact that the 

mélanges de sang result in a composite expression shows that the only way races can 

“mix” is through an unsatisfactory juxtaposition of non-miscible characteristics, which in 

the extreme produces true freaks of nature. Their presence doesnʼt go against Lebeauʼs 

previous assertion that “Le pittoresque humain de Tahiti a presque disparu…” (Lebeau 

                                                 
54 Lebeau does not make any distinction between the three terms.  
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12): what he thus meant was that the original pittoresque humain is almost gone. The 

freaks of nature produced in colonial Tahiti are of a different kind, since they are the 

results of fortuitous encounters between elements that were never meant to be together: 

Même, de si étranges métissages se sont produits dans les îles océaniennes, 
où viennent échouer des matelots déserteurs de toutes les nations, et bien 
dʼautres épaves du monde civilisé, quʼon a parfois la stupéfaction dʼy découvrir, 
parmi un groupe dʼindigènes, dans une foule, au seuil dʼune case, un type 
complexe dʼêtre humain, saisissant et odieux par un mélange bizarre de 
sauvage bestialité et de dégénérescence produite par la vie urbaine, qui vous 
reporte par lʼimagination aux quartiers abjects dʼun faubourg populeux dans une 
grande ville dʼEurope (Lebeau 54–5). 
 

The products of the mating of Polynesians with people of other races are monstrous. 

They stand out in a crowd; they strike the observer by their shady physical appearance. 

They are also striking for what they are reminiscent of: the lowest categories of whites, 

the European urban working class – the proletariat. Even though Lebeau presents 

Polynesia as the junkyard of civilization, the presence in Tahiti of the degenerate 

mongrels produced by urbanization remains uncanny (Lebeau 137). The freaks of 

nature are also freaks of culture; they are the connection between those two worlds. In 

colonized Tahiti, what has changed is that the observer has expectations in respect with 

what a Tahitian should be: there exists a category to which he could be assigned. 

However, now that this category exists, Tahitians have been so corrupted by the contact 

with civilization that they have developed “[attributes that make them] different from 

others in the category of persons available for [them] to be, and of a less desirable kind” 

(Goffman 3). They are now visible because of their monstrosity, because their difference 

is so evident that it urges the observer to point at them. In Moorea, Lebeau also notices 

on many indigenes that “Lʼéléphantiasis, la lèpre, les maladies de peau les plus laides 
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et les plus variées sont presque universellement répandues” (Lebeau 179) and that 

“Tous ces indigènes ont sur les membres des marques suspectes, boutons, pustules 

mal cicatrisées, taches rouges ou violettes” (Lebeau 181–2). At the same time as he is 

acknowledged as a subject, the Tahitian is also branded as a less desirable one. The 

stigmata are marks of identity, but of an identity that is, in Goffmanʼs words, spoiled. On 

the other side, the observer, confronted to the stigmatized individual, is consolidated in 

his position as part of the normals, who are the ones prescribing who belongs to the 

social body. It is telling that in Lebeauʼs narrative of his sojourn in Tahiti, not one of the 

natives is named. Even the young man who guides Lebeau around the island, and 

whom he describes as “deserving,” is named only by metonymy: “Rouroutou,” which is 

the name of his village (Lebeau 212 & 214). In contrast, Lebeau gives the names of 

“Deux chevaux tahitiens, Fatati et Bibi” (Lebeau 118) he uses during one of his trips. 

Interestingly, the horses are also called Tahitian, as if there were horses indigenous to 

Tahiti. As for the name, it is considered a common but not reliable way of fixing identity. 

If one agrees with Goffman that “documented identity can place clear limitations on the 

way in which an individual can elect to present himself” (Goffman 61), the corollary is 

also true: it limits the ways one can elect to identify the ones he encounters. Conversely, 

in the absence of name, the nativeʼs identity remains flexible, but only flexible for the 

white to decide whom he wants the native to be. In the colonial world, the white, who 

possesses an identity, is also always the one assigning to the native the name that 

determines social identity. He possesses the word, contrary to the natives who prove to 

be unable to learn French and to speak it sans fautes; who cannot go further than 
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psittacism (Lebeau 197) in spite of the French administrationʼs attempts to educate 

them (Lebeau 106–7). Of course, they remain “barbares en dépit de la mission et des 

gendarmes” (Lebeau 52): they are unable to accept institutions so as to escape the fate 

of their race, which is to remain at the tribal level. Lebeau observes as he closes his 

study of Tahiti that Tahitians have accessed to a superior civilization that has yet not 

penetrated them, and that given the chance they would abandon it to go back to “la 

brousse et peut-être le cannibalisme” (Lebeau 259), that Tahitians deny practicing, 

while admitting to human sacrifice (Lebeau 256–7). When he verbally sends Tahitians 

back to their possible cannibalism, Lebeau performs a double gesture: first, he 

condones colonization, which put an end to this practice. Moreover, in the 16th century, 

the consumption of human flesh was at the heart of the Valladolid debate, and became 

the criterion according to which it was allowed to enslave a people: if they were 

cannibals, they could be used as slaved. In the encomienda context, this was a strong 

incentive to affirm that natives were consuming human flesh. Secondly, and this is a 

direct consequence of what precedes: accusing someone of cannibalism separates him 

or her from humanity. Lebeauʼs peut-être adjourns the Tahitiansʼ inhumanity at the 

same time as it gives dominion to the European. This relation is indeed one of 

possession, as in the Tahitiansʼ attitude towards the civilization that came with 

colonization,  

[…] cʼest lʼâme tout entière des indigènes de Tahiti qui se révèle, il me semble, 
âme à la fois orgueilleuse et asservie, conservant au fond dʼelle une haine 
défiante du blanc, mais fière quand même que celui-ci veuille bien frayer de 
temps en temps avec ceux quʼil a abrutis et au besoin de donner des “enfants 
blancs” à leurs femmes (Lebeau 259). 
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Physical possession of Tahitian females by white men is the only way civilization 

actually penetrates Tahiti. Although the ambivalence of Tahitians is pointed out, Lebeau 

never questions the attitude of the whites. Baudrillardʼs interrogation55 now appears to 

be transposable to the human realm: what is it that pushes the colonized towards the 

colonizer, and vice versa? In truth, the double movement Fanon mentions in Peau noire 

Masques blancs: “Mouvement dʼagressivité, qui engendre lʼasservissement ou la 

conquête; mouvement dʼamour, don de soi, terme final de ce quʼil est convenu dʼappeler 

lʼorientation éthique” (Fanon 53) seems to be a shared reality; colonizers and colonized 

despise and desire each other. In the colonies, though, colonizers are possédés only by 

their desire for the colonized body, while the colonized is both asservi in his or her body 

– dépossédé –, and possédé by the desire for whiteness. In LʼEmpire du langage, 

Laurent Dubreuil notices “la difficulté à séparer lʼexpansion impériale de la quête du 

plaisir. Mobile, ou récompense” (Dubreuil, Lʼempire du langage 33). He stresses the 

erotic and social-political values of possession in the colonies, and proceeds to consider 

la phrase de possession. Working from the linguistic aspect of possession Dubreuil 

analyzes, I move to the basic level of possession: physical possession, acquisition, 

accumulation, that I argue are the results of curiositas, which is both desire and passion 

(Pomian 57–8). Colonies and colonized people are very literally curios, and colonizers 

attempt to collect them, like Baudrillardʼs collector does objects. Lebeauʼs insistence on 

abnormalities and aberrations is but a manifestation of curiositas. In Otahiti, Au pays de 

lʼéternel été, he does not only offer a critique of colonial Tahiti, he also draws up a 

                                                 
55 Cf. supra, p. 30, Baudrillard 106.  
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catalogue of Tahitians worthy of description – and worth seeing: Lebeauʼs Tahitians are 

Sehenswürdigkeiten. They are not too far off from Barnumʼs freaks,56 themselves 

descendants of the sixteenth-century Wunder- und Kunstkammern. As such, ironically, 

Lebeauʼs hybrid, mixed-race Tahitians are also the offspring of earlier Patagonians 

(Figures 2 and 3). As in the case of Alloulaʼs Algérienne, the colonizersʼ and Lebeauʼs 

look on Tahitians is violent and violating, as it deprives them of their humanity. The use 

of the “major discursive strategy” (Bhabha 94) of colonial discourse, the stereotype, and 

the reiteration of Gobineauʼs theory are yet other violences. Under the pretense of 

debunking the cliché of les jeunes filles couronnées de fleurs, and although il se passe 

dʼimages, Lebeau actually fuels the cliché of Tahiti as le pays de lʼéternel été. It might 

well be an extremely bleak summer, yet summer it is. The petits bourgeois can keep 

smirking.  

 

Their place in the picture 

  In The Location of Culture, Homi Bhabha writes about “The Other Question,” 

exploring ambivalence as the central feature of the stereotype, which 

is a form of knowledge and identification that vacillates between what is always 
ʻin placeʼ, already known, and something that must be anxiously repeated… as if 
the essential duplicity of the Asiatic or the bestial licence of the African that needs 
no proof, can never, in discourse, be proved (Bhabha 94–5). 
 

Ambivalence is what “gives the colonial stereotype its currency.” Without it, the 

                                                 
56 Lebeau mentions elephantiasis, a disease that is guilty by association, as it recalls 
Joseph Merrick, the Elephant man, who, starting in 1884, was exhibited as a curiosity 
by Sam Torr, with the help of music hall proprietor J. Ellis, travelling showman George 
Hitchcock, and fair owner Sam Roper (Howell and Ford 62–63).  
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stereotype could not be applicable in various contexts. In other words, the Asiatic has to 

be duplicitous and the African has to be licentious – in any circumstance, at any time, in 

any place.  Stereotype is the privileged tool of colonial discourse, as it is the apparatus 

to produce “the colonized as a social reality which is at once ʻotherʼ and yet entirely 

knowable and visible” (Bhabha 101). I argued earlier that in Lebeauʼs account, the 

colonized is not constructed as other, but as different and of a less desirable kind. My 

disagreement with Bhabha lies in the very notion of social reality.  As pointed out by 

Todorov in La Découverte de lʼAmérique, the other is the one that gets ejected out of 

the social body. The other, by definition, cannot be integrated into the social body. The 

different, while he or she is at the bottom of this body, becomes part of it. The shift from 

other to different is operated starting with the discovery discourse. Francis Affergan 

points out that the anthropological fieldwork experience is immediate and not repeatable 

(Affergan 244). The same goes for encounter accounts. There is a before and an after, 

created by the cut the encounter operates in time. The encounter moment is a captured 

moment, that structures and divides up time from the inside, hence the impossibility to 

base anthropological discourse on stereotypes. The other has no attributes yet; it does 

not preexist the original moment. However, the encounter with otherness is the moment 

that grounds its becoming-different. The anthropologist describes the other, and 

subsequently people read, repeat, re-interpret the description, reactivating the 

stereotype, which in some ways functions like the photograph,  

[perpetuating] the past in an insidious fashion, denying time, presenting a 
timeless vision, an ʻethnographicʼ present and as such [becoming] another 
manifestation of anthropologyʼs atemporal discourse (Anthropology and 
Photography 1860-1920 7). 
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The difference between photograph and stereotype is one of authority: while the 

photograph is the testimony of the physical and temporal presence of the photographer 

(Anthropology and Photography 1860-1920 7), the stereotype, albeit rarely questioned, 

is as questionable on its origin as it is ambivalent in its signification and unstable in its 

practice. In Otahiti. Au pays de lʼéternel été, it is precisely the use of stereotypes that 

forces Lebeau to adopt an ambiguous position on Tahiti, and to carry out a constant 

swaying between individuality and type. It is the same swaying one finds in postcards:  

they aim at representing a country through the reproduction of one of its parts, at being 

typically French, Polynesian, German, Guinean, etc., through the extraction of small 

pieces made or deemed typical. Nowadays, Lotiʼs Rarahu and Gauguinʼs paintings are 

perceived as typical, coherent representations of Polynesian women at the turn of the 

century. When someone gets those images, he or she receives what is perceived as a 

metonymic part of Tahiti, what I earlier called “a fragment of carefully selected ʻreality.ʼ” 

In this sense, the images crafted by Loti and Gauguin are indeed a type of postcards. 

And we will see that, in the economy of their œuvre, it also matters that Loti was 

represented on a postcard, and that Gauguinʼs paintings are frequently reproduced as 

postcards. Notwithstanding, the kind of reality they produced functions as postcards 

only insofar as it remains self-contained. As I have shown, the actual encounter with the 

reality that is behind – and everywhere around – the postcard, that exists prior to it, can 

only shatter it. For Loti and Gauguin, things work a bit differently; first because their kind 

of postcards are not actually photographic reproductions of reality, but interpretations, 

creations; second because although their works can be considered as isolated events, 
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they are in fact part of a large body of works, written, painted, drawn, through which the 

images travel. As artists, as Loti and Gauguin drew these women on paper, they also 

drew from their environment the materials that they used and re-used: words, lines, 

colors, and motifs. In the following chapters, I will proceed to throw bridges between 

these elements, composing multi-view, multi-layered installations, in which, through a 

careful, thought-through arrangement, the seemingly coherent isolated images not only 

do not shatter when they encounter the outside world, but also shed light on it. In the 

end, I will show images that travel to find their place into ensembles that come to mean 

otherwise.  
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CHAPTER 2 

PIERRE LOTI: PORTRAYING THE OTHER, COLLECTING ONESELF 

 

“Ah, je ne savais pas que ʻPierre Lotiʼ était un pseudonyme!” The exclamation, 

uttered in September 2009 by one of the people who were visiting Lotiʼs Rochefort 

house at the same time as I, surprised me: I had assumed that people interested in 

visiting his house would have some kind of interest in and knowledge of Loti. But 

obviously, there was something else that was drawing people to this house. Maybe Loti 

was just in style at the time?  Indeed, from July 2009 to March 2010, during the Saison 

de la Turquie en France, several events were dedicated to the Rochefortais writer, 

including a conference entitled: “A Rochefort, lʼétonnante maison orientaliste dʼun 

écrivain-voyageur: Pierre Loti,” during which Alain Quella-Villéger evoked “lʼhistoire de 

cette maison pas comme les autres.”57 Such are the remains of Lotiʼs life: signposts, the 

conspicuous presence of his name, and his eccentricity emphasized ad nauseam 

through the Maison, presented as the masterpiece of his bizarre imagination, uncanny 

and composite, a mix of  “la chambre arabe, le salon turc, la mosquée, la pagode 

japonaise, la salle chinoise” – composed, like the Hermès scarf “Pierre Loti ou lʼÂme 

voyageuse,” on which images of Egypt, Turkey, China are printed, along with portraits of 

Loti – Loti with a fez, Loti as Osiris, Loti sailor in his uniform, etc. – on bright color 

blocks: 

Le carré retrace lʼépopée de Pierre Loti et son insatiable désir dʼailleurs. Ses 
                                                 
57 [http://www.saisondelaturquie.fr/pierre-loti-dessinateur-au-long.html; retrieved on 
04/02/2010]. 
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pérégrinations ont donné lieu à de nombreux ouvrages, dessins et 
photographies. Cette profusion dʼimages constitue le matériau du carré, sorte de 
puzzle rassemblant les multiples vies et facettes de lʼécrivain: jeune militaire, fier 
méhariste, officier de marine, dandy turc, excentrique orientaliste… Traces de 
lieux visités, collages de photos, dʼobjets et de portraits, le carré se fait carnet de 
voyages exotiques, sur lequel est inscrite cette célèbre phrase: « Comme on est 
bien ici, et quelle chose fatale que cette envie qui me prend toujours de 
repartir. »58 (my emphases) 
 

The world of fashion may seem to be far remote from literature, yet this description 

stresses two aspects that are of interest when one studies Loti: the narrative and the 

composite. Within the surface of a 90-centimeter sided square, Lotiʼs life becomes 

enclosed. As it breaks the narrative thread of Lotiʼs épopée and puts it back together on 

tissu, in an arrangement that is not linear or chronological anymore, the careful design 

of the scarf gives an impression of too absolute a randomness in the organization of the 

different elements. They are no more parts of a text about Loti; instead they work like 

the sentence “Comme on est bien ici, et quelle chose fatale que cette envie qui me 

prend toujours de repartir.” Deprived of their context – the text for the latter, Lotiʼs life for 

the former –, they become quotations, movable and reorganizable at will, always ready 

to leave, as well as epilogues to Lotiʼs life, ironic and contradictory in the way they fixate 

his image – his images, because there are so many of them that it is difficult to get a 

sense of what they are meant to mean.     

In fact, if Lotiʼs eccentricity is always evoked first, the propriety of the great man 

comes a close second: the towns of Rochefort and Saint-Pierre dʼOléron make the most 

of Loti “marin, écrivain français, académicien” – académicien above all, immortel – 

                                                 
58 From the Hermès catalogue. The scarf was designed by Cyrille Diatkine and released 
in Spring 2009.  
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Saint-Pierre? Finally, Loti as a misunderstood and/or underestimated writer and man 

has been for the last thirty years or so repeatedly and in an almost deranged fashion 

defended and rescued by some of his French contemporary critics,59 knights in shining 

armor who have the hopeless habit of assimilating Lotiʼs every writing in a big 

undifferentiated lump of autobiographical writings.60 True, in the wake of Lotiʼs death in 

1923, André Breton wrote a “refus dʼinhumer” Loti lʼidiot, then placed along le traître and 

le policier61 in the “communal grave of literature.” For five decades, Loti became 

obsolete, until Roland Barthes unearthed him at the beginning of the nineteen-

seventies,62 praising the modernity of Aziyadé, Lotiʼs second novel, as well as his “crafty 

writing logic” (Barthes, Le degré zéro de lʼécriture 174). Also true, through Segalenʼs 

relatively recent recuperation by the postcolonial critique, Loti is most notably known as 

the “[Proxénète] de la Sensation du Divers” (Segalen 34), racist, dangerously attracted 

to young girls,63 a joke of a writer, partisan of colonialism and colonization. Between 

                                                 
59 Alain Quella-Villéger entitles his 1986 biography of Loti Pierre Loti lʼincompris and 
invites the reader to “look at and meet Pierre Loti. Lʼincompris” (Pierre Loti Lʼincompris 
21). Marie-Paule de Saint-Léger publishes Pierre Loti lʼinsaisissable, in which she 
mentions her fascination for Lotiʼs “complexité, apparente incohérence, pour son côté 
ʻinsaisissableʼ” (Saint-Léger 11–12).  
60 I develop this point in the last subheading of this chapter, “Recording Life; Writing 
Fiction,” p. 136 et seq.  
61 Maurice Barrès and Anatole France, respectively.  
62 His article, “Pierre Loti: ʻAziyadé,ʼ” was used, in Italian, as the preface to the 1971 
Franco-Maria Ricci edition of Aziyadé. It was later published in French in Critique, 
n°297, February 1972. I will refer to the version published in Le degré zéro de lʼécriture, 
suivi de Nouveaux essais critiques, published by Seuil in 1972. 
63 Chantal Spitz goes further, as far as to accuse Loti of statutory rape (“détournement 
de mineure”). Cf. Spitz, Chantal. “Rarahu iti e autre moi-même”  
[http://www.lehman.cuny.edu/ile.en.ile/paroles/spitz_loti.html; retrieved on 04/14/2010]. 
See infra, footnote 65 p. 77.  
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those two extremes, there seems to be little room for an assessment of Lotiʼs works, 

which is becoming more urgent and necessary considering the recent release of his 

journal – kept by his family until 2008 – in the public domain, and the first 

comprehensive exhibition of his drawings that took place at the Musée Anne de 

Beaujeu, in Moulins-sur-Allier, from October 10, 2009, to January 3, 2010. Both these 

events shed a new light on Lotiʼs aesthetics, thus revealed to be more multiform and 

complex than many of Lotiʼs novels could lead to believe. 

But first and foremost: Who is Loti? In January 1879, Calmann Lévy publishes an 

anonymous novel entitled Aziyadé; in March 1880, Le Mariage de Loti, which was 

written in 1872, is published with the subtitle Rarahu and the mention “par lʼauteur 

dʼAziyadé.” From March to May 1881, Le Spahi is published in La Nouvelle Revue – 

signed by “lʼauteur du Mariage de Loti” – before being published as a volume under the 

title Roman dʼun Spahi in September of the same year, when Le Figaro reveals that 

“Pierre Loti est le pseudonyme dʼun officier de marine fort distingué, M. Julien Viaud.” 

After this outing, Viaud-Loti keeps writing, and Loti, who dies at the end of Aziyadé, later 

appears as a character in Fleurs dʼEnnui, before Viaud-Loti declares in Fantôme 

dʼOrient that “Aziyadé et Loti, ceux dʼautrefois du moins, sont bien morts” (Loti, OC 6 

14). Still, Viaud will assume the pen name Pierre Loti for the rest of his life, and beyond. 

How did this happen, since in Lotiʼs first two novels, the ones that ground his ambivalent 

identity, nothing happens. Indeed, in Aziyadé, Barthes writes, “Donc, il se passe: rien” 

(Barthes, Le degré zéro de lʼécriture 167). In Le Mariage de Loti, the same: rien. Both 

Le Mariage de Loti and Aziyadé tell a series of incidents. Barthes did say that le rien de 
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Loti is made out of “ces insignifiances” (Barthes, Le degré zéro de lʼécriture 166) – he 

did not mention, though, that it is this mere trifle that in the French language, one calls 

les petits riens, these menus incidents that are life. As for the two novels, they only differ 

dʼun rien. In Aziyadé, “Un homme aime une femme […]; il doit la quitter; ils en meurent 

tous les deux” (Barthes, Le degré zéro de lʼécriture 166); in Le Mariage de Loti, only she 

dies. The non-annihilation of Loti at the end of Le Mariage is necessary if Loti is to be 

the hero of the Turkish adventures. It is a condition sine qua non: there would have 

been no Aziyadé at all if Loti had died in Tahiti. Narratively, Le Mariage de Loti brings 

about the same cut as the anthropological encounter: there is a before and an after. And 

after, Loti is never the same anymore, because he was not at all before. 

Chronologically, Rarahu is also the first woman in Lotiʼs collection – it becomes 

dangerously tempting to echo both Malek Alloula and Jean Baudrillard and to write: in 

Lotiʼs seraglio, seraglio where Aziyadé lives when Loti first sees her in Istanbul. With 

Rarahu, Loti puts something fundamental in place: a particular kind of portrait of the 

colonized woman.  

In this chapter, I ground my analysis of Lotiʼs aesthetics on his first novel, Le 

Mariage de Loti. We saw in the previous chapter that for Homi Bhabha, the central 

feature of the stereotype is its ambivalence. Lebeauʼs referring to Tahitians as “the 

compatriots of Rarahu” (Lebeau 81), the name of Lotiʼs Tahitian “wife” in the novel, 

while deeming the characters “vague” and “artificial” (Lebeau 69) testifies of the 

challenges created by Lotiʼs characters: either extremely memorable or forgettable, 

particular or universal, they resist classification as a whole. Rarahu illustrates this 
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phenomenon: a representation of Polynesia, she is above all singulière, so much so that 

she should be kept isolated from the world.  I will show that through verbal devices akin 

to photographic ones used in postcards – namely: selection, composition and framing –, 

Loti makes Rarahu the ultimate pièce de collection, which always already has the 

potential to become reproduced as a stereotype, but ultimately fails as it becomes a 

heirloom. However, “Loti” is, too, a character of the novels written by “Loti,” who is not 

the same as the character, who, in fact, is Julien Viaud. Loti “is and is not his character” 

(Barthes, Le degré zéro de lʼécriture 165), and is given his name by other characters. I 

argue that in Tahiti, as in any other colonies, where power depends on the capacity to 

give a name to the other, Lotiʼs ambivalent identity represents, to some extent, a threat 

to colonial order and to the identity of the colonizer, and more generally, of the observer, 

including Loti himself, threat that is left unanswered at the end of Le Mariage de Loti, as 

Lotiʼs fractured identity moves to other literary and geographical ventures. Then 

examining Lotiʼs self-portraits and images of his Rochefort house, I move beyond the 

novel to propose that in his case, the notion of “composite” functions as attempted 

repatriation of the other into the self, and to show how Lotiʼs eccentricity can constitute 

an unexpected answer to colonial stereotypes. Now, letʼs head for Tahiti.   

   

Setting 

In The Location of Culture, Homi Bhabha argues “the construction of the colonial 

subject in discourse, and the exercise of colonial power through discourse, demands an 

articulation of forms of difference – racial and sexual” (Bhabha 96). It is precisely what 
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Viaud-Loti does when he first introduces Rarahu, Lotiʼs “wife,” at the beginning of the 

second chapter of Le Mariage de Loti. In her presentation, by means of a biographical 

sketch, “due aux souvenirs de Plumket” (Loti, OC 1 61), the vagueness of her birth date, 

probably not locally recorded, contrasts with the precise geographic coordinates of her 

birthplace – “16° de latitude australe, et 154° de longitude ouest” – calculated by the 

explorers and known by the sailors. Thus, for the reader, Rarahu is immediately 

inscribed in a space existing in relation to Europe - the international zero-longitude 

reference line passes at the rear of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, UK – yet outside 

of it.64 Likewise, her looks:  

Cʼétait une très singulière petite fille, dont le charme pénétrant et sauvage 
sʼexerçait en dehors de toutes les règles conventionnelles de beauté quʼont 
admises les peoples dʼEurope. (Loti, OC 1 61) 
 

Viaud-Loti does not write that physically, Rarahu is at odds with the European canon, 

outside of the rules, hors-la-loi. Rather, her charm is exerted outside of this canon, 

without us being able to tell whether it is because its nature is outside of the rules, or 

because the mode of utilization is unconventional – because Rarahu does not use her 

charm the way it should be used. Or because Loti is sous le charme when he should not 

be.65 The passage is a subtle exercise in blame-the-victim game. Loti is attracted, sure, 

                                                 
64 It should be noted, however, that to date, the French Institut Géographique National 
still publishes maps displaying latitudes and longitudes centered on a meridian passing 
through Paris.  
65 Rarahu is fourteen at the time of her first encounter with Loti. In her critique of Le 
Mariage de Loti, “Rarahu iti e autre moi-même,” Chantal Spitz emphasizes that Rarahu 
is not legal – I use the slang phrase meaning that she is “under the age of consent” – 
effectively making her “marriage” with Loti corruption of a minor. However, at the time, in 
France, the age of consent was thirteen. It became fifteen in 1942 (Ord. n°45-1472, J.O. 
du 4 juill.1945, p.4072).   
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but he cannot help: after all, Rarahuʼs charm is “pénétrant” and “sauvage.” One can 

wonder whether the latter epithet does not work as a hypallage: should the epithet be 

transferred to “petite fille”? After all, Rarahu is the one who is close to nature and 

animality, like her compatriots,66 an outsider to Europe and its rules. However, what the 

penetrating or piercing nature of her charm suggests is that Rarahu could take over, 

revert the roles, and in turn penetrate. The inversion of gender roles is introduced early 

on, with the baptism of Loti, which opens the novel:  responding to the title, the incipit 

recounts the name change of the man whoʼs supposed to get married. Furthermore, he 

is then given a traditionally female name: Loti, which is also the name of a flower.67 

Rarahu is the face of this threat, which justifies taming her – “lʼapprivoiser” (Loti, OC 1 

72). The end of the short chapter puts the finishing touches to her portrait au moral:  

Toute petite, elle avait été embarquée par sa mère sur une longue pirogue 
voilée qui faisait route pour Tahiti. Elle nʼavait conservé de son île perdue que le 
souvenir du grand morne effrayant qui la surplombe. La silhouette de ce géant 
de basalte, planté comme une borne monstrueuse au milieu du Pacifique, était 
restée dans sa tête seule image de sa patrie. Rarahu la reconnut plus tard, avec 
une émotion bizarre, dessinée dans les albums de Loti; ce fait fortuit fut la cause 
première de son grand amour pour lui. (Loti, OC 1 61) 
 

Rarahu was uprooted at a very young age, all of a sudden, in an embarkation that is 

voilée. Instead of using the more specialized verb “gréer,” with which as a naval officer 

he was doubtlessly familiar, Viaud-Loti plays on the double meaning of “voiler:” to veil or 

to rig; on the ambiguity of “voile:” un or une. Through the gender of pirogue, “voilée” 

                                                 
66 I will return to Tahitiansʼ supposed animality later on.  
67 The sound [l] does not exist in reo tahiti. What Viaud-Loti transcribed as “Loti” is “roti” 
– [roti]  – where the initial r is an alveolar trill (or “rolled r”), and meaning “rose.” “Roti” is 
to date still used as a female first name in French Polynesia. “Loti,” spelled with an l, is 
referenced as a male first name, in reference to the writer.  
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becomes feminine and can become an attribute for Rarahu. When he wrote Le Mariage 

de Loti, Viaud-Loti had already travelled in North Africa and had not failed to notice 

Moorish women hidden under their burnouses, with only their eyes appearing. Besides, 

the veil under which the Circassian Aziyadé is hidden would come to play an important 

role during their first encounter (Loti, OC 1 290 et seq.). The veiling of the pirogue, 

attributed to Rarahu by means of the grammatical agreement, also contributes to 

constituting the mental image of the homeland. The mystery surrounding Rarahuʼs 

removal from her island – she is “embarquée,” as if by the police, following a crime – 

parallels the strange nature of the island, or at least of the morne that ends up 

symbolizing it in Rarahuʼs imagination: effrayant, géant, monstrueuse. Rather than a 

borne, which morne calls through paronomasia, the mountain appears like a tooth, 

straight out of the mouth of a fairy tale monster. The island, because it is lost, gains a 

quasi-paradisiacal quality, making Rarahuʼs removal and her veiling even more 

reminiscent of the original sin and the fall. For Rarahu, this loss is the beginning of her 

own demise. Rarahu is like the island:  perdue; she is already une fille perdue, even at 

the moment she is still toute petite opposite the gigantic island.  The fact that this 

monstrous island is the image Rarahu retains planted, knocked in her head – like a 

tooth – underlines her youth: her imaginary was and still is that of a little girl when she 

meets Loti. The monstrous island also evokes the Patagonian giants whose language 

Robertson compared the Tahitiansʼ with: thus, Rarahuʼs island seems to be of another 

time period. It belongs to a time before, pre-historical, peopled with mythological 

creatures. The reference to Lotiʼs albums reminds of childrenʼs books; it also alludes to 
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Rarahuʼs young age. But does it matter? For Loti, it does not: when Queen Pomaré 

suggests he marry Rarahu, he brings up his youth (Loti, OC 1 74), not Rarahuʼs. This 

discrepancy is both gender and racially based: Loti is young at twenty-two because he 

is a man and Rarahuʼs youth does not matter because she is not white – and perhaps 

because, like the giants, she has no age. Lebeauʼs 1911 account of Tahiti hammers 

home another message, that Tahitians are children, “grands enfants aux instincts 

animaux” (Lebeau 246). Rarahuʼs youth thus does not matter: since she is intrinsically 

enfant, her actual age doesnʼt matter. More interesting, then, is her singularity: “très 

singulière petite fille,” “petite créature qui ne ressemblait à aucune autre” (Loti, OC 1 

64), “singulière et sauvage” (Loti, OC 1 154), in that it prefigures what could be done 

with, or rather to her. It also brings forth a contradiction: what draws Loti to Rarahu – 

savagery, youth, innocence, naivety – is also what disgusts or irritates him in the 

natives. Rarahu is, from the start, a stereotype, swaying between type and individuality: 

one of them,  “type accompli de cette race maorie, […] race distincte et mystérieuse, 

dont la provenance est inconnue ” (Loti, OC 1 61), yet also unique, as I will show later 

on.  

When Rarahu sees Lotiʼs “bras, [s]a manche de drap bleu marine sur laquelle 

brillait un galon dʼor” for the first time, she runs away with her friend Tiahoui, “comme 

deux moineaux auxquels on montre un babouin” (Loti, OC 1 71). Rarahuʼs flight is the 

first occurrence of motifs that Viaud-Loti weaves throughout the entire novel, and which 

are summarized in Rarahuʼs voice, in which there are “des notes si fraîches et douces, 

que les oiseaux seuls ou les petits enfants en peuvent produire de semblables” (Loti, 
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OC 1 114). But Viaud-Loti does not only hear birdsongs in Rararhuʼs voice. Expanding 

the motif to the entire race, he links childhood and animality in every Tahitian. If the bird 

is the chosen animal to do so, it is because oiseau also recalls paronomasically the 

oisiveté (Loti, OC 1 92) of Tahitians, who indeed spend their time doing nothing but 

(day)dreaming. Contemplative, the Tahitian soul is nonetheless the locus of a vivid 

imagination. It is in the text often placed side by side with nature (Loti, OC 1 80, 91, 233) 

in order to illustrate the nature of their imagination. Tahitians woods, writes Viaud-Loti, 

are silent: 

… On nʼentend aucun chant dʼoiseaux dans les bois tahitiens […]. 
Sous cette ombre épaisse, dans les lianes et les grandes fougères, rien ne vole, 
rien ne bouge, cʼest toujours le même silence étrange qui semble régner aussi 
dans lʼimagination mélancolique des naturels. 
On voit seulement planer dans les gorges, à dʼeffrayantes hauteurs, le phaéton, 
un petit oiseau blanc qui porte à la queue une longue plume blanche ou rose 
(Loti, OC 1 119–120).  
 

So is the imagination of the “naturels.” This “strange” silence can be interpreted both as 

“unusual” and “foreign,” from the point of view of the narrator, who compares the woods 

with “dʼautres climats,” that are “musical.” The only thing that fills in the silence is the 

tropicbird, but it doesnʼt fill it with noise or with its song: it simply decorates the woods, 

and by extension the silence, with its appearance – all the adjectives refer to the 

dimensions or colors of the bird, excluding any reference to its song. The tropicbird is 

synecdochally ornamental – its long, red, caudal feather used to be removed to become 

part of tribal chefsʼ headgear. Identical feathers are used to make “un plumet, objet très 

précieux, don de mon hôte le chef de Tehaupoo” (Loti, OC 1 116), that Loti sends to his 

friend John. The woods work like a magnifying mirror of the Tahitian brain as it is 
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conceived by Viaud-Loti. They are similarly strangely silent, yet something is going on: 

the flight of the tropicbird for the woods, the melancholy imagination for the brain. This 

parallel reinforces the idea that Tahitians are not only oisifs, they are also far removed 

from European preoccupations. While they dream, “ces grands enfants ne se doutent 

pas que dans notre belle Europe tant de pauvres gens sʼépuisent à gagner le pain du 

jour…” (Loti, OC 1 92).  

Viaud-Lotiʼs observation anticipates that of Lebeau four decades later: “Cʼest 

comique, que tous deux [the United States and Tahiti] puissent exister à la même 

époque historique” (Lebeau 31). The permanent infancy of Tahiti, opposite the United 

Statesʼ hard-working adulthood, foreshadows its demise. Because theyʼre contemplative 

and immobile, Tahitians do not plan. Like the linnet, they do not care about predators 

and do not try to hide. Those “têtes de linottes” can only disappear: when Pomaréʼs 

daughter decides to liberate singing birds, “une grosse linotte sans queue” seems to tell 

the other birds: “Vous vous trouverez mal dans ce pays; le Créateur nʼy a point mis 

dʼoiseaux; ces ombrages ne sont pas faits pour nous” (Loti, OC 1 217). In the end, the 

birds are freed by a “nous” uttered by Loti, and which grammatically includes the 

princess, Rarahu, and two ladies-in-waiting, but can also refer back to the same “nous” 

that possess “notre belle Europe.” Given their freedom by this “nous” comprising Loti – 

who is not only white, but also a representative of the French Navy, that is: a 

serviceman, a soldier – the birds, now represented by a colonial they-ils and thus 

denied any individual existence, in accordance with the process described by Albert 

Memmi in Portrait du colonisé (Memmi 123), have become a substitute for Tahitians and 
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have come to symbolize their inability to survive in modern society. The birds, once they 

have been released, seem to lose their ability to fly. Instead, they go around, “sautillant 

de branche en branche dʼun air inquiet” (Loti, OC 1 217). The image is as much an 

assessment of Tahitiansʼ current problems as it is apparently a justification for the 

maintaining of colonial institutions, since the colonized are literally incapable of voler de 

leurs propres ailes. When Rarahu, the bête par excellence – cat (Loti, OC 1 64), 

“ouïstiti” (Loti, OC 1 65), “souris,” “moineau” (Loti, OC 1 65), to name only a few – flies 

in front of the striped sleeve of Lotiʼs uniform, it is out of nothing but survival instinct. I 

argue, though, that even if her subsequent domestication by Loti replicates, at the 

individual level, the story of colonization, it also constitutes a critique of colonial 

ideology: after Rarahu dies and at the end of the novel, she comes back as a 

toupapahou,68 a ghost, the spirit of the dead Rarahu, the image of Lotiʼs guilt, to haunt 

him. Before I analyze the process that leads to this final image and show how it affects 

Loti, whose character is from the beginning bound to become confused, I am going to 

further explain how colonization is implicitly justified not only by how the Tahitians act 

but also by their primitive mindset. Thus, even before he leaves Tahiti, Lotiʼs personality 

becomes fractured, both in relation to Tahiti – a fracture expressed through the image of 

the toupapahou: Lotiʼs “rational” reaction to the spirits sharply contrasts with that of the 

indigenes – and in reaction to his homeland – the description of his baptism unveils the 

impossibility to durably challenge European institutions.  

                                                 
68 Although I will retain Viaud-Lotiʼs spelling in this chapter, the word is usually 
transliterated as tupapau, as for example in the title of Gauguinʼs painting Manao 
Tupapau (cf. next chapter).  
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Spirited away  

In 1922, Lucien Lévy-Bruhl studied La Mentalité primitive.69 In the introduction, he 

opposes “our” mentality to that of societies “inferior” to ours. Such societies show “une 

aversion décidée pour le raisonnement, pour […] les operations discursives de la 

pensée” (Lévy-Bruhl 11). This aversion is explained by “lʼensemble de leurs habitudes 

dʼesprit.” Primitives do not go beyond their first impression of the external world. 

Additionally, “dans leurs représentations le monde sensible et lʼautre monde ne font 

quʼun. Lʼensemble des êtres invisibles est pour eux inséparable de lʼensemble des êtres 

visibles” (Lévy-Bruhl 49). Consequently, dreams and omens are as real as actions 

perpetrated while awake and engage the responsibility of the perpetrator as much as 

them. Lévy-Bruhl concludes that the primitive mentality is mostly mystical, and that 

representations are lived and felt rather than thought (Lévy-Bruhl 426). Many elements 

of Tahitian life as described by Viaud-Loti are in agreement with Lévy-Bruhlʼs 

assessment, starting with the confusion between the visible and the invisible world. 

However, in opposition with Lévy-Bruhlʼs theses, Viaud-Loti also reports evolutions in 

the Tahitian mindset and in that of his hero, who experiences the invisible world.  

 The first mention of the toupapahous comes in a letter Loti sends to his friend 

John, whom he calls his brother and who stayed on board the Rendeer while Loti went 

on a search for his brother Georgeʼs Tahitian lover in Taravao, on the other side of 

Tahiti. Loti writes that “rien nʼanime, ni un souffle de vent, ni un bruit, ni un être vivant, ni 

seulement un poisson” (Loti, OC 1 117–118) the waters of the Vaïria lake, “qui inspire 

                                                 
69 Lévy-Bruhl, Lucien. Primitifs: La Mentalité Primitive; L'âme Primitive; La Mythologie 
Primitive: 1922-1935. Paris: Anabet, 2007.  
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aux indigènes une superstitieuse frayeur” (Loti, OC 1 117), and that few Europeans 

have visited: 

“Autrefois, dit le chef de Tehaupoo, des Toupapahous dʼune race particulière 
descendaient la nuit des montagnes, et battaient lʼeau de leurs grandes ailes 
dʼalbatros” (Loti, OC 1 118). 
 

Although the statement bears the marks of direct speech (quotation marks, reporting 

clause), it might have not been uttered as presented: the chief has probably not used 

French, but rather reo Tahiti, and the emphasis indicated with the italics might be Lotiʼs, 

instead of a reproduction of the chiefʼs intonation. No explanation on what Toupapahous 

are is given at this point. The italics, then, could just be a way to stress what they are: if 

they beat against the water with their wide albatross wings, it might be because they are 

actually albatrosses. However, the fact that no living being is around the lake and the 

fear the place itself instills in the natives together suggest that Toupapahous are 

something else than big birds. But Loti leaves things at that, and moves on to more 

mundane preoccupations, namely a party at the governorʼs house.  

However, the Toupapahous appear again very soon, though, this time in the 

mouth of Rarahu and again in direct speech: 

[…] Quand nous aurons eu peur ensemble, je tʼenseignerai, en ce qui concerne 
les Toupapahous, des choses très effrayantes que tu ignores… (Loti, OC 1 119) 
 

Rarahu has no knowledge of Polynesian mythology, contrary to Loti, who has gained 

some familiarity with it. In fact, no Tahitian remembers Polynesian mythology, safe for 

Queen Pomaré, who learnt about it and keeps “dans sa mémoire les étranges légendes 

des temps anciens” (Loti, OC 1 118), out of respect for the traditions of her country and 

perhaps out of duty. Toupapahous, then, are included neither in the mythology nor in 
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the legends. For Rarahu, they are also not things of the past: they can still be 

experienced. Actually, the fear they produce has to be experienced before one can 

learn about them. Experienced fear also differs from the “choses très effrayantes” that 

one learns. There is a divorce between experience and acquired knowledge – hence the 

possibility to learn about mythology and legends independently of experience, since 

they are things past. Loti has to go through the night with Rarahu to be let in on the 

secret of the Toupapahous because:  

[…] il est dans la langue maorie beaucoup de mots et dʼimages qui ne 
deviennent intelligibles quʼà la longue, quand on a vécu avec les indigènes, la 
nuit dans les bois, écoutant gémir le vent et la mer, lʼoreille tendue à tous les 
bruits mystérieux de la nature (Loti, OC 1 119). 
 

The personification of the wind and the ocean, which have a voice, indicates that what 

has to be felt is the spirit of what are for Europeans inanimate natural elements. Nature 

speaks, therefore a prolonged shared experience of it is the inevitable gate for non-

Tahitians to understand not only many Maori words and images, but also to gain access 

to the mysteries of the island, including the Toupapahous, the spirits of dead people.  

Ultimately, the initiation appears to allow Loti to “feel” them, during the wake of Rarahuʼs 

adoptive father Tahaapaïru: 

Les Toupapahous étaient là dans le bois, se pressant autour de nous, pour 
regarder par toutes les fentes de la muraille ce nouveau personnage, qui depuis 
le matin était des leurs. On sʼattendait à toute minute à voir entre les barreaux 
passer leurs mains blêmes… (Loti, OC 1 142) 
 

The context is conducive to Toupapahousʼ appearance: at night, in the depth of the 

woods. Loti utters the “nous” around which the Toupapahous press themselves: it 

seems he has become part of the community that experiences the presence of the 
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Toupapahous around them. The “on” Viaud-Loti uses right after, though, is more 

impersonal: one would expect to see the hands of the spirits, which never appear. 

Indeed, Toupapahous, although they have a body, are not visible: they look and make 

noises, but cannot be seen.  Moreover, they only appear during the night: “le matin, les 

Toupapahous sʼévanouissent” (Loti, OC 1 143). On what is based the idea of what 

Toupapahous look like, then? For the Tahitians dʼautrefois, Toupapahous looked like 

birds: albatrosses, grey swallows (Loti, OC 1 152). The image of birds is, as I have 

shown above, derived from the sound produced by the spirits, which resembles the 

flapping of wings on water. For Loti, though, Toupapahous look like humans. At the end 

of a long inspection of the corpse, Loti comments that Rarahuʼs dead adoptive father is 

“le type idéal du Toupapahou” (Loti, OC 1 141). His eyes and mouth are half-open and 

rigor mortis has frozen his arms, tattooed in blue ink, like a mummyʼs. The ideal type of 

Toupapahou, then, has a human semblance: it is a corpse – or a skull (Loti, OC 1 124–

6) – un masque mortuaire. They also have “des visages bleus, - des dents aiguës et de 

grandes chevelures…” (Loti, OC 1 242). For Rarahu, their face is indeed especially 

riaria,  

mot tahitien qui ne se traduit quʼimparfaitement par le mot épouvantable, - parce 
quʼil désigne là-bas cette terreur particulièrement sombre qui vient des spectres 
ou des morts…(Loti, OC 1 125–6) 
 

The sound of the word riaria recalls that of the French word for laughter: “[le] rire de 

Toupapahou,” which is figured by the open, gap-toothed mouth of the Mao-ri. 

Phonetically, Maoris are always already a bit riaria. No wonder, then, that for Loti, what 

is more striking in the deadʼs head is “les traits caractéristiques de la race polynésienne, 
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lʼétrangeté maorie” (Loti, OC 1 141) – which is also part of what makes it the ideal type 

of the Toupapahou. Lotiʼs look is curious; he examines the details of the body and its 

marks, its being typically Maori, which he can do only because Tahaapaïru is dead. 

Paradoxically, it is also death that makes the invisible presence of the Toupapahous 

sensible for everyone, as the only moment when a Toupapahou is visible is right after a 

man dies: as his corpse, as a dead Maori, a Maori still – for Loti, a Maori above all: the 

ideal Toupapahou is a dead Maori, its being riaria fully realized in the end.  

Nevertheless, as Laurent Dubreuil writes, “Lʼétude des sociétés inférieures 

éclaire donc sous un nouveau jour la compréhension de notre monde. Elle révèle notre 

fonds archaïque” (Dubreuil, Lʼempire du langage 40). Dubreuil proceeds to show that 

Lévy-Bruhl, under the pretense of talking about the others, also talks about us, an us 

that I have just shown can for Loti represent overlapping entities: a group composed of 

Loti, the princess, Rarahu and the ladies-in-waiting; Loti and the Europeans. Loti is not 

only an observer: during the wake, he acts as Rarahuʼs protector, staying with her so 

that she does not get scared to death. When he leaves in the morning, the corpse is not 

a Toupapahou anymore: obscurity is gone, so are the ghosts and with them the 

nocturnal terrors.  It is obvious that Loti does not entirely share Rarahuʼs terror. He 

attempts to maintain a critical distance and constantly analyzes what he sees and 

hears. His careful observation of the corpse and his likening of ghosts to dead testify of 

his attempts to rationalize beliefs. In fact, the only moment when he actually hears the 

Toupapahous is when he is delirious with a fever. “Un bruit distinct de voix humaines” 

and “une main [qui] prit doucement la [s]ienne” (Loti, OC 1 243) make him feel better 
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when he identifies as “étranges visions” and  products of his imagination what he had 

earlier described as strange noises in the woods. Vision is not perception, nor is it what 

is to be seen. It is, in the plural, a “représentation mentale imaginaire, souvent 

pathologique.”70 Lotiʼs visions seem to have been caused by his illness, yet the 

ambiguity is that: “Le lever du jour fut calme et splendide; tous les fantômes de la nuit 

sʼétaient envolés; je mʼéveillais de ces rêves sinistres avec une intime sensation de 

bien-être physique (Loti, OC 1 245).” Again, the ghosts have flown away, like birds. And 

the concurrence of daybreak and his regained health might not be a coincidence: was 

Loti under a spell that dissipated when the sun rose? His sudden well-being resembles 

the relief that follows possession. There are no allusions to witchcraft in Le Mariage de 

Loti. Nevertheless, Viaud-Loti describes Tahitian nights as “vertige[s]” (Loti, OC 1 155). 

The dances are accompanied by tomtoms and are “frénétique[s],” “affolées,” a 

vocabulary that refers to pathological states of quasi-possession:    

Ces soirs-là, il semblait que Rarahu fût une autre créature. La upa-upa réveillait 
au fond de son âme inculte la volupté fiévreuse et la sauvagerie. (Loti, OC 1 156) 
 

Those “saturnales du passé” (Loti, OC 1 155) are de facto rituals of subjucation, even 

more so since 

Toute pensée religieuse, tout sentiment chrétien, sʼétaient envolés avec le jour; 
lʼobscurité tiède et voluptueuse redescendait sur lʼîle sauvage… (Loti, OC 1 185)  
 

Like the Toupapahous, religion flies away at daybreak. Tahitian beliefs and Christianity 

seem to collide as the sun rises. Another event takes place during the night and mixes 

the two apparently polarized worlds, the Tahitian and the Christian: Lotiʼs baptism, 

                                                 
70 “Visions” [http://atilf.atilf.fr/tlf.htm; retrieved on 06/16/2010].  
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which opens the novel:  

Cinq personnes assistaient à ce baptême de Loti, au milieu des mimosas et des 
orangers, dans une atmosphère chaude et parfumée, sous un ciel tout constellé 
d'étoiles australes. 
C'étaient: Ariitéa, princesse du sang, Faïmana et Téria, suivantes de la reine, 
Plumket et Loti, midshipmen de la marine de S.M. Britannique. (Loti, OC 1 59) 
 

The notations of space are plentiful, which allows for a displacement of the focus: the 

scene is not taking place in a meanspace (where something else is happening)-

meantime, in a secondary, subaltern place and time anymore. “Au milieu de,” “dans,” 

“sous:” the three prepositions inscribe the “baptême de Loti” in the three dimensions of 

space. The scene does not only take place “en dessous” of another space anymore, 

and once it takes place in its own space, with a “dessus” that is legitimately the sky, it 

could exist independently, not as a parallel and degraded space, but as a self-

contained, pleasant one. However, it is bound to remain subaltern. Indeed, the phrase 

“ce baptême de Loti” casts doubts on the legitimacy of this celebration. At this point, the 

baptism has been evoked three times: “Loti fut baptisé,” “la chose eut lieu,” “la scène se 

passait.” One could consider that the demonstrative determiner “ce” is used because 

“ce baptême” is an anaphora for these three other phrases. However, “de Loti” comes to 

modify “ce baptême,” which the reader already knows is that of Loti.  The noun adjunct 

“de Loti” is therefore redundant and appears to be superfluous. It leads to reading “ce 

baptême de Loti” not as an anaphora, a repetition of the event previously evoked, but as 

a deictic reference to the scene that, no doubt, will soon be described: this baptism. Of 

Loti. This baptism of Loti, not that one. It is not “le baptême de Loti.” At the same time as 

the demonstrative determiner points to the one baptism thatʼs happening, it also holds 
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the possibility of several other baptisms, past or future. In the end, the one thatʼs 

described does not affect the bearer of the name vis-à-vis European institutions. He 

remains Harry Grant “sur les registres de lʼétat civil [et] sur les rôles de la marine royale” 

(Loti, OC 1 60). The assumption, then, can be made that the moment of the baptism 

corresponds to a splitting into two of Loti: five people, including Loti, who is not yet Loti, 

attend Lotiʼs baptism, and yet “assister à quelque chose” means to take part into 

something in the quality of protagonist or member of the audience, but also to be 

present as a witness. Loti seems to be both the protagonist of71 and someone who 

attends Lotiʼs baptism, like a spirit out of its body, like Rarahuʼs fatherʼs corpse is at the 

same time an actual corpse and one of the Toupapahous. Dubreuil mentions Johannes 

Fabianʼs Out of Our Minds. Reason and Madness in the Exploration of Central Africa 

(2000), a study of those European authors who spent their time trying to get out: “de 

leur pays dʼorigine, de leur sens, de leur esprit” (Dubreuil, Lʼempire du langage 45). 

Lotiʼs confused utterance of a nous that situates him indifferently amongst either 

Tahitians or Europeans is but the consequence of these sorties, which his new name 

comes to materialize. Sortie du langage dʼorigine: from English to reo Tahiti; de lʼespèce 

dʼorigine:  from human to flower; du genre: from male to female. The fact that Plumket, 

who is the narrator of this part of the story, includes himself in the audience, but does 

not talk about “le baptême de Loti et Plumket,” or “notre baptême” reinforces the 

impression that Loti is a special case, à part.  

In Tahiti, Loti becomes dual. Chris Bongie articulates this duality in theatrical 

                                                 
71 I could write “the hero of” Le Baptême de Loti – italicizing it, just as he is the hero of 
Le Mariage de Loti.  
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terms: “Lotiʼs new identification with the realm of the exotic ultimately amounts to 

nothing more than the adoption of a theatrical role”. (Bongie 91). I have previously 

demonstrated how the scène indeed happens only in Tahiti and only has value there, 

where colonialism is at its peek. For Bongie, the colonial status of Tahiti matters 

because it is at the origin of the fracture in Lotiʼs identity:  

As an exotic subject in search of the Other, he cannot fail to be anti-colonialist; as 
an exotic subject who finds himself in a situation of “full colonialism,” however, he 
is inevitably disappointed by the indigenous culture… (Bongie 97) 
 

I will return soon to the disappointment that Loti experiences with Rarahu, whom Bongie 

considers to be the symbol of Tahitian culture, but before moving any further, I want to 

nuance Bongieʼs assertion that Loti is “an exotic subject in search of the Other.” Indeed, 

Lotiʼs attraction to Tahiti is strongly rooted in his childhood, on the image he built for 

himself, based on the books his brother Georges gave him: Tahiti is “lʼîle rêvée” (Loti, 

OC 1 63). In addition to this, Loti-Harry Grant wants to find his brotherʼs putative child. If 

Loti dreams about an Other, it is an Other that is very much the idea of un autre soi-

même, “lié à [s]oi-même par les puissants liens du sang” (Loti, OC 1 231). Taamari 

turns out not to be Georgesʼs son, just like Tahiti turns out not to be true to his dream. 

Lotiʼs disappointment springs from the non-adequacy of his pre-conceptions to reality: 

like the recipient of a postcard, he realizes once in Tahiti that the island is nothing like 

the picture. What he sees is not what he expected.72 Lotiʼs image of Tahiti was “un 

chant alterné de “Voyez”, “Vois”, “Voici” (Barthes, La Chambre Claire 16) that pointed in 

a direction that was not really Tahiti. The mental image, like the postcard – but unlike 

                                                 
72 Cf. supra, Chap. 1, p. 21. 
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the photograph, is worlds apart from what is supposed to be its referent. Instead, Loti 

built an image based on his referent. He can really only judge Tahiti from the standpoint 

of his own civilization, which he identifies as the cause for the decay of Tahitian culture 

and civilization. This acknowledgement of the negative role of Europeans departs from 

the attitude of the colonisateur de bonne volonté described by Albert Memmi: from the 

beginning, Loti blames “notre sotte civilisation coloniale” (Loti, OC 1 63). Yet he does 

not suffer from any variation of colonial guilt. He enjoys his status, both as a European 

and as Rouériʼs brother, on whose footsteps heʼs following, and he frequently visits the 

royal court and likes the friendship of Queen Pomaré, even though he dislikes Papeete:  

“Allez loin de Papeete, là où la civilisation nʼest pas venue […]” (Loti, OC 1 84). When 

he criticizes “le tahitien facile et bâtard de la plage et les mœurs de la ville colonisée” 

(Loti, OC 1 84), it is to better contrast them with untouched Maoris, by whom he is 

fascinated. In Dubreuilʼs words, “Le colonial est possédé par ce quʼil a déclenché, un 

envahissement progressif qui ne lʼépargnera point, malgré les précautions” (Dubreuil, 

Lʼempire du langage 47). Lotiʼs baptism, then, is the symbolic first step into Maori 

civilization, as well as the embodiment of his contradictions: he accepts Tahitian 

civilization, but without being able to leave behind him his being European. But it is also 

the beginning of his possession, a possession dépossédée: his remaining unaffected by 

the Toupapahous illustrates his inherent inability to become consciously part of the 

ensemble he yearns to join. He can only abandon himself to Tahiti and its Toupapahous 

when he loses his mind because of a fever. His Tahitian “marriage,” “point un de ces 

mariages suivants les lois européennes qui enchaînent pour la vie” (Loti, OC 1 74), 
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wanted by Queen Pomaré, is meant to put the last touch to Lotiʼs Tahitian persona, as it 

situates him within Tahitian society – but it is a conscious attempt, which therefore puts 

him further at odds with his desire. Chris Bongie posits that Loti desires Rarahu “as, and 

only inasmuch as, she is a synecdochal sign of that Tahitian nature which has yet to be 

affected by the power of colonialism” (Bongie 99). I believe that Loti, on the contrary, 

desires Rarahu only inasmuch as she is a unique specimen in progress, and not a 

postcard; however it is precisely her uniqueness that makes her resist collection – and 

perhaps, possession. 

 

From invisible to visible and back to square one with a twist  

Is Rarahu really a “synecdochal sign of that Tahitian nature”? Does Loti use her 

as a substitute for the entire Polynesian race? Does he desire her only as such?  

Elle était une petite personnification touchante et triste de la race polynésienne, 
qui sʼéteint au contact de notre civilisation et de nos vices, et ne sera bientôt plus 
quʼun souvenir dans lʼhistoire dʼOcéanie… (Loti, OC 1 194) 
 

Is she only a figure of speech, as Chris Bongie argues? Rarahu is, Viaud-Loti writes 

several times, the perfect Maori type. She is, in that sense, a personification: a perfectly 

incarnated example of what the Maori race is. After Viaud-Lotiʼs phrenological 

assessement, “Ce qui surtout en elle caractérisait sa race, cʼétait le rapprochement 

excessif de ses yeux, à fleur de tête comme tous les yeux Maoris” (Loti, OC 1 65). 

Other inhabitants are described according to these criteria, in particular Tamatoa, 

Pomaréʼs eldest son, with his “épaisses mâchoires carrées de cannibale” (Loti, OC 1 

105): “il égorgeait sans motif, et les atrocités commises par lui dépassaient toute 
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imagination…” There is no need for a mug shot or a “Wanted poster:” Tamatoa carries 

the trace of his past crimes and the sign of futures ones on his face. Likewise, Rarahu, 

who looks so perfectly Maori, is supposed to have the same qualities as other Maoris. 

Although Maori physical features are not per se stigmas, they become so because 

Maoris are usually lazy, childish, etc., and by the law of transitivity, the physical features 

of the race become associated with “blemishes of individual character” (Goffman 4). 

Racial features also push the “tribal signs of race, nation and religion” (Goffman 4) into 

the background: Rarahuʼs tribal tattoos are described as “légers,” “petites,” 

“imperceptibles,” “pâle” (Loti, OC 1 65). Several of them are compared to pieces of 

jewelry: the ones around her ankles are likened to bracelets and the one on her 

forehead to a diadem. Only the “trois petites raies bleues transversales” “sur la lèvre 

inférieure” (Loti, OC 1 65) are, writes Viaud-Loti, similar to the ones the women of the 

Marquesas display. Before Le Flore reaches Tahiti and Viaud becomes Loti, it stops in 

Easter Island. There, as always and everywhere, Viaud-Loti draws. Amongst his 

numerous sketches, the most remarkable are perhaps two female heads (Figure 673).  

 

                                                 
73 The two sketches, titled respectively “Rapa Nui” for the one at the top and “Uaritaï” for 
the one at the bottom, were not initially drawn on the same piece of paper; I reproduce 
them, and this layout, from: Quella-Villéger, Alain, and Bruno Vercier. Pierre Loti 
dessinateur: une oeuvre au long cours. Saint-Pourçain-sur-Sioule, France: Bleu Autour, 
2009.  
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Figure 6: “Rapa-nui,” top right, and “Uaritaï (Ile de Pâques),” bottom left (Quella-Villéger 
and Vercier 130).  
 

Both women have the same hairdo and necklace with a large round pendant, as well as 

a mark on their left cheek and a diadem-shaped tattoo. Quella-Villéger and Vercier 

report that Loti later added a comment next to “Uaritaï”: “Les tatouages du front peuvent 

servir pour Rarahu” (Quella-Villéger and Vercier 130). It is, however, the woman in the 

top picture who also has, like Rarahu in Viaud-Lotiʼs description, little vertical lines on 

her lower lip, as well as a tattoo extending on to her jaw. These vertical lines, colored in 
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blue, can also be seen on a study entitled “Tatouages dʼun chef de lʼîle de Pâques” 

(Quella-Villéger and Vercier 136, Figure 7) and on an engraving of and several studies 

for a portrait of Vaékéhu, the queen of Nuka Hiva, the main island of the Marquesas. 

(Quella-Villéger and Vercier 152, Figure 8).  

 

Figure 7: “Tatouages dʼun chef de lʼîle de Pâques” (Quella-Villéger and Vercier 136) 
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Figure 8: “La reine Vaékéhu” (Quella-Villéger and Vercier 152) 
 

 

 

 

In the text, Viaud-Loti not only merged the tattoos characteristic of several peoples – 

Rapanui, Marquesans – to compose Rarahuʼs, he also chose the tattoos that would 
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make it easier for Rarahu to pass, to be less identifiable: those which look like 

something else. Add to this the fact that the process used by Loti to merge the tattoos 

takes after Galtonʼs composite portraiture, and Rarahu is almost branded as a criminal: 

someone who could potentially try to pass under the radar to avoid God only knows 

what. At the same time, the sanitization of Rarahuʼs tattoos corresponds to a 

cartepostalisant process: things – or people – worth seeing are often commonplace, 

and while their physique can be visually striking, it often leaves little room to surprise or 

shock. Thus, she might be, in the end, a quasi-postcardesque synecdoche for Tahiti, but 

she is also much more, since she has features that also link her to islands beyond 

Tahiti. The tattoos, albeit discreet, are the first disidentifiers, “signs that tend to break an 

otherwise coherent picture” (Goffman 44). In contrast, the other Tahitian women Viaud-

Loti drew donʼt have any tattoos (Quella-Villéger and Vercier 161–3), which is consistent 

with the practices of the time in Tahiti.74 But there are others disidentifiers that seem to 

contradict the very hypothesis that Rarahu is a personification of the Polynesian race: 

Son nez était court et fin, comme celui de certaines figures arabes; sa bouche, 
un peu plus épaisse, un peu plus fendue que le type classique, avait des coins 
profonds, dʼun contour délicieux […]. Une même teinte fauve tirant sur le rouge-
brique, celle des terres cuites claires de la vieille Étrurie, était répandue sur tout 

                                                 
74 In “Christian Skins: Tatau and the Evangelization of the Society Islands and Samoa,” 
Anne dʼAlleva shows how the Leviticus 19:28 injunction – “Ye shall not make any cutting 
in your flesh for the dead, nor print any marks upon you: I am the LORD.” – “found its 
echo in missionary attitudes and policies against tatau” (Tattoo 91). In 1819, “a penal 
code, based both on the Ten Commandments and English law” (Tattoo 94) was 
established in Tahiti by Pomaré II and the missionaries, that outlawed tatau. Tattooing 
was also used as punishment: “Disfiguring tatau was also used to punish women who 
committed adultery” (Tattoo 96). Only handfuls of rebels kept getting tattooed in protest 
against Christian institutions. Rarahuʼs tattoos then come in starker contrast with her 
Bible reading and church going, and their role as preemptive punishing marks has to be 
considered.   
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son corps, depuis le haut de son front jusquʼau bout de ses pieds. (Loti, OC 1 
64–5) 
 

What is fully realized in Rarahu is in fact the unknown origin of the Maori race (Loti, OC 

1 64): Arabic, classic, Etruscan – she unites different civilizations that are at the origin of 

or predate what the colonizer considers civilization. She borrows from artifacts: figures, 

terracotta statues. Her arms have “une perfection antique” (Loti, OC 1 65). Yet Rarahu 

is also deemed exotic. The question is: exotic in relation to where and when? A painted 

profile of Rarahu (Figure 9) tells how this intricate story of origin renders representation 

difficult. 
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Figure 9: “Le profil de Rarahu” (Quella-Villéger and Vercier 275) 
 

The diadem tattoo, albeit discreet, is visible on the forehead. It becomes more 

perceptible on the engraving into which the wash tint was turned in order to be 

published in the 1898 illustrated edition of Le Mariage de Loti. Of the ten female heads 

engraved to illustrate the novel, Rarahuʼs is one of the only two profiles, with Titaüa, 

described in the text as the “type unique de la Tahitienne restée belle dans lʼâge mûr; 
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constellée de perles fines, la tête surchargée de reva-reva75 flottants” (Loti, OC 1 176). 

Unlike Titaüa, whose hair is shown wavy and simply flowing, Rarahuʼs hair is tied in 

what seems like a quite elaborate do, surmounted by a boater-like hat. In the original, 

with her white shirt and her brownish hair and eyebrows, she would not be out of place 

in Chatou and in Renoirʼs paintings. Lotiʼs comment on his original wash tint was that he 

should “adoucir, rajeunir” (Quella-Villéger and Vercier 274) this profile. In fact, the 

engraving process has accentuated the color of the hair and eyebrows, darkening them, 

thus making Rarahu look exotic indeed, in relation to Europe. Likewise, in the text, her 

being typically Maori makes her exotic for Europeans, while her Arabic and Etruscan 

features make her exotic in relation to Tahiti. The color of her skin, precisely what would 

at first sight allow to identify her as exotic, seems to be the result of some ointment or 

powder applied on her body, like make-up, as if her body was not actually fauve, not 

really that of a wild beast, but rather of a cat, of which she has the gentleness. Or is she 

the mouse (Loti, OC 1 71)? Rarahu is in fact everything and its opposite. It is this and 

her statuesque qualities that make her so malleable. Rarahuʼs composite body and 

personality promise totality: she might be the complete woman, as she gathers together 

the elements of several cultures scattered around the world and several historical 

sequences, which are juxtaposed in her. In that respect, Rarahu has some of the traits 

of the collection as Krzysztof Pomian defines it: “a set of natural or artificial objects, kept 

temporarily or permanently out of the economic circuit, afforded special protection in 

enclosed places adapted specifically for that purpose and put on display” (Pomian 9). 

                                                 
75 Flowers of the cerbera manghas, also known as false mango tree, yellow-eyed 
cerbera, or sea mango in English.  
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Her domestication by Loti is as much a mise-en-scène of Rarahu as it is yet another 

step in the course of history and civilization.  

During their first “encounter,” which I have already mentioned earlier, what seems 

most striking to Loti is Rarahuʼs looks. The young girl appears against the “fond du 

tableau” (Loti, OC 1 71) and her dress, her body – as well as Tiahouiʼs, but Rarahu is, of 

course, “la plus jolie des deux” – is described in sensual terms: “leurs reins […] serrés 

dans des pareos […]; leurs torses fauves […] sveltes et nus; leurs cheveux noirs longs 

et dénoués” (Loti, OC 1 71). The reader is placed in the same position as Loti: seeing 

without being seen, like a peeping Tom. When Viaud-Loti writes Le Mariage de Loti, the 

theme of baigneuses in painting is en vogue,76 and the scene, that could well be entitled 

Rarahu et Tiahoui à la toilette, is reminiscent of Delacroixʼs 1854 painting Baigneuses 

ou femmes turques au bain (Figure 10).  

 

                                                 
76 Let us mention Ingresʼs early Grande baigneuse, painted in 1806, and his famous 
1862 Bain turc. One year later, Manetʼs Déjeuner sur lʼherbe, featuring a bather in the 
background and fully clothed men and a naked woman in the foreground, causes 
outrage at the Salon des Refusés. Renoir, to name just another, also paints several 
baigneuses (Baigneuse au griffon, 1870; Les Grandes Baigneuses, 1884-1887; Jeune 
baigneuse, 1892; Baigneuse endormie, 1897). These paintings depict European-looking 
women, even Ingresʼs. His Bain turc, in the orientalist trend, shows white-looking 
women. The one in the foreground was inspired by the Grande baigneuse, also known 
as Baigneuse de Valpinçon, and the other women by earlier drawings, including some 
of his own wife. Likewise, Delacroixʼs Femmes turques au bain are white and those that 
are dressed do not wear traditional Turkish costumes, but rather Empire style dresses, 
or white veils.  
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Figure 10: Delacroix, Eugène. Baigneuses ou Femmes turques au bain.  
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Like the place depicted in Delacroixʼs painting, the “ruisseau de Fataoua” (Loti, 

OC 1 70) is an open-air gynaeceum, protected only by vegetation. Only women are 

allowed there, where they bathe or just laze around. Men, more particularly foreign men, 

are not welcome: “Point dʼEuropéens, point dʼétrangers, rien dʼinquiétant en vue…” 

(Loti, OC 1 71). Europeans, strangers change the meaning of what is going on by the 

ruisseau. The girlsʼ quasi-nakedness and their loose hair, the fact that Rarahu and 

Tiahoui “vinrent se coucher sous la cascade qui se mit à sʼéparpiller plus bruyamment 

autour dʼelles”77 (Loti, OC 1 71) become suggestive only insofar as there is a male 

viewer, an intruder violating what is an intimate moment: young girls washing 

themselves, vulnerable, unaware that someone is looking. The intrusion tarnishes an 

innocent scene and loads it with the threat of rape, to which the visual violation/violence 

is a prelude. Loti is the invader; he is Malek Alloulaʼs militaire and colon in a Polynesian 

version of the colonial harem. When Rarahu later becomes “la petite femme de Loti” 

(Loti, OC 1 157, 186, 256), he just takes possession of her just in the same way others 

took possession of Tahiti. The preceding epithet “petite” keeps the ambiguity of 

Rarahuʼs status going: while petite femme can carry an affective, loving nuance and 

designate the wife, the plural “les petites femmes” is a euphemism designating 

prostitutes. Rarahu, fille perdue, uprooted from her island and then extracted from the 

harem, from the crowd of women bathing in the stream, picked by Loti, might have not 

become a wife, but just another concubine, which is what she is in the eye of the French 

law, since she and Loti are not legally married. In fact, Rarahu has become a 

                                                 
77 My emphases.  
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Polynesian iteration of the Congaï: “la femme indigène, maîtresse en titre du colon en 

Indochine, qui était embourgeoisée par son statut semi-officiel” (Yee 54). And this 

gentrification, caused by Lotiʼs choosing Rarahu as his femme, is also what brings about 

his despair.  

 Rarahu was, at the beginning of the novel, after her uprooting from her original 

island and before the beginning of her romance with Loti, a carefree young girl, busy 

daydreaming and bathing in the river, together with her best friend Tiahoui. 

Nevertheless, she is not uneducated; she can read “dans sa bible tahitienne” (Loti, OC 

1 68) and write “avec une grosse écriture très ferme” (Loti, OC 1 69). Her spelling of 

“lʼorthographe conventionnelle fixée par les frères Picpus” is very good. In fact,  

Beaucoup de petites filles dans nos campagnes dʼEurope sont moins cultivées 
assurément que cette enfant sauvage. – Mais il avait fallu que cette instruction, 
prise à lʼécole des missionnaires de Papeete, lui eût peu coûté à acquérir, car 
elle était fort paresseuse. (Loti, OC 1 69)  
  

The phrase “enfant sauvage,” in addition to Rarahuʼs playing in the woods, bathing 

naked in the stream, the numerous comparisons with animals, evoke other feral 

children: Victor of Aveyron, Kaspar Hauser… Rarahu is somehow reminiscent of 

something known of Loti and the reader. However, as Johannes Fabian writes in  

“Remembering the Other,”  

When positive impressions were recorded, they were rarely maintained; 
statements of recognition were almost always made with reluctance, frequently to 
be taken back in the same sentence (Fabian 54–5). 
 

Thus, if Viaud-Loti, speaking from a first-person plural perspective, plays the nature-

culture contrast to underline that lʼenfant sauvage is gifted, it is to conclude that it is 

even more surprising since being Tahitian, she would not have put too much effort into it 
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anyway. Shockingly, sheʼs a natural for learning, but only as long as she doesnʼt have to 

give up or sacrifice anything for it. The acknowledgement of Rarahu by Loti is not only 

short-lived, it is also tramped by the telling of an anecdote:    

Un jour, la métis avait déclaré à son élève quʼelle fondait sur elle les plus hautes 
espérances pour lui succéder dans ce pontificat, en raison de la grande facilité 
avec laquelle apprenait lʼenfant.  
Rarahu, saisie de terreur à la pensée de cet avenir, avait tout dʼune traite pris sa 
course jusquʼà Apiré, quittant du coup la haapiiraa (la maison dʼécole) pour nʼy 
plus revenir… (Loti, OC 1 104) 
 

The teacher is painted in unflattering colors: “créature baroque,” “sèche,” “raideur pleine 

de dignité,” “vieille fille, demi-blanche, métis efflanquée dʼAnglais et de Maorie.” She is 

desiccated, unappealing, and typical of the vieille fille indeed. When she tells Rarahu 

that the little girl could become like her, Rarahu has no choice but to run away: the 

pontificat that is offered to her is a sacred one, that threatens to cut her off from the rest 

of society and from her sensual instincts – from life, since the teacher is described as a 

mummy, almost a living Toupapahou. Rarahu has no hesitation choosing between the 

prospect of becoming an institutrice and her instincts: faced with such an alternative, 

she picks the latter and, acting according to those instincts, runs back to her stream, her 

bathing and her daydreaming to never return to school. The annihilation of Rarahuʼs 

potential intellectual capacities is even more accentuated by the fact that Loti, on the 

contrary, starts to study after he meets Rarahu:  

Pour arriver à parler le langage de Rarahu, - et à comprendre ses pensées, - 
même les plus drôles ou les plus profondes, - jʼavais résolu dʼapprendre la 
langue maorie.  
Dans ce but, jʼavais fait un jour à Papeete, lʼacquisition du dictionnaire des frères 
Picpus, - vieux petit livre qui nʼeut jamais quʼune édition, et dont les rares 
exemplaires sont presque introuvables.  
Ce fut ce livre qui le premier mʼouvrit sur la Polynésie dʼétranges perspectives, - 
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tout un champ inexploré de rêveries et dʼétudes. (Loti, OC 1 80) 
 

Little is said about Rarahuʼs language. One can assume that it is idiomatic by the way 

Viaud-Loti differentiates it from the Maori tongue, as if learning the Maori language was 

only a prerequisite to be able to speak Rarahuʼs language and to get acquainted with 

her imaginaire, but not a sufficient condition, since both are not equivalent.  So why is 

Loti not learning Rarahuʼs language directly from her, instead of using the Picpus 

dictionary? Rarahu does not speak “le tahitien facile et bâtard de la plage” (Loti, OC 1 

84), which Loti would have no interest in learning and understanding anyway. In fact, 

Loti wants to learn from a source he believes is reliable, which happens to be a 

dictionary edited by European men, in Latin alphabet. Nonetheless, even the 

transliterated, somewhat Europeanized Tahitian language that Loti learns has flaws and 

limitations, which mirror the flaws and limitations of the Tahitians themselves: when 

Rarahu is unable to formulate and express the fundamental differences between her 

and Loti that she confusedly perceives, it is because of her “langue primitive” (Loti, OC 1 

111). Yet this primitive language is also constitutive of these differences: their 

conceptions radically differ because even when they speak the same language, they 

donʼt have the same langue:  

Loti qui sʼhabillait comme un Tahitien et parlait son langage, demeurait pour elle 
un paoupa – […] un de ces hommes qui depuis quelques années apportaient 
dans lʼimmobile Polynésie tant de changements inouïs, et de nouveautés 
imprévues. (Loti, OC 1 111–2) 
 

“Comme” expresses the conformity, not the identity, of Loti with a Tahitian. In the end, 

dress and language donʼt matter; Loti can try to look and speak like a Tahitian, he is still 

not one of them. His essence is not altered as he modifies his appearance. In LʼEmpire 
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du language, Laurent Dubreuil examines Gustave Le Bonʼs argument that a given 

language is linked with modes of thinking and perceiving that differ from one language 

to another, and do so so radically that supposedly corresponding words in different 

languages actually never mean the same. Languages are, in fact, untranslatable.  

Dubreuil explains:  

Cet obstacle interne à la communication réelle entre des langues diverses 
empêche tout acquisition authentique dʼun idiome séparé par la race. (Dubreuil, 
Lʼempire du langage 124) 
 

The determination of language by the mind makes it impossible to ever comprehend 

what a stranger says: his language, burdened by his race, remains forever strange. Loti 

cannot really learn Tahitian; Rarahu cannot really learn English. However, she tries: 

[…] elle avait appris, surtout à mon intention, lʼanglais quʼelle commençait 
presque à savoir; elle le parlait avec un petit accent singulier, enfantin et naïf; sa 
voix semblait plus douce encore dans ces mots inusités, dont elle ne pouvait 
prononcer les syllabes dures. 
Cʼétait bizarre dʼentendre ces phrases de la langue anglaise sortir de la bouche 
de Rarahu; je lʼécoutais avec étonnement, il semblait que ce fût une autre 
femme…(Loti, OC 1 222) 
 

Indeed, Rarahu does not know English: she is almost beginning to know it, or she is 

beginning to almost know. In one case or the other, the partial inchoation borders on 

agrammaticality and contradicts “elle avait appris,” which implies that the learning 

process is over.  In fact, Lotiʼs assessment of Rarahuʼs (faulty) English is, ironically, 

faulty as well – yet he retains the authority to judge. Besides, Rarahu does not speak. 

Rather, it is as if she were spoken through by the English language. Dubreuil compares 

the colonized with a puppet,  

manipulée par deux forces. La bouche profère des mots français, le sens réel du 
discours reste déterminé par une pensée étrangère, que le passage dans un 
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nouveau dialecte rend inaccessible (Dubreuil, Lʼempire du langage 124–5). 
 

Likewise, Rarahu has no agency: she is the vessel of the language, which flows out of 

her rather than being processed by her. In a bizarre anatomic twist, the words of the 

tongue get out of her mouth. As a result, she seems to be other when she speaks. Loti 

explains later on: 

… Je ne puis exprimer lʼeffet étrange que me produisait Rarahu lorsquʼelle me 
parlait anglais. Elle avait conscience de cette impression, et nʼemployait ce 
langage que lorsquʼelle était sûre de ce quʼelle allait dire, et désirait que jʼen 
fusse particulièrement frappé.  Sa voix avait alors une douceur indéfinissable, un 
bizarre charme de pénétration et de tristesse; il y avait des mots, des phrases 
quʼelle prononçait bien; - et alors il semblait que ce fût une jeune fille de ma race 
et de mon sang; il semblait que tout à coup cela nous rapprochât lʼun de lʼautre, 
dʼune manière mystérieuse et inattendue… (Loti, OC 1 247)  
 

Étrange, autre: Rarahuʼs English acts as a developer for her otherness or strangeness, 

which remains unstable. In fact, even when she pronounces well, she is other, but this 

otherness is in fact alienation, since Rarahu then appears to Loti as someone of his own 

race and blood. Rarahu is several times removed from herself: stranger, strange, other 

– in the end, the permanent other, the woman, always other even when sheʼs otherwise 

the same. This permanence of otherness emerges in the phrase “nous rapprocher lʼun 

de lʼautre:” “nous” unites what “rapprocher” presupposes is separated. Viaud-Loti 

chooses not to do without “lʼun de lʼautre,” which further dissociates the lovers. Morever, 

“lʼun” assumes the wholeness as well as the unity of Loti, whereas “lʼautre,” posited in 

relation to “lʼun,” is exactly its contrary. This other Rarahu is, then, is not the same 

according to two modalities: it differs from Loti and it differs from herself. The English 

language stands for this double alienation: it is neither Rarahuʼs language – she cannot 

make it hers, nor is it Lotiʼs – in spite of her efforts, even when she pronounces it well, 
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she remains strange. On the contrary, for Rarahu, Loti always remains the same man: a 

foreigner, a European, always at a distance. It is no accident that Rarahuʼs falling in love 

with Loti intervenes after she sees one of his drawings:78 she falls in love with an image, 

not with him. Their love is mediated through the drawing of Rarahuʼs island. On the 

contrary, it is striking that for Loti, the distance between them can be bridged through 

“une foule dʼaffinités mystérieuses” (Loti, OC 1 113) based on their proximity to and 

direct appreciation of nature. In the end, Rarahuʼs changes throughout her “marriage” 

with Loti are not necessarily welcome by him. Like Rarahuʼs use of English, they are 

experienced by Loti as strange, as they bring her closer to resembling a European 

woman – what Lotiʼs lawful wife should look like – at the same time as they draw her 

further away from Lotiʼs Polynesian ideal, making him sway between awe at her natural 

coquetry and disappointment that, as this coquetry turns into sophistication, she does 

not remain the sauvage young girl she was when he first met her. During the muo-faré – 

translated as “consécration du logis” (Loti, OC 1 143–4), Rarahu appears “déjà 

méconnaissable” (Loti, OC 1 145) in comparison with her state of nature, or rather with 

the first time Loti saw her. The modality is different from that described by Johannes 

Fabian as erkennen or kennen: “"I know these persons or objects when I see them” 

(Fabian 53). If Loti cannot recognize her anymore, it is because at some point, he 

acknowledged her – as in anerkennen. And indeed, he had written earlier that “[…] pour 

la première fois elle me semblait quelquʼun” (Loti, OC 1 99–100). However, her 

humanity, like her intellect, does not subside to be acknowledged for long.  

                                                 
78 Cf. supra, p. 79-80.  
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Although Viaud-Loti uses the Tahitian word amurama, the souper incorporates 

non-Tahitian and contradictory traditions: “décorum anglais” – which is disrupted by the 

appearance of Rarahuʼs cat, “des pièces montées dʼun aspect fantastique” built by the 

two Chinese hired for the occasion, that contribute to create a nuptial atmosphere which 

in turn contrasts with the lust evoked by the “souper sardanapalesque.” One thing is 

sure: Rarahu and Loti are the “nous” hosting the party, but Rarahu only is the center of 

attention: 

elle portait une toilette nouvelle, une belle tapa de mousseline blanche à traîne 
qui lui donnait fort grand air; elle faisait les honneurs de chez elle avec aisance et 
grâce, - sʼembrouillant un peu par instants, et rougissant après, mais toujours 
charmante.  […] Elle rayonnait de bonheur; cʼétait son entrée dans le monde des 
jeunes femmes de Papeete, entrée brillante qui dépassait tout ce que son 
imagination dʼenfant avait pu concevoir et désirer (Loti, OC 1 145). 
 

Rarahu is set apart from the other women, whose outfits are simple, traditional ones: 

they are “en tunique de mousseline, couronnées de fleurs” (Loti, OC 1 144). On the 

contrary, Rarahuʼs outfit is “nouvelle”: the postponed adjective seems to signify that the 

dress is both new and novel.  Soon after, Rarahu will prove to be able to distinguish the 

most novel, gracious cut from the ugly ones (Loti, OC 1 156): she quickly develops a 

good eye for fashion and ends up becoming a trendsetter, “donnant le ton” (Loti, OC 1 

172). At the dinner, her outfit resembles a wedding dress: white, with a train.79 Yet she 

is not becoming Lotiʼs wife: she is in fact enthroned as his maîtresse. In the same 

passage, she also welcomes her guests in her house en maîtresse and is called the 

petite maîtresse of her cat. In the latter occurrence, the ambiguity of Rarahuʼs status 

                                                 
79 Incidentally, a similar dress appears later: a “robe blanche traînante comme celle 
dʼune mariée” (Loti, OC 1 256, my emphasis). 
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rests on the use of the possessive adjective “sa” before “petite maîtresse:” Rarahu is the 

owner of the cat, yet the cat possesses her and is uncontrollable during the party, 

justifying its locking up in a cupboard. Likewise, in the former occurrence, she is put in 

an ambiguous situation. Indeed, one wonders whether she acts en maîtresse du logis or 

en maîtresse de Loti. Even though Rarahu forgives the ladies-in-waiting for their past 

offenses, “absolument comme Louis XII, roi de France, oublia les injures du duc 

dʼOrléans” (Loti, OC 1 144), seemingly acting in the most magnanimous manner, 

Rarahu is certainly not yet regal. True, she gains a certain social status, but she is still a 

débutante, just entering “le monde des jeunes femmes de Papeete,” and Johnʼs 

bienveillant look is yet another proof of Rarahuʼs youth, as it functions as the look of a 

chaperon. Thus, although she is chez elle, she is not getting complimented on her 

reception as the maîtresse de maison, because she is actually the one being assessed, 

not on her qualities as a hostess, but on her aesthetic qualities: she is the object of 

attention, that belongs to Loti, who is getting complimented on her. She becomes his 

(maîtresse, petite femme, etc.). The muo-faré only functions as pretext and context to 

this becoming: it frames it. The difference between her being put on display during the 

muo-faré and her earlier exposure by the stream lies in her state of mind: by the stream, 

Rarahu was innocent, unknowing of the voyeur who was observing her. During the 

reception,  

joyeusement elle franchit le pas fatal. Pauvre petite plante sauvage, poussée 
dans les bois, elle venait de tomber comme bien dʼautres dans lʼatmosphère 
malsaine et factice où elle allait languir et se faner. (Loti, OC 1 145) 
 

Thus, the moment is only the continuation of the fall announced by Rarahuʼs removal 
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from her island. Rarahu is said to cross the threshold “joyeusement:” she is happy-go-

lucky, as if witnessing her story in the making, in the same way as Loti witnessed his 

baptism. Yet her ability to feel at all is questioned, as she is sent back to the vegetable 

kingdom. While Lotiʼs naming seems to give him more awareness and the ability to 

experience several points of view at the same time, Rarahuʼs introduction into Tahitian 

society is appears to be bound to sap her. A young girl, Rarahu is naturally supposed to 

lose her freshness, as she becomes a woman and grows older. But her entrance in the 

monde is, according to Loti, susceptible to accelerate what should be a natural process 

ultimately leading to a timely death, sending one into lʼautre monde. Lotiʼs goal is to 

keep her the same as she was at first, hence his inconsistent emotions during the muo-

faré: Rarahuʼs début is really the beginning of the end of Lotiʼs love. The fact that the 

chapter beginning right after the description of the reception is entitled “Jours encore 

paisibles” (my emphasis) doesnʼt come as a surprise: it foreshadows that soon, days 

wonʼt be peaceful anymore. Nevertheless, Loti and Rarahu leave the simple life for a 

time,  

cette vie exotique, tranquille et ensoleillée, cette vie tahitienne telle que lʼavait 
menée mon frère Rouéri, telle que je lʼavais entrevue et désirée, dans ces 
étranges rêves de mon enfance qui me ramenaient sans cesse  vers ces 
lointains pays du soleil. (Loti, OC 1 147) 
 

This simple life could seem to be close to the life of authentic Tahitians: it is carefree, 

sunny. The perspective is almost that of Tahitians: what Loti imagined, he did it as a 

child and a dreamer. Even when it is la vie tahitienne, it is such as Lotiʼs brother had 

lived it – not really tahitienne, then, but rather à la tahitienne.  Moreover, the first 

qualifier of this life is exotique. The adjective doesnʼt appear many times in Le Mariage 
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de Loti. It once qualifies Rarahuʼs complexion (Loti, OC 1 157); it also describes some 

places (Loti, OC 1 233). The very rarity of the word in the novel mirrors the fact that 

what is exotique for Loti is also singular, extraordinary. Viaud-Loti also emphasizes that 

“lʼesprit sʼendort avec lʼhabitude des voyages; on se fait à tout” (Loti, OC 1 233): even 

exoticism vanishes when one gets used to seeing things and peoples that would 

previously have moved them deeply. The travelerʼs getting used to everything, 

everyone, and everywhere is likened to sleep, from which one can regain 

consciousness: “lʼesprit se réveille et se retrouve lui-même.” Waking up from “lʼhabitude 

des voyages” is a recollection and a reconnection with oneʼs self, and to some extent, 

with oneʼs exotic surroundings: “on est frappé tout à coup de lʼétrangeté de ce qui vous 

entoure” (Loti, OC 1 233). The reconn/llection in fact amounts to the shocking realization 

of an unbridgeable distance, which had been forgotten, between the self and the 

environment. However, this realization is only partial: “on” does not experience oneself 

as the foreign element. Instead, everything thatʼs around is “étrange.” The grammatical 

subjects, the pronominal verbs and the pronouns, though, express how distressing this 

realization – as incomplete as it is – is for the self: “lʼesprit,” “lui-même,” “on,” “vous,” all, 

in turn, designate the same entity. But Lotiʼs comfortable exotique life is described as 

follows:  

Le temps sʼécoulait, et tout doucement se tissaient autour de moi ces mille petits 
fils inextricables, faits de tous les charmes de lʼOcéanie, qui forment à la longue 
des voiles sur le passé, la patrie et la famille, - et finissent par si bien vous 
envelopper quʼon ne sʼéchappe plus… (Loti, OC 1 147) 
 

The threads that form the cocoon into which this life envelops him and attach him to 

Oceania are the very ones that also detach him from his past life and his heritage. In the 
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last part of the passage, past tenses give way to present ones. Since it follows verbs in 

the imperfect, the present tense cannot be read as historical present. Rather, it is a 

gnomic present: Viaud-Loti describes a process that is universal. It affects every 

foreigner visiting Tahiti. The process is tantamount to a progressive amnesia, in which 

the patient ends up living only in the present-cocoon and being separated from history. 

It is in this untouched time that Loti most enjoys Rarahu, and he goes as far as to want 

to separate her from everything:  

Pour la première fois je songeais quʼil pourrait y avoir un charme souverain à 
aller vivre avec elle comme avec une petite épouse, dans quelque district bien 
perdu, dans quelquʼunes des îles les plus lointaines et les plus ignorées des 
domaines de Pomaré; - à être oublié de tous et mort pour le monde; - à la 
conserver là telle que je lʼaimais, singulière et sauvage, avec tout ce quʼil y avait 
en elle de fraîcheur de dʼignorance (Loti, OC 1 154) 
 

Although Loti wants Rarahu to be “comme une petite épouse” – that is, not a real 

spouse, it is not Loti and Rarahu that would be forgotten and dead to the world, but only 

Loti, as the adjectives “oublié” and “mort,” in the masculine singular, indicate. The object 

of Lotiʼs fantasy is not really conjugal life, or eloping. It is rather a certain idea of himself 

and of Rarahu that is at stake. The conditional situation described by Loti is the situation 

in which Loti would have found himself had he been a castaway. In this fantasy, Rarahu 

is a girl Friday who has not been in contact with civilization. A step further from the 

cocoon of exotic life leads Loti to have no more contact at all with humanity. Total 

Isolation is the ultimate disengagement from European society and culture and can only 

happen once all threads connecting Loti to his past life have been irreparably cut. Unlike 

his name change, which had not affected his existence as Harry Grant, one can assume 

that his moving to a remote island would cause him to disappear “[des] registres de 
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lʼétat civil [et] [des] rôles de la marine royale” – to be dead to the world indeed. Lotiʼs 

fantasy betrays the predicament in which he finds himself, though: it is as if the only way 

to keep Rarahu “singulière et sauvage” was for him to leave society with her, in order to 

shelter and preserve her from the outside world. In other words, Loti can either accept 

Rarahuʼs metamorphosis and remain present-to-the-world, in particular his world, or try 

to stop this metamorphosis by giving in to his museographic pulsion and removing her 

and himself from the world.  

Loti knows that there is no keeping Rarahu intact without her abandoning the 

world, with or without him, so when he is about to depart from Tahiti, he asks her – or 

begs, he is “à genoux” (Loti, OC 1 248) – to leave Papeete, to go live “dans un district 

éloigné où ne viennent pas les Européens” where she would marry and have children 

“comme les femmes chrétiennes” (Loti, OC 1 248–9). His request bears no effect: “je 

comprenais bien quʼaprès mon départ elle serait une des petites filles les plus folles, et 

les plus perdues de Tahiti” (Loti, OC 1 249). Lotiʼs departure equates losing Rarahu, not 

only because of the distance that will soon be between them, but also because what is 

in store for Rarahu is nothing else than death:  

Et pourtant on aime de toute son âme cette âme qui vous échappe. La mort est 
là qui attend; elle va prendre bientôt ce corps adoré, qui est la chair de votre 
chair. La mort sans résurrection, sans espoir, - puisque celle-là même qui va 
mourir ne croit plus à rien de ce qui sauve et fait revivre… 
Si cette âme était tout à fait mauvaise et perdue, - on en ferait le sacrifice comme 
dʼune chose impure… Mais, sentir quʼelle souffre, savoir quʼelle a été douce, 
aimante, et pure!... – Cʼest comme un voile de ténèbres qui lʼenveloppe, - une 
mort anticipée qui lʼétreint et qui la glace (Loti, OC 1 249).  
 

At this point in the story, nothing hints that Rarahu is dying. Some words – prendre, 

corps, chair – actually suggest a petite mort. Even if they do not describe Loti and 
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Rarahuʼs embraces, they remind us of these, which are indeed deadly sins, contrasting 

with the life of a femme chrétienne. But la petite mort is not given by Loti, but by the 

personified death, the grim reaper that is lurking. In many respects, death acts like the 

toupapahous: it waits in the ténèbres until it can claim what belongs to it. What scares 

Loti is in fact not death itself, but rather Rarahuʼs forsaking of God and the permanent 

end it represents. But Rarahu goes even further as she attributes mortal qualities to the 

toupapahous:  

après la mort, il y a le fantôme qui, quelque temps, paraît encore, et rôde 
incertain dans les bois; - mais je pense que le Toupapahou sʼéteint aussi, quand, 
à la longue, il nʼy a plus de forme sous la terre, - et quʼalors, cʼest la fin… (Loti, 
OC 1 253) 
 

In a very rational way, Rarahu links the end of someone to the physical disappearance 

of whatʼs left of his or her body after death. She does not believe in the immortality of 

the soul or of the body. And at the very end, it is Loti, who, ironically, displays some 

traits of the primitive mentality. Initially, after he leaves Tahiti, “dans sa mémoire, lʼimage 

de Rarahu sʼéloigne et sʼefface, [fragment mêlés] aux aventures dʼune vie enfiévrée et 

légèrement excentrique” (Loti, OC 1 276), in which Loti seems to try to lose himself. 

However, one day, upon hearing about Rarahuʼs death, 

Je sentis quʼun froid mortel me montait au cœur. Un voile passa devant mes 
yeux (Loti, OC 1 281). 
 

The sentence, repeated two times, is reminiscent of the fate Loti imagined would be that 

of Rarahu. In spite of his pain, Loti joins the choir of “banalités” and “inepties” and 

dismisses Tahiti as a charming, but quickly boring country. Yet, once heʼs alone,  

un rêve sombre sʼappesantit sur moi, une vision sinistre qui ne venait ni de la 
veille ni du sommeil, - un de ses fantômes qui replient leurs ailes de chauves-
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souris au chevet des malades, ou viennent sʼasseoir sur les poitrines haletantes 
des criminels (Loti, OC 1 282). 
 

Like the toupapahous, Lotiʼs ghost has wings. Loti seems to have lost the ability to 

distinguish between wake and sleep, like a primitive: “le monde visible et le monde 

invisible nʼen font quʼun” (Lévy-Bruhl 86). Further suggested are his guilt-feelings toward 

Rarahu. The final chapter narrates, in past tenses, Lotiʼs vision/dream in greater details. 

The story comes full circle as his vision opens where Rarahuʼs story began, in Bora-

Bora, that Rarahu left at a young age and where Loti, in an ironical twist, lands on a 

beach inhabited by specters, amongst which is Rarahu, “forme humaine, blanche et 

rigide” (Loti, OC 1 283),  

Rarahu étendue, son corps dʼenfant enveloppé dans ses longs cheveux noirs, - 
Rarahu les yeux vides, et riant du rire éternel, du rire figé des Toupapahous… 
(Loti, OC 1 284) 
 

Although her body is evoked, her facial features – the hair, the mouth, the eyes – are 

more visually striking. Hence, the final image of Rarahu is that of a deathʼs-head, similar 

to the one Loti holds on his lap earlier in the novel (Loti, OC 1 124–6), and which scared 

Rarahu because of its laugh. Rarahu thus becomes the artifact she was holding, with 

Loti being in the position of Rarahu. Indeed, “lʼenfant sauvage était devenue plus forte 

que son maître et le dominait” (Loti, OC 1 191). Yet this domination becomes possible 

only at the moment when Rarahu has become an artifact, a becoming accentuated by 

the reproduction of one of her letters, that follows directly the description of her as a 

ghost and closes the novel: Rarahuʼs deathʼs-head, albeit imaginary, is inscribed into a 

narrative by the letter thatʼs attached to it. The coupling of the two elements – the skull, 

the handwriting – testifies of the transient nature of life, as well as the reference to Loti, 
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“ma fleur parfumée du soir,” in the letter, which allows Viaud-Loti to feature all the 

classic elements of a vanitas in the last few lines. Man is destined to death, and only “le 

vrai Dieu,” as Rarahu calls it, can transcend our nature. In the end, the character of 

Rarahu is used by Viaud-Loti to introduce a complex reflection about the nature of life 

and death that will be prolonged well beyond Le Mariage de Loti. I am now going to turn 

to Viaud-Lotiʼs self-portraits, as well as to decoration elements of the Rochefort house in 

order to show how they are organized to attempt to answer the question that is at the 

basis of Viaud-Lotiʼs clad-in-nostalgia aesthetic: “Y reviendrai-je jamais, et quʼy 

trouverai-je à présent, - sinon les désenchantements amers, et les regrets poignants du 

passé?” (Loti, OC 1 278).   

 

Nostalgiaʼs Showcase 

In September 2009, my steps took me to the Charente estuary, in Western 

France, where lies the town of Rochefort, about twenty kilometers upstream from the 

Atlantic Ocean.  Chosen in 1666 by Colbert as the construction site of a new naval 

shipyard and harbor for the royal flotte du Ponant (Acerra 34),80 Rochefort remains to 

                                                 
80 The creation of the harbor is intimately linked with the colonial policies of France. The 
founding of two chartered companies – Compagnie des Indes Orientales and 
Compagnie des Indes Occidentales – by Colbert in 1664 marks the beginning of the 
modern colonial expansion of France, whose purpose was “la gloire de Dieu en 
procurant le salut des Indiens et sauvages auxquels nous désirons faire connoître la 
vraie religion” (Cordier 110). Each company had “propriété et justice” (Cordier 124) on 
all the lands it could conquer and inhabit within forty to fifty years: “Les companies 
avaient donc pleine propriété des territoires concédés, mais sous condition de les 
coloniser” (Cordier 125). Additionally, colons could only sell their products to the 
Compagnie, and could not buy anything from anyone else than the Compagnie, which 
also had a monopoly on transportation to and from the colonies, hence the necessity of 
building more ports in addition to Le Havre, Brest, and Brouage. In 1666, Colbert and 
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this day an active seaport, with an additional marina. The Corderie Royale, which 

closed in 1926, has been turned into an administrative and tourist building, home to a 

cordage museum and to the city library, where in December 2008, 5000 leaves, forming 

Lotiʼs journal, were delivered, thus coming back home to Rochefort, where Pierre Loti 

“marin et écrivain français” was born Louis-Marie-Julien Viaud on January 14, 1850, at 

the number 141 of the now rue Pierre Loti, then rue Saint-Pierre – the onomastic 

coincidence is indeed full of flavor. The tourist walking through the streets of Rochefort 

encounters a Loti bookstore, a Loti café, a Loti-Presse revisiting the typical “Loto-

Presse,” as well as a statue of Loti, a Collège Pierre Loti, a rue des Pêcheurs 

dʼIslande… Driving to Saint-Pierre dʼOléron, she finds la maison des aïeules – the 

adjacent square has been named “Place Pierre Loti” and adorned with a bust of the 

great man, flanked with palm trees. The house itself harbors Lotiʼs tomb:  “Ici, dans le 

                                                                                                                                                             
Colbert de Terron chose Rochefort as the site for one of those harbours, under orders 
from Louis XIV. For a thorough history of Rochefort, please refer to Martine Acerraʼs 
doctoral thesis: Acerra, Martine. Rochefort et la Construction Navale Française, 1661-
1815. Paris: Libr. de lʼInde, c1993. Although it pales in comparison with the four hundred 
twenty seven ships that left La Rochelle during the seventeenth century, Rochefort was 
the point of departure of about twenty slave trade expeditions, in 1715, at the beginning 
of the nineteen-seventies, and between 1784 and 1791 (Cadiou). The city is indubitably 
tied with the story of slavery, even more so since Colbert is also infamously associated 
with the Code Noir, which “quoiquʼil porte la date de mars 1685, est lʼœuvre de Colbert. 
Il lui a été surtout inspiré par ses préoccupations commerciales” (Peytraud 150). In fact, 
the Code noir changes the slave into something legally hybrid, between man and object, 
“un être meuble:” “les esclaves [sont] réputés meubles” (Code Noir 11). Loti discusses 
neither Colbert nor the Code Noir, but his attachment to Rochefort, as well as perhaps 
his early vocation as a missionnaire mentioned in Le Roman dʼun enfant (Loti, OC 5 
383–4) mark him. This history tinges Lotiʼs possession of Rarahu.  Yet what is at play in 
Le Mariage de Loti is not slave-master dialectic, but rather a maîtresse-maître one, 
where power is linked with sexual domination.  
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jardin de la maison des aïeules, Pierre Loti repose sous le lierre et les lauriers”81 and 

“selon les dernières volontés de Pierre Loti il nʼy a pas de visite.”82 The former presents 

a visually striking scene. The poetʼs tomb appears covered in plants symbolizing 

inspiration, glory, and eternal fame.83 Such a hypotyposis is rather uncanny to be found 

on a sandstone plate.  The figure draws the attention of the tourist, like the use of the 

deictic “ici,” which departs from the usual expression: ci-gît…, which would be expected 

on monuments and in the case of a public figure such as Pierre Loti, who had been 

honored during a state funeral. Everything is done to arouse the insatiable curiosity of 

the tourist. Nonetheless, Lotiʼs last requests, albeit a posthumous message, still carry 

the weight of his voice. About two years after Lotiʼs death, Gaston Mauberger wrote 

about the writerʼs decision to be interred in Saint-Pierre dʼOléron instead of in Rochefort 

cemetery, where the Viaud family tomb is: 

Il redoutait la venue au cimetière de Rochefort des inévitables bandes Cook, des 
indésirables caravanes de touristes, de ces hordes dʼintrus qui, Kodak en main, 
jumelles en bandoulière et inepties à la bouche eussent troublé son sommeil 
(Quella-Villéger 126). 
 

The tourists described by Mauberger, perhaps after Lotiʼs own words, have the typical 

attire of all other modern tourists: the camera, the binoculars. More striking than the 

tools they carry, though, is their number: “bandes,” “hordes,” “caravanes.” There is no 

such a thing as a tourist: there are bands of tourists, waves, and armies… In Thomas 

                                                 
81 The inscription can be read on a sandstone plate affixed to the outer wall of la maison 
des aïeules.  
82 The inscription can be read on a metal plate affixed by the door of la maison des 
aïeules.  
83 Ivy and laurel are both evergreen plants, and as such often symbolizes glory and 
eternity.  
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Cookʼs vision come true, they only travel en masse, reeling off the same inepties as 

Loti-the character was reeling off at the end of Le Mariage de Loti: “Cʼest un beau pays 

que lʼOcéanie…” (Loti, OC 1 281). DH Lawrenceʼs short poem “Tourists,” which I have 

already mentioned in the foreword, reads like an especially apt comment on this 

particular situation:  

 There is nothing to look at any more,  
 everything has been seen to death (Lawrence 660). 
 
Tourists have been everywhere, have seen everything: they have exhausted the visual 

resources of the world, killing it in the process. They made the world flat, a platitude; 

Lawrence reproduces this process of trivialization through the use of the commonplace 

idiom “to death.” Ultimately, after death is paradoxically the only thing left to be seen, 

since it cannot be worn out any further. However, in the case of Loti, this after death is 

precisely what is denied to the tourist, as the possibility of a “visite” to this strange place 

is denied at the door with some legal jargon. Had he been interred in Rochefort 

cemetery, Lotiʼs tomb would have been subjected to the same curiosity as Tahiti is. It 

would have become a Sehenswürdigkeit, a situation its hiding inside the high walls of 

maison des aïeules was designed to avoid. Indeed, local Oléronais do not pay much 

attention to the maison, which looks like any other house on the island, and is nestled in 

a quiet, quaint street – yet another rue Pierre Loti. Initially,  

seule, suivant sa volonté, pourra la visiter, deux fois lʼan, une dizaine de 
personnes dont la liste sera remise par mon fils ou ses héritiers aux locataires 
qui se succéderont dans notre vieille demeure et qui seront les gardiens de ma 
sépulture (Quella-Villéger 126). 
 

Nowadays, three Saturdays in September, for a small fee, a few people can cross the 
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threshold of the house and see what most are not allowed to see. Lotiʼs desire to have a 

few people visit each year can seem strange. The maison des aïeules has indeed 

become a place attracting tourists; a museum, as defined by Pomian. Certainly, it is a 

one-piece museum, with odd visiting hours, yet a museum it is. However, rather than a 

Sehenswürdigkeit, Lotiʼs tomb has become a semiophore: an object of absolutely no 

use, put on display (Pomian 30). The tomb is not literally a tomb anymore. It is a sign, 

that links the onlooker to the invisible world and signals him that he is a happy few: one 

of the few who saw the tomb, which could as well be a cenotaph, since what confers it 

its signifying quality is not the body that it contains, but rather the mystery that 

surrounds it. The conspicuousness of the name “Loti” contrasts with the secrecy in 

which the tomb is kept. The bust of Loti in the square by the maison des aïeules is 

conspicuous too. It shows what is not to be seen inside the house: Lotiʼs head and 

shoulders. Susan Stewart explains why those body parts have become “the primary 

subject of figurative art:” “because it is invisible, the face becomes gigantic with meaning 

and significance” (Stewart 125). One never sees oneʼs own face directly. One needs a 

mirror, a camera, or any device able to produce an image of it, hence the importance of 

the face of the other, which is on the contrary always in the open, readable.  

For Loti, who devoted a room of his Rochefort house to portraits of his family and 

of himself, portraits might be even more important than for the average person. Did he 

not write that  

les portraits [lui] ont appris à connaître de visage et de sourire de [ses ancêtres 
les plus proches], desquels on [lui] a dit les allures et les façons habituelles, dont 
certaines phrases entières mʼont même été rapportées? (Loti, OC 5 596) 
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Images, then, are clearly the privileged medium to discover the appearance of 

someone. Language can describe movement, report words, but fails to represent how 

someone looks.84 Moreover, Loti establishes a hierarchy between types of images:  

Je songe à ce quʼil y aura de frappant et dʼétrange, dans un siècle ou deux, pour 
quelques-uns de nos arrière-fils, à passer en revue des photographies dʼancêtres 
ou dʼenfants morts. Si expressifs quʼils soient, ces portraits, gravés ou peints, 
que nos ascendants nous ont légués, ne peuvent produire sur nous rien de pareil 
comme impression. Mais les photographies, qui sont des reflets émanés des 
êtres, qui fixent jusquʼà des attitudes fugitives, des gestes, des expressions 
instantanées, comme ce sera curieux et presque effrayant à revoir, pour les 
générations qui vont suivre, quand nous serons retombés, nous, dans le passé 
mort… (Loti, OC 5 607–8) 
 

As Walter Benjamin once put it, “the eye perceives more swiftly than the hand can draw” 

(Benjamin 219), hence the increased truthfulness of photography in comparison with 

drawing or painting: unlike the brush of the painter, the camera fixes forever and exactly 

what the eye perceived. Thus, “telle photo, en effet, ne se distingue jamais de son 

référent (de ce quʼelle représente), […] (ce que fait nʼimporte quelle autre image, 

encombrée dès lʼabord et par statut de la façon dont lʼobjet est simulé)” (Barthes, La 

Chambre Claire 16). Or, in other words: a photograph is so “absolutely analogical” 

(Mitchell 61) that it is not possible to detach it from its referent. There is an identity 

relation between them – at least a partial one; whereas a painting and its referent are 

only linked by their resemblances – and what appears in the gaps between 

resemblances: differences, divergences, distances. The proximity of a photograph to its 

                                                 
84 Of course, a distinction has to be made between fictional characters and people. 
Fictional characters can be represented a posteriori – in this case, the image is only an 
interpretation of the words read by the artist. Similarly, when they are inspired by 
fictional painted characters or by real life characters, they are not identified with their 
inspiration, therefore the representation of the painted or real life character cannot be 
considered equivalent to the image of the fictional character.  
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referent is what makes it “frappant,” “étrange,” because by the law of transitivity, it also 

makes the viewer closer to the referent than a painted portrait does. Now, Loti does 

insist on a certain kind of being-close: family ties. The scene he evokes shows people 

entangled in a web of family relationships, actual or aborted: the arrière-fils, the 

ancestors, the dead children that did not generate any progeny, generations to come, 

and those falling back into the passé mort. Looking at photographs of his mother, 

Roland Barthes argues “pour beaucoup [dʼentre elles], cʼétait lʼHistoire qui me séparait 

dʼelles” (Barthes, La Chambre Claire 100). Does Lotiʼs passé mort equate Barthesʼs 

Histoire? Loti writes about several layers of time: a future-to-be, looking both at the past 

that gave birth to it and at the past arrested – without hope of ever being inscribed in 

genealogy. Photographs have the ability to make all these times present at the same 

time, yet this bringing-to-presence is only momentary: the dead are doomed to fall back 

into the dead past, that which cannot be revived. There is a ghostly quality to 

photographs: they can bring back the dead within the present, but only for a short period 

of time. On the contrary, people on painted portraits, because they stand further away 

from us, can never come back. Like Bartheʼs history, Lotiʼs dead past is away in time. It 

is a time before us, before we were born. The difference between the two notions lies in 

affects. For Barthes, sensations only arise when one looks at the picture of their time: 

“alors […], je puis réveiller en moi la douceur froissée du crêpe de Chine et le parfum de 

la poudre de riz” (Barthes, La Chambre Claire 102). On the contrary, for Loti, they can 

be contained in any photograph, since the medium has the power to fixate even the 

most elusive gestures or attitudes, and this very fact is “curieux” and “effrayant.”  
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Photographs are, by essence, sacred pictures, and the most sacred of all, since while 

they are a manifestation of the separation of the referent of the photographs from the 

person who is looking at them, they also emanate directly from this referent, thus 

bringing part of it to the onlooker. They attach and detach differently than paintings do. 

Jean-Luc Nancy defines the distinct as standing opposite to the close (“proche”), which 

can be removed (“écarté”) in two ways:  

écarté du contact ou bien de lʼidentité. Le distinct est distinct selon deux 
manières: il ne touche pas, et il est dissemblable (Nancy 12). 
 

True, Nancy is writing about paintings, as indicated by the words “tableau” and “trame,” 

but I discussed above the fact that the dissemblable cannot apply to photographs as it 

does to paintings. However, there is a possible detaching of the photograph. Most of 

them do not have to be removed from a wall or from a frame. In fact, photographs are 

detached in the sense that they are nonchalant, even casual as far as handling is 

concerned. Benjamin likens the photograph to a transportable reflected image 

(Benjamin 231). Likewise, their back is easy to access, even if, like postcards, 

photographs always keep one side hidden in order to remain evasive.  

Photographs of Loti function in a somewhat different manner than the ones he 

described in Dans le passé mort, and especially from the picture that gave rise to his 

meditation: a single picture of imperial prince Louis-Napoléon Bonaparte as a small 

child. Although some of Lotiʼs photographs are family pictures, most are fascinating 

photographic portraits, ranging from classic to wacky. If “il sʼest donné à lui, auteur, le 

nom de son héros” (Barthes, Le degré zéro de lʼécriture 165), the photographs help 

construct a completely different character. Most of them have been gathered together in 
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Bruno Vercierʼs Pierre Loti Portraits: Les Fantaisies changeantes, published in 2002.  

Lotiʼs image, Vercier writes,  

est largement diffusée dans le public par le truchement de cartes-photos, cartes 
postales, vignettes, sans parler des portraits utilisés par la réclame. Dandy ou 
académicien, Loti vante les mérites de Félix Potin ou du vin Mariani (Vercier 5) 
 

At the time, the passionate deltiologist could dig out a postcard of Viaud in full dress 

uniform (Vercier 58) or a “photo-carte” of Loti, “non momifié encore en 1909” (Vercier 

156, Figure 11), of which there were at least two versions, one bearing the date “1391” 

as the year of Ramsesʼs death (Quella-Villéger, Pierre Loti 63), and the amended 

version.  

 

Figure 11: Photo-carte of Loti.  
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Children could find une image de Pierre Loti, captioned: “246. Pierre Loti, de 

lʼAcadémie-Française,” (Vercier 21) in the package of their favorite chocolate bar. They 

could then file it in a stockbook named “Livre dʼor des célébrités contemporaines du 

chocolat Guérin-Boutron,” which was meant to protect five hundred images of 

“celebrities” of the time. Loti could thus become part of a series in which Eleonora Duse 

was n°95 and General Florentin n°125. In the Guérin-Boutron series, Lotiʼs image has 

the same importance as all the others; it can “only [acquire] [an] exceptional value by 

dint of being absent” (The Cultures of Collecting 13). Baudrillard also points out: “the 

collection is never really initiated in order to be completed” (The Cultures of Collecting 

13), but rather, to keep the thrill of the missing piece alive. But the Livre dʼOr des 

célébrités contemporaines is not a series Loti initiated, contrary to, for example, the 

Osiris series (Vercier 32–5 and front cover), or the series from which the postcard was 

taken (Vercier 54–8). Do these series constitute collections, albeit small ones? Let us 

consider the Osiris series, taken in 1887. The costume was created for a masquerade 

ball given by his friend Juliette Adam. Bruno Vercier gives little information about the 

context in which the pictures were taken, simply specifying: “les photos sont prises en 

studio” (Vercier 32). From February 13 to February 20, the day of the ball, Loti writes 

about the costume, without mentioning the shooting. Vercier publishes three pictures: 

Loti seated, seen from his left side; standing in three-quarter profile facing right; sitting, 

torso and head in three-quarter profile facing right. In the last two, the same helmet has 

replaced the striped headgear Loti wears in the first one. It could be considered a 

collection, insofar as the successive poses seem to want to capture the entire body of 
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the model. Yet it is the viewer who becomes obsessed with this series and the question 

it bears: is there a missing term? Where does it end? Or: does it ever end? The 

interrogation persists, as photography promises totality – or total perception, a 

perception not affected by the flaws of the human eye. Lotiʼs photographs, then, have to 

be considered as an ensemble of series and odd pieces, or yet another collection of 

isolated elements and small collections: “la collection est faite dʼune succession de 

termes, mais le terme final est la personne du collectionneur” (Baudrillard 128). In the 

case of Lotiʼs photographs, with their elaborate mise-en-scène, they build more than 

that: a character, adopting a series of personas. But Loti-Viaud does not wear masks; 

he wears costumes. He is rarely presented in plain clothes, except in his old age. Even 

then, though, he is disguised: “en grand-père” (Vercier 152), with his grandson Pierre as 

a prop. Naked, Loti-Viaud is not plainer: the series of academic photographs from 1890 

show Loti wearing but a loincloth (Vercier 118 and 122–31). Bruno Vercier ventures that 

nakedness is where “le sujet Loti trouvera sa vérité” or perhaps just “un autre de ces 

masques, invisible, celui qui colle à la peau” (Vercier 119). Tensing all of his muscles in 

turn, looking straight into the cameraʼs lens, Loti does not represent a classical nude, 

but rather an ancestor to Brigitte Bardotʼs character in Godardʼs Le Mépris: “Tu les 

trouves jolis [mes pieds]? Et mes chevilles? etc.” In the movie, according to Baudrillard,   

Reduced to a set of anatomical parts, the woman becomes a pure object, and is 
subsumed within the series of all object-women, of which she is but a single term 
among hundreds (The Cultures of Collecting 20). 
 

Looking at Lotiʼs academy does not produce the same effect. Loti, although he reduces 

himself “to a set of anatomical parts,” does not for all that become an object-man. On 
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the contrary, he sets himself apart. His quasi-nakedness, because it is unexpected – it 

clashes so violently with the image of the uniformed officer or that of the Académicien  – 

impresses the onlooker; it hails him. There is something embarrassing in this shameless 

exhibition, and nothing erotic, precisely because everything is in the open. There is no 

invader or peeping Tom in the scene Loti lays out for the spectator to see: his body is 

deliberately offered, leaving no place for imagination or intrusion. More than any other, 

though, this series shows in its successive poses what strikes Loti in photographs: 

“attitudes fugitives, gestes, expressions instantanées.” Whatʼs more fleeting than the 

contraction of a muscle? The systole of the heart, maybe: Lotiʼs live body takes on a 

new meaning when placed side by side with the Ramses / Loti photo-carte (cf. Figure 

11).  Loti is fifty-nine at the time. He handwrote on the card: “Pierre Loti, Juin 1909, de 

lʼère chrétienne.” More than twenty years earlier, we have seen, he had already played 

dress as Osiris. The mummy of Ramses and Loti are seen from the right side; the 

images are shoulder and head profiles. Loti replicates the position of the mummy down 

to a T. Even the shapes of his nose, his eyebrow line, and his ear resemble those of 

Ramses. It is difficult to make anything out of these faces. They are not the text evoked 

by Susan Stewart,  

a text whose meaning is complicated by change and by a constant series of 
alterations between a reader and an author who is strangely disembodied, 
neither present nor absent, found in neither part nor whole, but, in fact, created 
by this reading (Stewart 127). 
 

Ramsesʼs darkened, ironically parchment-like face defies any reading. It was not only 

fixated in a photograph, but, long before that, frozen by death and the subsequent 

mummification process. It is at least twice removed from the reader. In comparison, 
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Lotiʼs white skin begs for further questioning. He is “non momifié encore,” after all. The 

eyelids, the mouth might open up again in a new pose. Yet encore implies the project of 

getting mummified, one day, to reach this ultimate stillness. What is at stake in the 

picture, then, is once again Lotiʼs relationship with time and his own obsession with 

conservation. Vercier quotes Loti describing Ramsesʼs mummy: 

cet épouvantail édenté et sénile, qui sʼexhibe dans ses chiffons immondes, avec 
toujours sa main levée pour une impuissante menace, a été autrefois lʼétincelant 
Sésostris, qui connut lʼexcès humain des triomphes et des splendeurs (Vercier 
156). 
 

In Le Mariage de Loti, Loti had likened the corpse of Rarahuʼs dead adoptive father, 

which had mummyʼs arms, to a Toupapahou. There is something spectral about a 

mummy. The absence of teeth is also reminiscent of the Toupapahous, with their 

eternal laugh, but it also evokes the becoming of the pharao, now a piece of collection; il 

est exhibé. However, this exhibition is demeaning: once “étincelant,” he appears for 

eternity as an old man, perhaps incontinent - thatʼs what the chiffons immondes 

suggest. Such is the anxiety of Loti: in the end, triumphs and splendors do not matter 

anymore. In the end, what remains forever is the baseness of human bodily functions. 

The photo-card might be humorous; it is still a memento mori. As it turns out, “The 

collection is the unique bastion against the deluge of time” (The Cultures of Collecting 

1). In the light of the fear of death and decomposition, Lotiʼs transformations reveal his 

attempts to cover time and space: Albanese, Spahi, wearing a Spanish coat, medieval, 

Breton fisherman or wearing the traditional Breton dress, Bedouin, Renaissance, 

samurai, in uniform. However, these manifestations of space and time follow one 

another on the same support – Loti. They can therefore only be simultaneous as 
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photographs, never as events. Lotiʼs inability to contain all these personas at the same 

time can be contrasted with his description of Rarahu.85 A synthesis of several 

Polynesian islands and several historical periods, she nonetheless “transforms” into the 

Toupapahou of Lotiʼs imagination, as if she could not realize the totality her appearance 

promised. In order to find the “bastion against the deluge of time,” then, one must 

consider what might be, in Lotiʼs aesthetic, a macrocosmic version of the body: his 

Rochefort house. 

 Today, upon entering Lotiʼs house, you land into a large hall, doubling as an art 

gallery. After you have paid admission at the ticket office, which is also a small 

bookstore, a tour guide escorts you through the house. About an hour and a half and 

seven rooms – salon rouge, salle renaissance, salle gothique, chambre Empire, 

mosquée, salon turc, chambre arabe – later, the visit is over. About the house, Alain 

Quella-Villéger writes:  

La maison de lʼauteur dʼAziyadé et de Pêcheur dʼIslande est plus quʼune maison 
– et à ce titre bien mieux quʼun musée -, cʼest un herbier de pierre et dʼétoffes, un 
catalogue dʼobjets et de souvenirs dûment étiquetés par le marin-écrivain à 
chaque retour de voyage, un jardin exotique dont la flore “fin-de-siècle” exhale 
dʼambiguës senteurs (fleurs du mal et parfums opiacés), un livre pour tout dire, 
sinon “Le” Livre, la bible matricielle et lithique de celui qui, dans son enfance, y 
lisait en famille chaque soir des passages des textes chrétiens. Tout livre est une 
maison de papier, toute maison est récit et palimpseste (Quella-Villéger 88).  
 

The first characteristic of this house is that it followed a classificatory logic. The herbier, 

the catalogue, the labeling – all belonged to the realm of nomenclature, and by 

extension, to that of the collection.  Indeed, as Elsner and Cardinal argue, “Collecting is 

classification lived, experienced in three dimensions” (The Cultures of Collecting 2). It is 

                                                 
85 Cf. supra, p. 100.  
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also described as a process, which at some point in time is arrested to become 

museum. Lotiʼs house responded to the three-dimensional imperative of the collection, 

as it enclosed the objects between its walls, allowing them to escape the flat, two-

dimensional herbier and catalogue, while still retaining their serial quality. Lotiʼs house, 

according to Bruno Vercier, also opens up on a garden, both literal and metaphorical, 

linking the inside and the outside. What is striking and perhaps contradictory in Vercierʼs 

description, then, is the final movement that assimilates the book and the house; two-

dimensionality and three-dimensionality; concealment in the form of the palimpsest and, 

in the case of the house, potential hiding inside the walls; possible closing of the door 

that opens up onto the garden and possible closing of the cover of the book. What 

makes the house more than a house, and better than a museum – namely, circulation or 

change, which by definition does not happen in the museum anymore – is physically 

lost in the book analogy, like it had actually been lost when Loti died, and even more so 

with the March 1969 sale of the house to the city of Rochefort, which opened it to the 

public in July of the same year.  

 In The Cultures of Collecting, John Elsner examines “The House and Museum of 

Sir John Soane.” Soane, an architect born in 1753 and who died in 1837, “himself had 

orchestrated the transformation of his house into an institution, of his collection into a 

museum” (The Cultures of Collecting 157). Long before his death, he had written 

extensive descriptions of his house, which “enact an itinerary through it, taking the 

reader on a carefully orchestrated journey” (The Cultures of Collecting 158). Loti does 

not do such things. Todayʼs visit itinerary is nothing but artificial: some rooms remain 
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hidden to the public, and the others are walked through according to a carefully planned 

choreography. To some extent, though, the house is indeed better than a museum; it is 

a vestige. During World War I, Loti dictated instructions to his secretary Gaston 

Mauberger with regard to the way the contents of the house should be handled should 

he die in combat: 

Dans la pagode. Je ne tiens absolument à rien; on peut tout vendre. […]. 
Dans mon ancienne bibliothèque. Je tiens à peu près à tout. Je ne demande pas 
que tout soit conservé, mais pieusement brûlé. […] 
Dans le petit musée. Là, tout mʼest absolument précieux […] Je demande que 
lʼon détruise […] Je demande que lʼon brûle […] je demande bien entendu quʼil 
soit anéanti […] (Quella-Villéger 116–7).  
 

The recommended modus operandi is always the same: most of what he is fond of 

should be burnt, or destroyed in another fashion.86 What he is not fond of can be sold. 

Most of the objects contained in le petit musée, a kind of Wunderkammer where Loti 

had started to accumulate fossils, medals, shells as a child, are to be destroyed or 

“respectés.” Respecter ou brûler; respecter ou détruire; ne pas conserver: brûler. If 

“oneʼs identity as an individual depends on the difference between oneʼs personal 

collection and that of oneʼs parents, or of anyone else” (The Cultures of Collecting 3), 

then thereʼs something of the funeral pyre in Lotiʼs will. He is not to be mummified. His 

beloved objects are not to be placed in his tomb as in that of a pharaoh, as if to 

accompany him in the next world. What this detachment tells, then, is Lotiʼs final 

                                                 
86 A notable exception: the portraits of his family, of which he is fond, but for which Loti 
does not give instructions as far as their disposal is concerned. In another version of his 
will, written on January 10, 1918, and quoted by Gaston Mauberger, he asks “que lʼon 
conserve avec les plus grands soins les portraits de ma famille peints par ma sœur” 
(Mauberger 281), as well as some other bibelots, pets, plants, and even “les pierres et 
les grottes du petit bassin.” His own portraits, “on peut les vendre, ça mʼest 
complètement égal” (Quella-Villéger 115).  
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negation of the possibility of an afterworld, the negation of a potential audience that 

would be “implicit in the very act of placing the objects in a tomb or temple” (Pomian 21). 

In LʼInde sans les anglais, witnessing a funeral pyre, he describes a grandmother at the 

funeral of her grandson: 

“Est-il tout bien brûlé, au moins?” Ses pauvres yeux expriment lʼinquiétude de 
nʼavoir pas eu assez dʼargent pour lui acheter le bois quʼil aurait fallu, la crainte 
que les impitoyables brûleurs nʼaillent jeter à lʼeau des fragments encore 
reconnaissables (Loti, OC 9 636). 
 

The same gesture that freezes forever the identity he created for himself through his 

collections is also meant to destroy it, very drastically, as well as the possibility for the 

passer-by to recognize the place as his. Once his liked objects are burnt, identity is 

destroyed; Erkennung is no more possible. Per his will, “Loti” would have become a 

short-lived still life. Of course, things did not happen this way. Loti did not die during 

World War I, and after his death the house was subjected to a series of sales and 

alterations. However, Lotiʼs burial in la maison des aïeules remains a posthumous post 

scriptum, that simply says: je nʼhabite plus à lʼadresse indiquée. 

 

Recording Life; Writing Fiction 

 In the end, at the door, or facing the cenotaph, I am forced to go back to the 

original question: Who is Loti? Barthes writes:  

pris dans un réseau à trois termes, le signataire du livre est faux deux fois: le 
Pierre Loti qui garantit Aziyadé nʼest nullement le Loti qui en est le héros; et ce 
garant (auctor, auteur) est lui-même truqué, lʼauteur ce nʼest pas Loti, cʼest 
Viaud; tout se joue entre un homonyme et un pseudonyme; ce qui manque, ce 
qui est tu, ce qui est béant, cʼest le nom propre, le propre du nom (le nom qui 
spécifie et le nom qui approprie). Où est le scripteur? (Barthes, Le degré zéro de 
lʼécriture 165–6) 
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Now for most readers at the threshold of Lotiʼs œuvre, there is no such béance: for 

them, Viaud doesnʼt exist; has never existed. There is only Loti. But for the others, the 

few who know about Viaud dʼavant Loti, there is indeed a gap in lieu of the name. The 

question “Où est le scripteur?” is often simply answered: everywhere. The scripteur is 

everywhere: on the deck of the corvette Bougainville en route for Tahiti; on the pages of 

Mariage de Loti; in the garden of the Rochefortʼs house; on the pages of Roman dʼun 

enfant. Julien Viaud, Pierre Loti, Harry Grant are one person, Loti, who lives, writes, 

dies,87 lives, and writes some more. The latest examples of this tendency to conflate 

Viaud, Loti, etc., are the first two volumes of the Journal edited by Alain Quella-Villéger 

and Bruno Vercier, which present on the same pages passages from the Journal, 

completed by “corresponding” passages borrowed from other publications: 

Le texte est donc présenté ainsi: caractères romains pleine page pour le texte du 
Journal manuscrit vérifié par nous (dans certains cas, rares, la vérification sʼest 
effectuée sur des photocopies anciennes pour des parties disparues); italiques 
pour les lettres de Loti qui figurent dans ce même Journal manuscrit; caractères 
romains mais en retrait à droite pour les passages empruntés au Jeune Officier 
pauvre, au Journal intime ou à dʼautres publications (Loti, J 1 32).  
 

Although Quella-Villéger and Vercier, whose criterion is “lʼécriture du ʻjeʼ” (Loti, J 1 31), 

materialize the different statuses of texts through the use of italics and indentations, the 

Journal and fictions are, in effect, placed in a relationship of quasi-equivalence, with the 

letters and the text of the novels used to fill in the gaps in the Journal. At the same time, 

the scripteur(s) is (are) still formally unified as Pierre Loti, whose name appears on the 

                                                 
87 The last few lines of Aziyadé read: “Parmi les morts de la dernière bataille de Kars, 
on a retrouvé le corps d'un jeune officier de la marine anglaise, récemment engagé au 
service de la Turquie sous le nom de Arif-Ussam-effendi” (Loti, OC 1 523).  
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cover that binds the pages of the Journal. Then again, after writing in the preface that 

this first part of the Journal is not concerned with literature, Quella-Villéger and Vercier 

add a footnote to the words “Préface de lʼauteur”: “Julien Viaud, avec ce titre, parodie un 

certain type de récit de voyage” (Loti, J 1 41). By engaging in parody, he seems to nod 

to the reader, in advance, even before there was a reader other than himself: 

precognitively, unless one decides to assume there was some intentionality in Viaudʼs 

tongue-in-cheek sentence – the calculation of a man who strived to make every of his 

writings part of an œuvre.  However, the manuscript of Lotiʼs journal88 tells another 

story, in which premeditation has little to do, at least at the beginning.  

 Julien Viaud begins writing his journal as a teenager, and his last entry is dated 

from 1918: 

Aujourdʼhui 20 août, et en prévision de ma mort, jʼarrête définitivement ce journal 
de ma vie, commencé depuis environ 45 ans. Il ne mʼintéresse plus, et 
nʼintéresserait plus personne. P. Loti. (Loti, J 1 10) 
 

Unsurprisingly given the drastic decision that is in question, the paragraph is organized 

around binary oppositions: “aujourdʼhui 20 août” versus “depuis environ 45 ans,” “ma 

mort” versus “ma vie,” “jʼarrête définitivement” versus “commencé depuis environ 45 

ans;” and ends with a parallel construction: “ne mʼintéresse plus,” “nʼintéresserait plus 

personne.” The lexicon marks differences between the journal and the contents of his 

house: “être intéressé” versus “tenir à;” “ne plus” versus “ne pas.” Loti-Viaud had always 

                                                 
88 Most of the journalʼs leaves have not been numbered yet due to a lack of personnel at 
the Médiathèque de Rochefort and they remain unavailable for public browsing. On 
September 22, 2009, thanks to Agnès Lumineau, the archivist of the Médiathèque, I 
was able to consult the bundle started in 1872 in Tahiti, comprising leaves that have 
been numbered from 1 to 88.  
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showed a lack of fondness for his objects, which went unchanged in prevision of his 

death, as shown previously with the excerpts from his will. On the contrary, quitting the 

Journal is apparently a sharp rupture. Loti-Viaud detaches himself. He is no longer 

interested, which is not the same as having felt nothing in the first place.  Moreover, like 

him, others would no longer be interested. Whether the conditional in “il nʼintéresserait 

plus personne” is hypothetical or serves to express Loti-Viaudʼs opinion, what is 

assumed is that there have been people interested in his Journal. Through the use of 

the conjunction “et”, their disinterest is linked to his, or perhaps is its consequence, as if 

his own interest in the chronicle of his life was the guarantor of its being interesting. 

Thus, Loti-Viaud maintains himself at the center of the system that is the Journal. 

Nonetheless, the consideration of his potential audience, as well as the “P. Loti” 

signature, indicates that the system has evolved. Julien Viaud is present at the 

beginning of the Journal, physically and in the text. However, Viaud and Loti come in 

close contact relatively early. A copy of a letter written in San Franscico and dated from 

May 15, 1872, inserted in the journal, is signed “Julien Viaud.” At the top of the page 

appears a red, hand-drawn cypher: J V. Not much further, at the turn of a page, dated 

June 1872, appears Loti:  

« Comme je rêvais de Tahiti, appuyé sur les bastingages, le vieux M… T… 
[illegible], le médecin en chef sʼest approché de moi : » 
- « Eh ! bien Loti, me dit-il, je sais bien à quoi vous rêvez ; nous y serons bientôt, 
et même nous allons si vite que ce sont, je pense, vos amies tahitiennes qui vous 
tirent ainsi à elles… »89 
 

                                                 
89 My transcription follows the original spelling, including faulty punctuation or 
capitalization, and thus differs slightly from the one Quella-Villéger and Vercier propose. 
I also read “M… T…” followed with an illegible word where they transcribed “M.F.” 
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The nickname emerges without further explanation. Viaud is returning to Tahiti, after a 

first stay from January to March 1872, which is not documented in the Journal, safe for 

a letter from Julien to his sister Marie. If one decides the Journal and the novels are 

indeed equivalent, we know, because Le Mariage de Loti tells the story, that it is on 

January 25, 1872, that “Loti” was given this name90. Yet the novel also tells us the name 

was given to Harry Grant, and not to Julien Viaud, the body that writes and digs, within 

the texts, that empty space evoked by Barthes, and that Loti ultimately occupies. In 

LʼÉtat critique de la littérature, Laurent Dubreuil explains, about Nerval, how 

“lʼinnervation de lʼœuvre permet aussi à lʼauteur de sʼengendrer, se réincarner, se 

réaliser” (Dubreuil, LʼÉtat critique de la littérature 195). “Lʼécriture produit Nerval,” he 

writes, “Cela encore est magie, qui fasse correspondre à lʼindividu lʼécrivain” (Dubreuil, 

LʼÉtat critique de la littérature 195). A bit further, Dubreuil argues “La magie vient du 

rapprochement dʼéléments hétéroclites” (Dubreuil, LʼÉtat critique de la littérature 199). 

Loti-Viaudʼs texts, fictional or autobiographical, are far from being as blatantly esoteric 

as Nervalʼs. If anything, they are too prosaic. Yet they display the same conn/llection of 

disparate elements as Nervalʼs, that starts outside of the text, in the physical world – 

first and foremost with and within in his house, but also within the Journal itself. For 

instance, while in Nerval, “il manque définitivement les lettres. […] Il nous manque la 

correspondance entre Aurélia et la correspondance à Aurélia” (Dubreuil, LʼÉtat critique 

de la littérature 204), in Loti-Viaudʼs Journal, as well as in his novels, letters are 

everywhere, too present, on and between the pages. In the Journal, the letters I have 

                                                 
90 Cf. supra, my discussion of the baptism in the subheading “Spirited away,” p. 90 et 
seq.  
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previously evoked are drafts or copies of letters he did send, but filing away letters he 

received into the Journal was not unusual for him. He kept doing it even after his 

decision to arrest his chronicle, to which he would in fact keep coming back, “y 

[classant] ses lettres, voire [ajoutant] quelques brèves annotations, la dernière semblant 

être celle datée du 26 janvier 1921” (Loti, J 1 10n), that is: two and a half years before 

his death. The material form of his Journal facilitated his habit:  

feuillets, de format 16/20, pliés en quatre; ce pliage lui permet dʼy inclure toutes 
sortes de documents annexes, depuis la fleur séchée jusquʼà la note de service, 
le télégramme ou la lettre reçue le jour même, la note de blanchisserie, lʼexercice 
dʼécriture ottomane, le fragment de poème turc, jusquʼà lʼinventaire du “fond de 
mon tiroir à bord du Redoutable” (Loti, J 1 10). 
 

It is an understatement to say that the writing of the Journal, and the organization of its 

entries, was ritualized:  

Loti classe ce journal, par années et par périodes de six mois (janvier à juin; 
juillet à décembre); chaque ensemble est alors revêtu de la mention “Bitmich” ou 
“Bitm”, mot turc qui signifie “terminé” (Loti, J 1 10). 
 

The Journal is not bound. It is a series of folders, containing loose sheets, which Loti-

Viaud classifies, files away, dates, and finally annotates the folder with a chosen word, 

as if in order to conclude parts of his life. Bitmich: this is finished. It has come to an end. 

In Turkish, bitmiş is indeed, as Quella-Villéger and Vercier explain, the past participle of 

the verb “to finish” (bitmek). Yet the prefix -miş- adds a layer of meaning, since it 

signifies that the action was not seen firsthand by the person in question but heard from 

third parties – as opposed to bitti, which would imply the presence of the speaker.91 The 

scripteur writes bitmiş on the folders containing his journal as if he were not a participant 

                                                 
91 My heartfelt thanks go to Berk Esen for his help. 
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of, or at least a witness to, his own life thus recorded. In the end, what takes place is no 

less than an archival gesture: the man who writes Bitmich acts as the archivist of the life 

recorded, at the same time as he, in this newfound capacity, detaches himself from it. 

Bitmich: I no longer claim this as mine. I am no longer “je.” Bitmich modifies a posteriori 

the position of the scripteur. The word marks the imprint of the body writing, now 

standing at a distance, and the impossibility it faces: it cannot return to those places in 

space and time through which it no longer acknowledges92 once travelling; yet the word 

bitmich also marks the story with the exoticism of the travel, forever. Exoticism is thus 

both refused through the exteriorization of the scripteur performed by the verbal prefix – 

which signals both a temporal and a spatial distance –, and embraced through the use 

of a foreign word. The letters lost between the pages of the Journal become the only 

links with the world: once the scripteur has detached himself, the relationship with 

senders or intended recipients implied by the letters remain the only actual anchors of 

the Journal. Indeed, like a postcard, this journal is subjected to a series of rippings: 

abandonments, departures, the last of which – bitmich – finally detaches it from the 

scripteur to attach it to a new identity: Loti, grown out of the journal but that doesnʼt 

recognize itself in it anymore. The “Loti” who is not a novel character is who happens 

when all has been said, done, reported in the journal, and filed away. As such, Loti is 

the journalʼs byproduct, an object born out of it that also annihilates the very reality of 

the journal. Loti is an event, and when he advient, the journal devient not actual 

anymore: a fiction. Loti is a fictionalizing fiction. What the Journal in fact chronicles is the 

                                                 
92 The decision is consciously made to divorce from the past reality. As such, the 
gesture does not belong to the realm of forgetfulness.   
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becoming-(of)-Loti, becoming that requires the disappearance of Viaud. Yet this 

disappearance is not destruction: having to destroy Viaud would imply that he once 

existed, which would jeopardize the being-Loti. Indeed, Loti is not superimposed on 

Viaud: he is a person in its own right. The life – vie – de VI-aud is not acknowledged. It 

did not exist: it is Pierre Loti who died, not Julien Viaud. How could he have lived and 

not died? It must be that he never was to begin with. The magic of the Journal, then, is 

not that it turns something into something else, or adds something to an already existing 

body: itʼs that it creates something out of nothing. The Journal is alchemy. Never mind 

that at the other end of the journaling process, there are keepers and guarantors of this 

fragmented histoire: those who received or sent the letters, who could say, or write: bitti 

– I saw this come to an end. Their mortality guarantees that none will come forward to 

say, or write: there was a Viaud dʼavant Loti. What is après Loti is dʼaprès Loti. Bitmich.  
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CHAPTER 3 

RIDDLES: GAUGUIN, THE RELUCTANT STEREOTYPIST 

 

Gauguin is one of the world's most famous and best-loved artists 
from the early 20th century. […] His sumptuous, colourful images of 
women in Tahiti and beautiful landscape images of Brittany in 
France are some of the most popular images in Modern art. 
Gauguin was the ultimate global traveller, sailing the South Seas, 
and living in Peru, Martinique, and Paris among other places.93 

 

 The text presenting the Gauguin exhibition first held at the Tate Modern and then 

at the National Gallery of Arts, says it all. Gauguin was not only a traveler and an artist, 

he was also such in the superlative: the most, the ultimate, and everywhere. Although 

images are what is the most salient in the excerpt above, the Tate exhibition also 

insisted on another aspect of the painter, already evoked in Stephen Eisenmanʼs 1999 

study Gauguinʼs Skirt: Gauguin as “Maker of Myth,”94 narrator of his own fabricated 

story. Noa Noa, the unfinished account Gauguin gave of his first Tahitian stay, is an 

                                                 
93 Excerpt from the text presenting the Gauguin exhibition held at the Tate Modern, UK, 
from September 30, 2010, to January 15, 2011, and at the National Gallery of Arts, 
Washington, DC, from February 27, 2011 to June 5, 2011.  
[http://www.tate.org.uk/modern/exhibitions/gauguin/ ; retrieved on 02/01/2011].  
94 The phrase is used as the subtitle of the exhibition catalogue, on sale on the Tate 
Online Shop [http://www.tate.org.uk/shop/do/Books/Gauguin-Maker-of-Myth-hardback-
paperback/group/1721; retrieved on 02/08/2011] and on Anthropologie.com 
[http://www.anthropologie.com/anthro/catalog/productdetail.jsp?id=21360938;  retrieved 
on 07/15/2011]. Anthropologie is an American retail chain that strives to “offers a one-of-
a-kind and compelling shopping experience.” The presence of Gauguin, Maker of Myth 
in their catalogue shows the popular appeal of the painter. Moreover, although the sales 
pitch mentions the book includes scholarly analyses, Gauguin, Maker of Myth, because 
it is sold amongst ballet flats, rabbit-shaped lamps, and flowery dresses, can be 
perceived as a coffee-table, mostly decorative, perhaps superficial book.  
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example of these fabrications. Initially meant to be a joint project with poet Charles 

Morice, Noa Noa becomes a canvas on which words and images come at play.95 Until 

his death in 1903, Gauguin corrects, rewrites, cuts through the text, and adds to it: 

landscapes, portraits, friezes, and photographs – illustrations or post-scriptum? 

Likewise, some of Gauguinʼs paintings – predominantly later, Polynesian-themed 

                                                 
95 Let us mention several versions of the manuscript have been published, the editors of 
which all claim theirs is the “right” one and the most faithful to Gauguinʼs intention. On 
April 1st, 1891, Paul Gauguin boards the Océanien, en route to Nouméa. After a short 
stopover, he boards the Vive, aboard which he reaches Papeete on June 8th, the day 
after his forty-third birthday. He rapidly moves to Mataïéa, where he paints and draws 
for about two years. The end of this first Tahitian sojourn is marked by financial 
problems, which prompt him to ask for his repatriation. In late August 1893, he arrives in 
Marseilles, then in Paris on September 1st. He starts writing Noa Noa shortly after. Jean 
Loize prefaces the 1966 edition published by André Balland, “Première édition du texte 
authentique de Gauguin établi sur le manuscrit initial retrouvé” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 
9) with an ominous “Avant de vous laisser lire Noa Noa,” and concludes it with a lengthy 
essay entitled “Gauguin sous le masque ou cinquante ans dʼerreur autour de Noa Noa.” 
The text itself is, writes Loize, “la nerveuse esquisse remise [par Gauguin] à son 
collaborateur Charles Morice, qui en tirera lʼédition de 1901, publiée sous leur deux 
signatures” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 69), Loize who also assures the reader that the 
1924 Crès edition, based on the manuscript recovered in Nuka Hiva after Gauguinʼs 
death, and kept at the Louvre since 1925, did not much resemble the initial notes given 
to Morice by the painter. Indeed, “dans lʼétat quʼon disait si bien amélioré, il nʼy avait pas 
trace de sa bonne grosse patte originale” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 104). Jean Loizeʼs 
statement is problematic in many ways, firstly because it doesnʼt take into account the 
possibility of stylistic evolution, but also because it means that the first state of a text is 
always more valid than any subsequent one. As a matter of fact, the accumulation of 
hypocoristic adjectives in his phrase “bonne grosse patte originale” betrays the fact that 
his assessment is more affective and the result of his own perception of what Gauguinʼs 
writing should be like, than objective. Marc Le Bot, who prefaces a 1995 fac simile 
edition based on the 1924 Crès edition, has other biases: “Ce premier texte que 
[Gauguin] écrit ne forme que le ʻnoyauʼ, pourrait-on dire, du manuscrit que possède le 
Louvre” (Gauguin, Noa Noa Reprod Fac Simile Crès 9). Le Botʼs chosen Noa Noa is the 
latest one, the one to which Gauguin has added. The 1966 Balland version, though, has 
one merit: it was written shortly after Gauguinʼs first Polynesia travel. Since my goal is to 
retrace the history of Gauguinʼs primitivism, it is in this testimonial respect only that I 
hold it more valuable:  as a felt account of what is being experienced, rather than the 
thought through re-telling of a story. I will therefore refer to the text of the 1966 Balland 
edition.  
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paintings, rather than the Brittany or Arles ones – feature conspicuous titles within the 

picture. Those words, which call out to the viewer: “Where Do We Come From? What 

Are We? Where Are We Going?” or voice the concerns of characters in the paintings: 

“When Will You Marry?,”  “What News?” (Parau Api), are integral parts of his art. In his 

œuvre, written and painted, Gauguin conceptualizes a particular relationship between 

words and images: images and langage are not opposed to one another, nor are they 

complementary. Rather, as they do in postcards, they enter into a productive dialogue, 

in which both are constantly requalified in order to produce a new reality. However, as I 

will show, this endeavor clashes with Gauguinʼs own contradictions, starting with his 

conception of painting.    

 

Malgré-moi-sauvage: Against Perception?  

When Gauguin died on May 8, 1903, Victor Segalen was about four thousand 

miles away, in Nouméa. A few weeks later, the personnel of the Durance, aboard which 

Segalen was travelling in his quality as a navy doctor, had been put in charge of 

gathering the painterʼs last belongings, including his notes, and Noa Noa, almost 

completed. In Nuka-Hiva, Segalen visited Gauguinʼs dernier décor. In September 1903, 

he attended the Papeete auction during which the painterʼs “books, furniture, art 

supplies and a few artworks” (Eisenman 194) were sold:  

Segalen […] secured several canvases, some drawings, books, Gauguinʼs last 
palette, the carved door-frame and pediment of the “Maison du Jouir,” and some 
scattered recollections…(Eisenman 194) 
 

Segalen did not only collect material traces of the painterʼs time in Nuka-Hiva: he also 
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collected memories from the people who had witnessed Gauguinʼs last days, and later 

engaged in a correspondence with some of his friends, in particular the painterʼs 

confident, Daniel de Monfreid, who in turn became Segalenʼs friend. Out of these 

memories, Victor Segalen crafted a text, Gauguin dans son dernier décor, published in 

Mercure de France in June 1904: 

Gauguin fut un monstre. Cʼest-à-dire quʼon ne peut le faire entrer dans aucune 
des catégories morales, intellectuelles ou sociales qui suffisent à définir la plupart 
des individualités. Pour la foule, juger cʼest étiqueter (Segalen, OC 1 288). 
 

Segalenʼs text is in fact not a portrait of Gauguin, but a description of his surroundings. 

Thus, he seems to ascertain the impossibility to portray the painter or to assign him to 

any category. Yet, by calling him a “monster,” he does exactly the opposite: a monster is 

one who is always already branded, and its being placed at the outskirts of society is 

the result of this branding. Gauguin the monster is assumed to be defective: morally, 

intellectually, or socially. At the time,  

Aesthetes and bohemians like Gauguin, or men without steady employ were 
often understood in France to possess unique (and degenerate) racial 
characteristics; in the colonies they were considered most likely to fall prey to 
tropical illness, or to become encanaqué (nativized) (Eisenman 28). 
 

However, Segalen does not think of Gauguin as a degenerate; his use of “monstre” is to 

be understood almost etymologically. For Segalen, Gauguin announced. He 

foreshadowed: he was the sign of something, and something exceptional, excessif.  

It is still often forgotten or set aside that the painter initially arrives in Tahiti on a 

“mission” granted by the government (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 114): 

A 10 heures du matin je me présentai chez le Gouverneur Lacascade qui me 
reçut comme un homme dʼimportance à qui le gouvernement a confié une 
mission (en apparence artistique) mais surtout dʼespionnage politique. Je fis tout 
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mon possible pour dissuader le monde politique, ce fut en vain. On me croyait 
payé, jʼassurai le contraire (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 17). 
 

If the exact nature of the mission is never made clear in Noa Noa, it is because it is 

actually rather vague. Bengt Danielsson explains in his Gauguin in the South Seas that 

the mission was nothing but “a vaguely worded letter of recommendation” (Danielsson, 

Gauguin in the South Seas 51), whose power laid in the credit colonial civil servants 

were giving it.96 Gauguin does confess “ma lettre de mission mʼouvre bien des portes” 

(Gauguin, Oviri 74) in a letter to his wife. Being on an official mission and hoping to get 

something out of it, his meeting Lacascade was the first logical step for Gauguin after 

his arrival in Tahiti. However, I argue that the faulty use of parentheses creates an 

anacoluthon that translates the ambiguity of Gauguinʼs status: Gauguin put his primary 

motive to come to Tahiti into parentheses because when he asked for and was given an 

order of mission, he de facto got involved into politics. When he writes that his mission 

is seemingly artistic, he not only acknowledges that his mission could look suspicious, 

he also implies that its artistic appearance could be deceptive indeed, justifying 

Lacascadeʼs suspicions. Ironically, as a result of this artistic appearance, Lacascade, 

who comes to synecdochically incarnate “le monde politique” at large for Gauguin, 

conversely considers the painter as its offshoot, thus making the original artistic purpose 

of the mission parenthetical indeed. Their confrontation is therefore bound to give rise to 

                                                 
96 “The high-sounding ʻofficial missionʼ was, and still is today, only a vaguely worded 
letter of recommendation, easily obtained by any ʻprominent intellectualʼ with the help of 
influential friends. But it is useful for a person visiting a French possession to hold such 
a letter because any governor, civil servant, gendarme, or custom officer is always 
impressed by documents that bear a ministerʼs signature and will often grant special 
privileges to those who have them” (Danielsson, Gauguin in the South Seas 51).  
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the dialogue of the deaf that closes the passage. Nevertheless, the encounter with 

Lacascade described in Noa Noa should be read against the appendix: “Après lʼœuvre 

dʼart. La vérité, la sale vérité” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 45), which as its title indicates 

tells an entirely different story. In this text, Gauguin starts by wondering why he was 

given the mission: “Qui les obligeait à me la donner? Peut-être un avertissement à 

lʼofficiel?, avertissement de la foule qui scrute, fouille lʼâme des artistes et plus tard fait 

loi” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 45). In the dirty, so-called “true” version, the mission 

granting is attributed to the pressure of the crowd. It is in fact largely documented that 

Gauguin sent a letter to the Ministry of Education to ask for an order of mission on 

March 15, 1891, which was granted thanks to the intercession of Charles Morice, who 

had rallied some of his powerful friends – hardly a crowd – in support of Gauguin 

(Danielsson, Gauguin in the South Seas 50 et seq.), who had not yet gained the favor of 

the public at the time. Besides, the crowd Gauguin describes is anything but benevolent: 

it is an inquisitive lot, that observes carefully only to better rule – not only politically, but 

also most likely when it comes to deciding whatʼs art and whatʼs not. What follows is 

again described in such an intricate grammatical structure that it is difficult to 

understand: “Peut-être avec ce semblant de satisfaction, mʼéloigner et ne me revoir plus 

jamais” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 45). It could be that the support of the crowd, 

notwithstanding its potentially hostile nature, is satisfying and gratifying enough for 

Gauguin to leave peacefully – sʼéloigner, but the last part of the sentence shows that it 

is not Gauguin who decides to move away: he is sent away, removed, perhaps in the 

hope that he will never return. Right after, though, the official “nous” which talks to him 
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about his mission evokes his forthcoming return… In the lines that follow, words such as 

“obliger” and “devoir” translate, perhaps, Gauguinʼs difficulty to admit his being “on a 

mission” was his own doing. His visit to the governor is preceded by a rant on the 

corruption of “le nègre Lacascade”97 (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 46), who gives something 

only to those who “avai[ent] une femme ou une fille à lui offrir.” Now even though he 

writes that “mon devoir (chargé dʼune mission) était dʼaller faire ma visite au 

gouverneur,” the painter did not have any obligation to visit the governor, except that he 

was coming to get something, at least protection, but had nothing to offer in return, 

hence perhaps the “arrogance du dégoût” he displayed on his visit: 

Je fus reçu avec courtoisie – du reste étant annoncé comme peintre par le 
ministère des Colonies, avec défiance… ce métier rare à Tahiti étant peu 
probable, celui dʼespion politique plus supposable (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 46).  
 

Gauguin corrects himself, or rather adds to what he previously wrote: the adverb “du 

                                                 
97 The use of the epiteth “nègre” is both shocking and problematic. Born in Guadeloupe, 
Étienne Lacascade was “de teint foncé, mais aux traits européens” (Boime 206). Boime 
does not use the word “white” to describe Lacascade, but it might well be a euphemism. 
Lacascadeʼs picture, visible on the Assemblée Nationale website, confirms Boimeʼs 
description, without making it possible to determine whether the governor was white or 
black [http://histoire.assemblee.pf/articles.php?id=248; retrieved on July 8, 2011]. 
“Créole” would perhaps accurately describe him, but quarteron, octavon are also valid 
possibilities. In any case, accuracy is obviously not what Gauguin aims at in this 
instance. I believe “nègre” expresses contempt, perhaps as a result of Gauguinʼs 
frustration over Lacascadeʼs political and social position, and his being a representative 
of the state that Gauguin identifies as the origin of his problems. In an episode of Avant 
et après showing a Bordelais fighting a duel with a “nègre, demi-nègre, quart de nègre, 
capre même,” Gauguin appears to criticize the white Bordelais, while at the same time 
being ironic about the status of the nègre: “Le coq de la Gaule, lʼancien maître devient 
esclave et ne chante plus son cocorico dʼautrefois; à son tour devient souverain maître 
le corbeau dʼÉthiopie qui croasse” (Gauguin, Avant et après 70). In this case, like in 
Lacascadeʼs, the nègre who is mocked is in a position of domination. Such a position, 
which contrasted with that of Gauguin at the time, certainly plays a role in his choice of 
words. Moreover, nègre can also mean “servant,” which Lacascade, in his quality as 
gouverneur was: “au service de lʼÉtat français.”   
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reste” indicates a change in the logic of the sentence and introduces a new element not 

necessarily linked to what comes before. In fact, the courtesy Lacascade displays 

seems hard to match with his supposed mistrust of the painter: to be obvious, the latter 

would require that the governor violate the rules of the former. The epanorthosis, then, 

functions like an a posteriori reinterpretation of what the painter experienced, in the light 

of the outcome of the encounter. The second half of the sentence is formed of two 

exactly parallel clauses. The hypozeuxis is meant to establish a logical link between the 

two clauses, but in truth, being a spy in Tahiti doesnʼt seem much more likely than being 

a painter, especially considering Gauguinʼs get-up: “des cheveux longs, point de casque 

blanc et surtout dʼhabit noir” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 46). His bohemian outfit is 

evidence that Gauguin did not want to look like everyone else. Full of this excess and of 

himself, he imagined he was not so much a monster than a savage. In April 1903, the 

month leading to his lonely death, he writes to Charles Morice:  

Je suis par terre, mais pas encore vaincu. LʼIndien qui sourit dans le supplice est-
il vaincu? Décidément lʼindigène est meilleur que nous. Tu tʼes trompé un jour en 
disant que jʼavais tort de dire que je suis un sauvage. Cela est cependant vrai: je 
suis un sauvage. Et les civilisés le pressentent: car dans mes œuvres il nʼy a rien 
qui surprenne, déroute, si cʼest nʼest ce “malgré-moi-sauvage.” Cʼest pourquoi 
cʼest inimitable (Gauguin, Oviri 339). 
 

The zeugma, underlined by the sound resemblance between par and pas, contrasts 

Gauguinʼs current position – à terre, sick, persecuted by the local gendarmerie – with 

his combative state of mind. The question that follows is only rhetorical, and Gauguin, 

as he compares himself with the Indian by giving him the same attribute as his own: 

vaincu, also implies that, like the Indian, he is defiantly smiling at his current fate. This 

comparison, though, is immediately followed by the affirmation that “lʼindigène est 
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meilleur que nous.”  

The idea of the supposed moral superiority of the indigène or of the sauvage can 

be traced back to Montaigneʼs essai entitled “Des Cannibales:”  

Ils sont sauvages de mesmes, que nous appellons sauvages les fruicts, que 
nature de soy et de son progrez ordinaire a produicts: là où à la vérité ce sont 
ceux que nous avons alterez par nostre artifice, et destournez de lʼordre 
commun, que nous devrions appeller plustost sauvages. En ceux là sont vives et 
vigoureuses, les vrayes, et plus utiles et naturelles, vertus et proprietez; 
lesquelles nous avons abbastardies en ceux-cy, les accommodant au plaisir de 
nostre goust corrompu (Montaigne 211).  
 

Montaigne opposes people in a state of nature to spoiled people, people who have been 

drawn away from nature. Civilization is presented as a form of corruption. The sauvage 

is better because of its unspoiled, unmediated proximity to nature, and his following the 

ordinary course of progress. Yet through his use of the pronoun nous, Gauguin reaffirms 

his being part of a “we” from which he has just attempted to separate himself. This 

tension lingers in the following sentence: Charles Morice was wrong to say that Gauguin 

was wrong to say he was a savage. The double “wrong” has the ambiguity of a double 

negation: one was right to say the other was wrong, but what is true has to be explicitly 

stated. Gauguin is a savage, as opposed to the civilized, who pressentent that he is 

sauvage. The word pressentir translates an impression about something to come. 

Temporality is made quite blurry: the civilized are watching one of Gauguinʼs paintings, 

yet they pre-ssentent that Gauguin is a savage because of something he, in spite of 

himself, put on the canvas many months or years prior to their viewing experience. The 

premonition of Gauguinʼs being savage intervenes in front of what is actually the result 

of the malgré-moi-sauvage. It seems that what is perceived, more than what has been 
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laid on the canvas to be seen, is the malgré-moi-sauvage, that announces – and gives 

the premonition of – a devenir-sauvage, always already perceptible in Gauguinʼs work, 

albeit vaguely. The paintings signal the inimitability – but the inimitability of what, of the 

malgré-moi-sauvage or of the paintings that result of it? Contained in the malgré-moi-

sauvage is, perhaps, Gauguinʼs very inability to comprehend himself. Still, from the 

viewerʼs viewpoint, what surprises in Gauguinʼs art is what has set, sets, will set him 

apart. Yet Gauguin is not actually a trendsetter; he is an island, and an unreachable one 

at that: dérouté, the viewer cannot grasp everything in the paintings. Indeed, the 

pressentiment the viewer feels actually parallels something that, archeologically, is at 

the basis of Gauguinʼs aesthetics, who in 1885 writes to artist and friend Émile 

Schuffenecker98: “la sensation. Tout est là, dans ce mot” (Gauguin, Oviri 18). For the 

painter, in some artists, sensation predates thought, which allows them to perfect their 

art through study without annihilating this sensation – the ability to preserve the 

sensation is the being artist. Gauguin, though, first mentions the sensation as something 

that one feels when witnessing “les phénomènes qui nous paraissent surnaturels” 

(Gauguin, Oviri 18). In fact, it is the way the supernatural is apprehended that is the 

discriminating factor. In the end, it seems that painters, who feel, stand opposed to 

philosophers, who think. Through the use of sensation and supernatural, Gauguin also 

implicitly likens the artist to the primitive. Indeed, while “la nature au milieu de laquelle 

nous vivons est intellectualisée dʼavance” (Lévy-Bruhl 23), as it is by the philosopher, “le 

primitif ne recherche pas les liaisons causales qui ne sont pas évidentes par elles-

                                                 
98 In 1889, Gauguin paints La Famille Schuffenecker, which depicts Émile 
Schuffenecker, his wife and the coupleʼs two young daughters.  
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mêmes, et se tourne vers le mystique” (Lévy-Bruhl 24). The primitive is all perception, 

and for want of anything better, he seeks in the mystic explanations that would be 

otherwise unavailable for him. As for the artist, if he gets access to “les sentiments, les 

traductions les plus délicates et par suite les plus invisibles du cerveau” (Gauguin, Oviri 

18) without looking for them, he assimilates this world to the other as the primitive does, 

since “un grand sentiment peut être traduit immédiatement, rêvez dessus et cherchez-

en la forme la plus simple” (Gauguin, Oviri 19). The painter, as translator of feelings and 

dreams, makes them real, palpable: he gives them shape – he fuses the visible and the 

invisible worlds. As for the primitive, trapped in his beliefs, he confuses them because 

he is not able to discriminate between them.  

One can see that Gauguin, perhaps unconsciously, does not totally embrace his 

being sauvage. Moreover, although he appears to stress the supremacy of sensation, 

sensation is not everything: rather, everything is in the word “sensation.” Gauguin thus 

reaffirms the strength of language, even more so when he writes “Mon Dieu, que cʼest 

difficile la peinture quand on veut exprimer sa pensée avec des moyens picturaux et 

non littéraires” (Gauguin, Oviri 165). It is hardly surprising that one would want to use 

pictorial means in painting; less obvious is the possibility to use literary means on the 

canvas. Here, painting is based neither on mimesis or the reproduction of reality, nor on 

the translation of feelings or dreams. Instead, it aims at expressing oneʼs thoughts, 

which is not consistent with a primitive mentality based on percept. In that sense, the 

artist is not a sauvage: “le primitif sʼarrête à la première appréhension quʼil a des 

choses, et ne raisonne pas sʼil peut sʼen dispenser” (Lévy-Bruhl 19). For Gauguin, on 
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the contrary, what is perceived is sometimes only a medium:  “Les modèles pour nous 

artistes ne sont que des caractères dʼimprimerie qui nous aident à nous exprimer” 

(Gauguin, Oviri 181). Perception is followed by intellectual operations akin to linguistic 

ones: the assimilation of models to sorts suggests that what sits in front of the painter is 

rearranged to translate thoughts, as sorts are to compose texts – or words to produce 

speech. Thus, there is always an after perception, in which the objects perceived are 

somehow degraded in order to convey thoughts. To further complicate the matter, in an 

1895 interview with Eugène Tardieu, who writes that the painter paints “des fleuves 

oranges et des chiens rouges” (Gauguin, Oviri 137), Gauguin had asserted:  

Quʼil y ait ou non des ombres bleues, peu importe : si un peintre voulait demain 
voir des ombres roses ou violettes, on nʼaurait pas à lui en demander compte, 
pourvu que son œuvre fût harmonique et quʼelle donnât à penser (Gauguin, Oviri 
138).  
 

It seems that a painter can decide what he sees, with no regard to its reality: peu 

importe. It does not matter whether blue shadows exist; what matters is what the painter 

wants to see, but wanting to see pink or purple shadows is an act of volition, and as 

such already an intellectual process, rather than a perceptual one. The painter colors – 

better, tinges – his perception through volition. And in fact, the only access to what the 

painter sees is granted through the painting: only on the canvas can the viewer see 

what the painter claims he has seen. The vision of the painter is hearsay: it can and 

might be totally divorced from perception. Well aware that when it comes to copying 

nature, photographs will always be more accurate and faithful to the original than any 

painted attempt could be (Gauguin, Oviri 139), Gauguin makes no claim for realism in 

painting. His use of the term “harmonique” serves as the beginning of an analogy 
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between painting and music: like music, painting should make the viewer think.99  

In short, Gauguin apparently insists on departing from realism while emphasizing 

aesthetic experience divorced from language. Instead, with subject matter as a prétexte, 

“un arrangement de lignes et de couleurs” (Gauguin, Oviri 138) should trigger off 

thinking, “simplement par des affinités mystérieuses qui sont entre nos cerveaux et [ces] 

arrangements” (Gauguin, Oviri 138). His description of painting evokes cloisonnism, of 

which his 1889 Yellow Christ is considered a quintessential example: “a thick blue or 

black line was used to outline contrasting monochromatic blocks of color chosen for 

their power of suggestion and combined into as simple a design as possible” (Le Paul 

20). In Gauguin and 19th Century Art Theory, this mode is defined by H.R. Rookmaaker 

as the iconic, “the real achievement of synthetist art-theory” (Rookmaaker 204), the 

artistic movement led by Gauguin. According to Rookmaaker, the iconic operates with 

colors and lines in the same way as language does with words. Both the linguistic or the 

iconic modes may express or represent “quite different things,” with the iconic being 

superior when it comes to make clear “geographical maps,” “portraits,” “topological 

drawings” (Rookmaaker 205). Nevertheless, Gauguin actually does not make such a 

clear-cut distinction between the two modes: the linguistic and the iconic are often 

likened through the borrowing of characteristics and means from one another. For 

instance, painting should ideally have to resort neither to ideas nor to images (Gauguin, 

Oviri 138). Conversely, in Noa Noa, “[il] raconte sa vie à Tahiti et ses impressions dʼart” 

(Gauguin, Oviri 140, my emphases). Rather than professing rules, then, Gauguin 

                                                 
99 For a detailed discussion of the notion of musicality in painting, see Rookmaaker 210-
20.  
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constantly deconstructs and reconstructs what his art attempts to be: sauvage but 

highly thought through, infused with sensations mediated by language, above all 

fluctuating. The appearance of titles within paintings, particularly in the Polynesian 

works, suggests that something happens in Tahiti that not only deeply moves Gauguin, 

but also shatters some of his artistic, linguistic, and perhaps social constructs.   

Avant et après embodies some of these fluctuations: it is not a book, writes 

Gauguin. It is not a novel, or memoirs, or a confession: those would be de graves 

affaires. So, “Ceci nʼest pas un livre” (Gauguin, Avant et après 1). Gauguin was way 

ahead of Magritte, who waited 1928 to teach us that this is not a pipe, but well behind 

Diderot, who wrote in 1772 Ceci nʼest pas un conte. To be sure, Avant et après is not 

exactly of the same kind as La Trahison des images. “Ceci nʼest pas une pipe” refers to 

the image of a pipe: “Le titre ne contredit pas le dessin; il affirme autrement,” said 

Magritte (Foucault 91). Magritteʼs bold title questions the relationship between text and 

image, between saying and representing. Meanwhile, “Ceci nʼest pas un livre” refers to 

something more tangible: the book-object – or to its content, or subject matter – that it 

says it is not; yet I am holding it in my hands as I am reading it – or “something.” In this 

respect, Diderotʼs Ceci nʼest pas un conte is not even close, since the sentence refers to 

the specific genre of the text, without calling into question the very existence of the text 

or of the object that contains it. Furthermore, Ceci nʼest pas un conte is part of a trilogy 

of moral tales. The second opus is Madame de la Carlière, originally entitled Second 

Conte, which undoes Diderotʼs initial statement. The philosopher had started doing it at 

the beginning of the first text, describing it as “le récit quʼon va lire, et qui nʼest pas un 
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conte, ou qui est un mauvais conte” (Diderot 311): either it is, or it is not. And if it is not, 

it cannot be a bad tale, because being a bad tale also implies being one, period.  

Gauguin is aware of this paradox: “Ceci nʼest pas un livre. Un livre, même un mauvais 

livre, cʼest une grave affaire” (Gauguin, Avant et après 1). Duly noted, throughout the 

livre, insistently: Ceci nʼest pas un livre (Gauguin, Avant et après 1, 6, 7, 12, 25, 51, 61, 

74, 112), until the end, where the occurrences get rarer:  

Voilà toute ma préface; je nʼai pas voulu faire un livre qui ait la plus petite 
apparence dʼœuvre dʼart (je ne saurais): mais en homme très informé de 
beaucoup de choses quʼil a vues, lues et entendues dans tous les mondes, 
monde civilisé et monde barbare,  jʼai voulu en pleine nudité, sans crainte et sans 
honte, écrire… tout cela. 
 Cʼest mon droit. Et la critique ne saura empêcher que cela soit, même si 
cʼest infâme (Gauguin, Avant et après 240–1). 
 

Avant, it was not a book. Après, it is – post a préface that lasted the length of the book. 

It has become, along the way: Gauguin does not write that he did not want to write a 

book at all, just a book that is not a piece of art. In French, œuvre dʼart is most often 

understood to be a painting or a sculpture, and Gauguin refers to the appearance he 

didnʼt intend to give to the book. Interestingly, the original manuscript of Avant et Après 

includes twenty-seven drawings. Some drawings donʼt have a title; several others are 

entitled “Étude;” yet another one “Histoire de bricoler.” Some others include a 

commentary on the drawing: “Les ailes sont lourdes. Le tout est primitif,” “non 

dépourvues de sentiment.” The following words appear on two of the untitled drawings:  

Croquis de toutes sortes, au hazard  [sic] de la plume, au hazard [sic] de 
lʼimagination; tendances folles. Mais ce nʼest pas de lʼillustration. Pourquoi de 
lʼillustration? Nʼavez-vous pas la photographie? Mais ce nʼest pas sérieux? Vous 
vous trompez, cʼest ce quʼil y a de plus sérieux; le reste cʼest de lʼexécution. 
Lʼinstrument ne vient quʼaprès. […]  
Les effets ça existe et ça fait bien : ça fait de lʼeffet. Ne pas trop en abuser 
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cependant si ce nʼest pour éviter le dessin et la couleur. Quand je doute de 
lʼorthographe, lʼécriture devient illisible. Que de gens usent de ce stratagème en 
peinture – si le dessin et la couleur les embarrassent (Gauguin, Avant et après 
illustrations between 54–55).  
 

As often with Gauguin, the meaning is difficult to decipher. The drawings included in 

Avant et Après do not illustrate: they are not in relation with the text, of which they would 

be a realization under another form. Photography, on the other hand, is presented as 

potentially able to fulfill this function, at least according to some. It seems “Mais ce nʼest 

pas sérieux?” comes in defense of illustration and refers to the (mis)use of photography 

to replace it; the response being that photography – that is, the exact two-dimensional 

reproduction of reality, or the capture of reality – is what is the most serious. Execution 

covers everything that does not fall within exact reproduction: “Façon personnelle que 

l'artiste, l'exécutant, ont de réaliser ou d'interpréter une œuvre.”100 But exécution can 

also refer to music: “Interprétation par la voix, par un instrument, par un orchestre, d'une 

partition musicale,” a definition which is relevant because of the subsequent mention by 

Gauguin of an instrument, that would superimpose itself to the voice of the artist. The 

instrument could also be a coloring brush, since the second part of Gauguinʼs argument 

is concerned with dessin and couleur. In any case, Gauguin seems to reaffirm, through 

photography, the primacy of sensation and he does so through a string of short 

questions evoking a fast-paced dialogue reminiscent of stichomythia. But whom else 

than himself could he be questioning?  This internal monologue goes on with a 

discussion of effects in painting, which are compared with writing. As painters 

embarrassed with color and drawing abuse effects, Gauguinʼs (hand)writing, when he is 

                                                 
100 “Exécution” [http://atilf.atilf.fr/tlf.htm; retrieved on 07/23/2011]. 
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unsure about spelling, becomes illegible – rather, he renders it illegible in order to hide 

his spelling errors. In the same way, the overabundance of effects is a ploy used by 

those who do not master dessin and couleur. While Gauguin acknowledges he uses the 

same kind of ploy when writing, he clearly disapproves of its use by painters – as a 

matter of fact, those who overuse effects are not painters: they are people. He also 

writes “hazard” very legibly, while drawing heads of Tahitian women: “Dʼagréable 

compagnie sans apprêts. Ce ne sont pas des négresses, ce sont des maories. Lʼauteur 

a soin de le dire histoire de renseigner la critique.” The text is no more a caption than 

the drawing is an illustration of the text. It tells a story and motions to a future viewer; it 

has a metalinguistic dimension, commenting upon itself, histoire de.  In the end, it does 

not matter if Avant et Après were base, because its value doesnʼt lie in its artistic or 

literary quality, but in Gauguinʼs own quality as a witness of his time and the world, and 

an anthropological at that: not only does he mentions the civilized world and the 

barbarian one, but he also asserts that he wanted to write en pleine nudité. The phrase 

sans crainte et sans honte suggests it is not really his subject that is at issue here. I 

have already discussed how nudity functions as a strong marker of oneʼs rank in the 

human hierarchy.101 Openly, almost proudly naked, Gauguin situates himself at the 

bottom of it at the moment when he claims the right to write, où il prend la parole, from 

the Marquesas, whose inhabitants had no right to speak.  As we shall further see, 

Gauguin, through his paintings but also through his texts, was a spokesman, but an 

ambivalent one, for which the relationship between Polynesians and Europeans 

                                                 
101 Cf. Chapter 1, p. 39 et seq. 
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operates according to a constantly shifting paradigm, first articulated verbally.  

 

Avant et après: Gauguin dans lʼordre   

 At the beginning of his so-called non-book, Gauguin situates himself, literally and 

figuratively, in the margins: “devant [lui], des cocotiers, des bananiers; tout est vert” 

(Gauguin, Avant et après 6). The color green connotes nature, hence distance from 

civilization, especially since the green is so abundant; moreover, the trees mentioned 

are definitely exotic – the coconut tree is, along with the camel, chosen by Segalen as 

emblematic of the type of exoticism he despises, and that is present in Lotiʼs works 

(Segalen, Essai Sur Lʼexotisme 19). A character, Vaitauni appears in the same 

passage, necessarily as exotic as her surroundings: “Cette bisexuelle nʼest pas comme 

tout le monde et ça vous émoustille quand piéton lassé on se sent impuissant” 

(Gauguin, Avant et après 6–7). The sexual connotations of “émoustiller” and 

“impuissant” are obvious: if the young Tahitian manages to affect the painter, creating a 

quasi-alienation noticeable in the pronouns (vous, on), it is because s/he is different. 

Gauguin mentions Vaitauniʼs breasts, adorning them with two superlatives – “les plus 

ronds” and “les plus charmants” –, but he also insists on two occasions on a mysterious 

“matière cornée” that particularly arouses him. It is difficult to understand what Gauguin 

meant. The adjective “corné” can mean “hard,” “dry,” perhaps in reference to the quality 

of the skin Vaitauni is showing – “ce corps doré presque nu.” The verb “corner” is also 

attested as meaning “to stink” (Larchey 118), but it is a “matière cornée qui remplissait 

lʼantichambre,” which makes it impossible to interpret it as a scent. It could of course be 
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linked to the painterʼs status as a cuckold – un cornard. He knows Vaitauni, “[ils ont] ri 

sans feuille de vigne” (Gauguin, Avant et après 7): the “matière cornée” could 

metaphorically refer to Vaitauniʼs infidelities, all the more so since Gauguin is not the 

only one whoʼs titillated:  

Prends garde à toi, chère petite; le gendarme poilu, gardien de la morale, mais 
faune en cachette, est là qui te guette. Sa vue satisfaite, il te donnera une 
contravention pour se venger dʼavoir troublé ses sens et par suite outragé la 
morale publique (Gauguin, Avant et après 7).102 
 

The scene is very reminiscent of Lotiʼs observing Rarahu and Tiahoui bathing at the 

waterfall:103 a male is looking at a woman unaware that sheʼs being spied on. The 

gendarme is given the complete outfit of the pervert: hairy, he is described as a faun, 

only one step away from a satyr. It is possible, even hinted, that not only his sight, but 

also his sexual appetite, will be satisfied. That Vaitauni get a fine is so unjust that her 

participation in the incident is voided: grammatically, the infinitive “avoir troublé [et] 

outragé” has to refer to the subject of the sentence, “le gendarme.” The man has 

disturbed his own senses and he has committed a moral outrage. Vaitauni might have 

been the object of the manʼs interest; Gauguin, perhaps because of a shaky grammar, 

nonetheless exonerates her of any responsibility. The gendarme is not so generous, 

who needs a scapegoat, much to the irritation of the painter: 

Oh! braves gens de la métropole, vous ne connaissez pas ce quʼest un 
gendarme aux colonies. Venez-y voir et vous verrez un genre dʼimmondices que 
vous ne pouvez soupçonner (Gauguin, Avant et après 7).  
 

Gauguin hails the metropolitan French to witness: the phrase “braves gens” forms a 

                                                 
102 Gauguin also writes about a similar incident that took place in the Marquesas. Cf. 
Avant et après, pp. 61-2.  
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chiasm with “gens dʼarme” to express that the gendarme is someone who is not brave, 

that is, neither honest, nor loyal, nor upright. He insists on vision, as if to show that one 

must look into what the gendarme does to expose the shadiness and dirtiness of his 

deals, which are not visible at first sight. The exact nature of the immondices is not only 

invisible; it even goes beyond imagination. A pedophile, perhaps a sodomite, the 

gendarme is the embodiment of hypocrisy. Unlike Gauguin, he hides: his intentions, 

himself, under the pretence of preserving morality, the hobbyhorse of colonization, 

against which the painter keeps fighting.104   

 Even though Lebeau mentions their ineffectiveness in Otahiti, with the 

“Canaques demeurés barbares en dépit de la mission et des gendarmes” (Lebeau 52), 

the agents of the moralizing endeavor of colonization had been and remained, first and 

foremost, the missionaries: “Là-bas [in Tahiti], ce que missionnaire veut, Dieu le veut” 

(Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 38). As mentioned above, the “Code Pōmare” and its 

subsequent revisions, all inspired by the puritan principles of the English missionaries, 

were less concerned with public administration than with morality: “Le roi préparait un 

code de lois en accord avec les principes moraux du christianisme” (Lutteroth 97). The 

new rules dealt with “le meurtre, le vol, la profanation, la profanation du dimanche, la 

révolte, le mariage, lʼadultère, lʼadministration de la justice, etc.” (Lutteroth 98). Amongst 

                                                                                                                                                             
103 Cf. Chapter 2, p. 103-106. 
104 Gauguin was not exempt from suspicion about his sexuality. Stephen Eisenman 
explains how Gauguinʼs unusual long hair earned him the nickname tataa vahine – 
“man-woman,” “the local designation for transvestites” (Eisenman 28) – as soon as he 
got off of the boat, so that he cut his hair shortly after his arrival, a fact that is omitted in 
Noa Noa, in which he nonetheless alludes to his “friendship” with a young native: “Ce 
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others, abandonment of a spouse and common-law marriage, which were very spread 

amongst the islanders, become forbidden. Those who were convicted of these offences 

risked a penalty ranging from a fine to hard labor. Prior to describing a wedding between 

natives, Gauguin explains “Ici, en ce pays, le mariage commence à mordre: cʼest 

dʼailleurs une régularisation. Chrétiens dʼexportation sʼacharnent à cette œuvre 

singulière”  (Gauguin, Avant et après 10). Marriage is not presented as an institution of 

no consequence: it bites in the country. It leaves marks; it cuts into the social fabric by 

putting things in order a posteriori and by making love and sex, which used to be private 

affairs, uniform. Gauguin would go as far as to say that, in marriage, “il nʼy a plus de 

place pour lʼamour” (Gauguin, Oviri 213). The endeavor of the “Chrétiens dʼexportation” 

is “singulière” not only because it is out-of-the-common, lead by foreigners, but also 

because it is uniform, a one-size-fits-all kind of approach, which is therefore bound to 

fail, in spite of the stubbornness and the hostility of the missionaries, because, as Henri 

Lutteroth also explains (Lutteroth 99–100), Tahitians sometimes interpret laws 

differently from what they were intended to be:  

Le gendarme remplit les fonctions de maire. Deux couples convertis aux idées 
matrimoniales tout de neuf habillés écoutent la lecture des lois matrimoniales et 
le ʻouiʼ prononcé ils sont mariés. À la sortie lʼun des deux mâles dit à lʼautre: ʻSi 
nous changions?ʼ Et très gaiement chacun partit avec une nouvelle femme, se 
rendit à lʼÉglise où les cloches remplirent lʼatmosphère dʼallégresse (Gauguin, 
Avant et après 10).  
 

The gendarme is nothing but a sign: he stands for the mayor, and as such represents 

the state. In conformity with French law, a civil ceremony has to precede the religious 

                                                                                                                                                             
jeune homme était parfaitement beau et nous fûmes très amis” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 
1966 29).  
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one for the latter to be legal. It became mandatory following the French Revolution, in an 

attempt to secularize the French nation. The order of the two ceremonies is respected in 

the Tahitian protectorate as it is in Metropolitan France. In 1888, in La Nouvelle Cythère, 

Monchoisy describes a wedding “in the district:” “Le matin, les choses se passent 

comme à Pontoise! Le cortège des époux et des parents se rend à la chefferie où le 

mariage civil est célébré, puis au temple où le pasteur procède au mariage religieux” 

(Monchoisy 127). The marriage laws are read during the ceremony and present the 

rights and duties coming along with any marriage. Nowadays, the articles 212, 213, 

214105 and 215 of the Code Civil are read: “Les époux se doivent mutuellement respect, 

fidélité, secours, assistance,”106 “Les époux assurent ensemble la direction morale et 

matérielle de la famille. Ils pourvoient à l'éducation des enfants et préparent leur 

avenir,”107 “Les époux s'obligent mutuellement à une communauté de vie.”108 They have 

changed little since they were first enacted in 1803. It is not that much of a stretch to 

argue that in the case of two weddings celebrated at the same time, “mutually” can 

equally apply to any combination of two or more of the spouses. Likewise, “ils sont 

mariés” can be interpreted in several ways. Usually, it is the mayor, or the person 

standing in for him, who creates the marriage by uttering, “I now pronounce you 

husband and wife.” The sentence is performative, but in Gauguinʼs version, it is the “oui” 

of the newlyweds, all united under the pronoun “ils,” that makes the marriage(s), which 

                                                 
105 Article 214, Code Civil [http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr; retrieved on 03/26/2011]. 
106 Article 212, ibid. 
107 Article 213, ibid. 
108 Article 215, ibid. 
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means that it is a marriage only according to what the word means in the newlywedsʼ 

mind, not according to French marriage laws. The exchange of wives follows an offer 

from one of the males, who does not specify what will be the object of the exchange. 

The general indetermination is striking: “lʼun,” “lʼautre,” “une nouvelle femme.” In fact, 

the double meaning of “nouvelle femme” – newly married wife or simply an altogether 

other woman – suggests that the exchange might even not happen between the 

couples: it could be other women from the crowd who take the place of the wives. In any 

case, the couples that enter the church are already illegitimate couples:  

Monseigneur avec cette éloquence qui caractérise les missionnaires tonna 
contre les adultères et bénit la nouvelle union qui déjà en ce lieu saint 
commençait lʼadultère (Gauguin, Avant et après 10).  
 

The antanaclasis of “adultère” underlines that the bishop is indeed a preacher. When he 

thunders against adulterous people (les adultères) in general, he unknowingly targets 

the couples heʼs marrying at the same time as he institutionalizes adultery (lʼadultère). 

Everything about him is about language: eloquence, thundering, blessing. Through 

language, he gives official recognition to the illegitimate couples, in violation of marriage 

laws. However, because the bishopʼs language is limited to the religious arena, what 

happened before doesnʼt seem to exist for him. Therefore, the adultery to which the 

bishop gives rise could simply be ignored: without the first (civil) weddings, no adultery 

ever takes place, the couples that enter the church get lawfully married under Godʼs 

laws, and the bishop can remain confident that marriage is becoming a successful 

institution in Tahiti.109  

                                                 
109 Gauguin describes another exchange right after: “Une autre fois, à la sortie de 
lʼÉglise, le marié dit à la demoiselle dʼhonneur: ʻQue tu es belle.” Et la mariée dit au 
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Gauguin further tells the story of one of these missionaries, who spends his life 

spreading the Word, amongst other things, in a distant islet: “[il] exerce son métier de 

moralisation chrétienne. Cʼest, dit-on, un lapin” (Gauguin, Avant et après 11).  A lapin 

could be “un homme brave, actif, résolu.”110 One imagines that a missionary bishop 

should and would be spoken of in such terms. However, other connotations come to 

mind: vieux lapin (a cunning man), and perhaps even chaud lapin (a randy man). It 

hardly comes as a surprise when his “pure,” “paternal” love for a schoolgirl turns into 

something less innocent. Gauguin writes that the devil had something to do with this, 

but in front of his Maison du jouir in the Marquesas, Gauguin had put on display two 

carved woods, named Père Paillard and Thérèse. Père Paillard (Figure 12) was a 

reference to Bishop Martin, whoʼs the subject of this story. As one can see from the 

shape of the sculpture, he was the devil, whose big horns contrast with his hands joined 

in prayer. Gauguinʼs quoting a chanson paillarde alluding to Thérèseʼs menstruations 

immediately after calling the bishop a chaud lapin reveals his irreverence as much as it 

alludes to the carved wood: 

Petite Thérèse le long d'un ruisseau  
                                                                                                                                                             
garçon dʼhonneur: ʻQue tu es beau.ʼ Ce ne fut pas long, et couple nouveau obliquant à 
droite, couple obliquant à gauche, sʼenfoncèrent dans la brousse à lʼabri des bananiers 
où là devant le Dieu tout-puissant il y eut deux mariages au lieu dʼun. Monseigneur est 
content et dit: ʻNous civilisons…ʼ” (Gauguin, Avant et après 10). Again, the bishop is 
shown as remaining happily naïve and oblivious of the way the natives understand 
marriage, even though the bananiers signal something is off: bananas are phallic 
symbols. Additionally, the scientific name of plantains used to be musa paradisiaca: fruit 
or banana of paradise. Dan Koeppel explains how Carl Linnaeus, the father of modern 
taxonomy, thought the fruit of temptation was not an apple, but a banana (Koeppel 3–8). 
The presence of bananas surrounding the adulterous couples is therefore highly 
suggestive, as it points back to the original sin.  
110 “Lapin” [http://atilf.atilf.fr/tlf.htm; retrieved on 03/27/2011]. 
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Lavait sa chemise au courant de l'eau, 
Elle était tachée par un accident 
Qui arrive aux fillettes douze fois par an (Gauguin, Avant et après 11). 
  

 

 

Figure 12: Paul Gauguin, Père Paillard 

 

The scene takes place by the river, but it radically differs from the ones I already 

commented, firstly in that itʼs not a bathing scene. If “lʼenfant chérie” is naked, itʼs 

because she has to wash her undershirt, stained by her menstrual blood. In the many 

versions of the song, the girlʼs name changes, and the nature of the stains varies, from 

blood to feces; so do the reasons and/or consequences of the stain. Yet even if the 
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lyrics of the song vary, representation “is a voicing of identity that consciously and 

unconsciously recognizes oppositions among folk groups” (Preston 317): the way the 

young girl understands herself and the group she belongs to, the way the group that 

sings the song understands itself in relation to her, etc. Gauguin insists on the age of 

the girl: “petite” – the adjective is the first word of the song, she also is a “fillette” who 

just started menstruating.  He posits her as the object of his attention and the readerʼs 

and thus creates a community with him – and with the bishop, who doesnʼt seem to 

factor in Thérèseʼs youth: “Tiens, se dit-il; mais elle est à point.” “À point” brings about 

an inversion: the rabbit becomes the hunter, and Thérèse is nothing more than a piece 

of meat,111 ready to be consumed now that sheʼs menstruating – “à point” refers to a 

degree of cooking in which drops of blood appear at the surface of the meat. The 

painter confirms: “Je te crois quʼelle était à point: demandez plutôt aux 15 vigoureux 

jeunes gens qui le même soir en eurent lʼétrenne. Au seizième elle renâcla.” Thérèse 

was a virgin up to that very day when she consents to abandon her virginity to fifteen 

young men – confirming the bishopʼs assessment. When she finally expresses 

disagreement, she does it in the manner of an animal: renâcler was originally used 

when speaking about animals, especially horses, snorting to express their discontent. 

Notwithstanding, her willingness to offer herself to so many men, one after the other, in 

a scene reminiscent of a gangbang, confirms that she was, as the bishop thought – and 

most likely so did Gauguin, and perhaps the reader: à point. Her marriage closely 

                                                 
111 The word “viande” is also used by a painter in Pont-Aven who says about his wife  
“Voilà de la belle viande.” Gauguin adds that the man has “[un] petit œil de porc 
humain” (Gauguin, Avant et après 96), briefly reverting the roles.  
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follows her deflowering: 

Lʼadorable enfant fut mariée à un bedeau logeant dans lʼenclos. Alerte et 
proprette elle balayait la chambre de Monseigneur, classait les parfums. Au 
service divin, le mari tenait la chandelle (Gauguin, Avant et après 11). 

 
Thérèse and her situation are regularized, rectified when someone marries her to a 

figure, the bedeau, linked to law and order (the noun defines “[un] employé laïque 

chargé d'une manière générale de maintenir le bon ordre dans une église pendant 

l'office”) but which is presented as an animal: he lives in a pen. Moreover, the 

alternation of sounds [o] and [ã] in the phrase “bedeau logeant dans lʼenclos” almost 

replicate the “hi han” which is the onomatopeia for the cry of the ass in French. 

Thérèseʼs husband is an ass indeed. In charge of going in front of “le clergé dans les 

processions ou les quêteurs pour leur ouvrir le passage parmi les fidèles,”112 the 

bedeau is supposed to be at the head of the march, but we know – while he might not – 

he was not the one who used Thérèse for the first time: il nʼen a pas eu lʼétrenne. The 

word “étrenne” is used later on in a similar context, still in the Marquesas:  “Ce même 

juge, le gendarme étant absent, reçut une jeune fille, une enfant pour mieux dire, qui 

venait réclamer son bulletin de sortie de lʼécole, ce qui veut dire, bonne à… / Mon juge, 

lui dit: ʻCʼest bien, donne-mʼen lʼétrenne,ʼ et il dépucela. Maintenant la carte était signée” 

(Gauguin, Avant et après 186). The sudden appearance of the word carte is uncanny, 

since it is certainly not synonymous for bulletin. It evokes, of course the carte postale, 

although the word most likely refers to une fille en carte: “Prostituée titulaire d'une carte, 

                                                 
112 “Bedeau” [http://atilf.atilf.fr/tlf.htm; retrieved on 04/05/2011]. 
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inscrite sur les registres de la police et surveillée médicalement.”113 Indigenous 

prostitutes were not uncommon; Lotiʼs Rarahu becomes one after his departure (Loti, 

OC 1 280–81). Since the gendarme who would normally deliver the card is absent, it 

can be assumed that it is the judge who would sign the card indeed. In the end, Thérèse 

is Monseigneurʼs maid, but it is her husband, complacent third party, who tient la 

chandelle. The service divin is unorthodox114 to say the least. Gauguin pretends to 

believe that the gossips are wrong, and claims he is convinced when an obviously 

alcoholic woman, archicatholique, assures him that “Monseigneur ne couche pas avec 

Thérèse, il la confesse seulement pour tâcher dʼapaiser sa passion” (Gauguin, Avant et 

après 11–12). However, the possessive “sa” is ambiguous: the passion could be 

Monseigneurʼs or Thérèseʼs. Morever, “confesse” (le con, la fesse) has inevitable sexual 

connotations.  The painter moves onto a description of Kingsʼ day, during which 

Monseigneur, the king, picks Thérère as his queen, what Gauguin calls “reine haricot:” 

“De ce jour, Thérèse continua à être la reine et le bedeau, le mari de la reine” (Gauguin, 

Avant et après 12) – but the queenʼs husband is not the king. Not so subtly, 

Monseigneur reinvents the droit de cuissage. A bit later, an “aging” Thérèse is replaced 

by “un nouveau haricot,” “haricot chinois, grassouillet au possible, on en mangerait,” 

“Encore une dont la chemise… vous savez… inutile de répéter” (Gauguin, Avant et 

après 12). “Inutile de répéter” functions as a paralipsis as Gauguin goes back to calling 

the priest “lapin,” thus revealing that for Monseigneur, young girls are disposable, 

interchangeable, as soon as they are à point, like the young girl in the song, whose 

                                                 
113 “Carte” [http://atilf.atilf.fr/tlf.htm; retrieved on 07/23/2011].  
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name changes according to the different versions.  Gauguin ironically writes the rumors 

about the priestʼs affairs are potins, while hinting that he condemns the priestʼs actions. 

Yet the painterʼs own attitude towards native women turns out to be sometimes quite 

similar to Monseigneurʼs.  

 If Gauguinʼs consumption of native women has played a prominent part in 

configuring the painterʼs myth, his writings betray a more complex position on the 

woman question. Stephen Eisenman underlines that “Gauguinʼs writings on the subject 

of women thus comprise an odd and contradictory record of feminism and masculinism” 

(Eisenman 117), before concluding that in later texts, the painter becomes more 

consistently feminist as he acknowledges “the oppressiveness of existing French law 

and custom.” However, in the early version of Noa Noa, the painterʼs relationship with 

women – or rather young girls – is articulated in terms reminiscent of conquest. 

Unindividuated young girls are described as being “à prendre:” “Et faut-il encore les 

prendre à la mode maorie (mau = saisir). Et je ne savais pas leur langue” (Gauguin, 

Noa Noa 1966 21). And a few pages further: 

Je voyais bien des jeunes femmes à lʼœil tranquille, je devinais quʼelles voulaient 
être prises sans un mot – prise brutale. En quelque sorte désir de viol. Les vieux 
me disaient en parlant de lʼune dʼelles: Mau tera – Prends celle-ci. Timide je 
nʼosais me résigner à cet effort (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 25).  
 

In both instances, language is involved, first because the takeover of the women is 

named in Maori, and even more so since mau is phonetically close to mao, as if the 

taking over of Maori women was always already contained in the Maori noun. 

Additionally, in the first case, Gauguinʼs ignorance of the language is mentioned and 

                                                                                                                                                             
114 Or, in French, pas très catholique. 
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perceived as an obstacle, while in the second instance, the takeover of women should 

be silent – sans un mot-mau-mao. Thus, language is actually not used to communicate 

with the young girls:  Gauguin does not speak to them; neither do they talk to him. 

Instead, he guesses what they want: to be raped, without a word. Yet the gaze that 

invites the man to be a rapist intimidates him at the very same moment: the young girls 

“vous regardent avec une telle franchise […] que jʼétais vraiment intimidé” (Gauguin, 

Noa Noa 1966 21). It is as if the penetrating gaze of the girls insulted him by making 

him feel inadequate, thus vindicating reprisals. Rape is presented as nothing more than 

a proportionate reaction and the answer to a demand. Moreover, the only actual verbal 

exchange takes place between Gauguin and the elders, who advertise one of the girls, 

giving him her userʼs guide, in turn condoning what might happen as a result of their 

advice to take her. In that case, gender identification and solidarity seems to prevail 

against common racial and ethnic belonging. However, in a passage situated right 

before the description of the native womenʼs rape desire, Gauguin also insists on racial 

difference, albeit in a rather unexpected way.   

Venant de lʼEurope jʼétais toujours incertain dʼune couleur, cherchant midi à 
quatorze heures : cela étant cependant si simple de mettre naturellement sur ma 
toile un rouge et un bleu. Dans les ruisseaux des formes en or mʼenchantaient. 
Pourquoi hésitais-je à faire couler sur ma toile tout cet or et toute cette 
réjouissance de soleil? Probablement de vieilles habitudes dʼEurope, toute cette 
timidité dʼexpression de nos races abâtardies.  
Pour bien mʼinitier à ce caractère dʼun visage tahitien, à tout ce charme dʼun 
sourire maorie, je désirais depuis longtemps faire un portrait dʼune voisine de 
vraie race tahitienne (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 24). 
 

The portrait mentioned is Vahine no the tiare (Woman with a Flower), painted in 1891 

(Figure 13). Eisenman rightly analyzes the passage as being an inversion of “the usual 
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racist paradigm” (Eisenman 63). Indeed, in this instance, European races are 

bastardized115 while the neighbor is of pure race. He adds, “In doing so [Gauguin] 

resurrects the eighteenth-century model of the ʻnoble savageʼ” (Eisenman 63), also 

present in his writings.116 Finally, he identifies that the posture of the figure in the portrait 

is “derived from Renaissance and early nineteenth-century prototypes” (Eisenman 63), 

even comparing it to Leonardo da Vinciʼs Mona Lisa. Gauguin too mentions her “sourire 

[…] si énigmatique” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 24), a characteristic that is very frequently 

attributed to Mona Lisa, but that is hardly detectable on the face of Gauguinʼs neighbor. 

 

                                                 
115 Cf. my analysis of Lebeauʼs Otahiti, Chapter 1, p. 60-64.  
116 Cf. supra, p. 151 et seq.  
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Figure 13: Paul Gauguin, Vahine no te tiare (Woman with a Flower) 
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Nevertheless, Eisenman doesnʼt comment on the fact that in the passage, the 

purity of race is matched by the purity of colors. Those that Gauguin evokes are the 

primary colors used in subtractive combination, such as the mixing of pigments: red, 

yellow (gold), blue. Their use should be simple, natural because the flow of nature 

mixes elements: the gold of the sun has been absorbed by the skin of the women that 

now sit within the blue of the water. This gold is seemingly pouring or being poured 

without any obstacle other than the old European habits that make Gauguin, once 

again, timid. This seems to be another breed of timidity, however, which is not 

articulated in terms of gender difference, vis-à-vis indigenous women, but in relation to 

the painterʼs being European. Yet this timidity is said to be the product of 

abâtardissement. Here abâtardissement is the opposite process of what Lebeau 

describes about Tahiti: for him, Tahitians became bastardized when they sexually mixed 

with Europeans, whereas for Gauguin, the weakness of Europe lies in its antiquity, in its 

not renewing itself, in its not bringing anything from outside, perhaps in its not having 

sex with foreigners. Consanguinity has ruined Europe while and by maintaining its 

whiteness. Gauguinʼs timidity of expression, then, is tied with sexuality, but only insofar 

as it is the byproduct of a somewhat deficient one. The decline of Europe, or at least of 

a certain fringe of European artists, relative to Tahiti, can be seen in the Tahitian 

womanʼs reaction to photographs of paintings on display in Gauguinʼs cabin, particularly 

to Manetʼs Olympia. Presented at the 1865 Salon, the painting causes uproar, from both 

the public and the École des Beaux-Arts. “On rit, on hurla, on menaça. Contre cette 

beauté au réveil, des cannes se dressèrent et des parapluie [sic] furent brandis” (Bazire 
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43): “lʼhostilité était générale”  (Duret 56). Gauguinʼs neighbor reacts in an entirely 

different manner:  

Elle regardait spécialement avec intérêt la photographie de lʼOlympia de Manet. 
[…] Elle me dit que cette Olympia était bien belle : je souris à cette réflexion et 
jʼen fus ému. Elle avait le sens du beau (École des Beaux-Arts qui trouve cela 
horrible). Elle ajouta tout dʼun coup, rompant le silence qui préside à une 
pensée : – Cʼest ta femme ? – Oui. Je fis ce mensonge. Moi ! le tane de 
lʼOlympia ! (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 24)  
 

Gauguin, we learn, “had copied Olympia shortly before departing for Tahiti and had 

brought a photograph of Manet's painting with him to Polynesia.”117 The format of the 

photograph was probably close to that of postcards. The woman is on the one hand in a 

position comparable to that of the visitors of the Salon: there are several (photographs 

of) paintings, as there were several paintings at the Salon. On the other hand, the 

photograph of the Olympia is, from her viewpoint, an exotic piece. Perhaps it is the 

reason why amongst the photographs and drawings present in Gauguinʼs studio, she is 

especially interested in Olympia, not for the same reasons that attract the visitors, not 

because of “une fascination violente, comme le rouge les taureaux ou le miroir les 

alouettes” (Duret 56). Rather: she finds the woman beautiful. The Tahitian neighbor is 

superior to French artistic authorities and the public: she knows whatʼs beautiful when 

she sees it. She immediately finds Olympia beautiful, while it took the European public 

several years: at the 1889 Exposition Universelle, “LʼOlympia, qui a tant fait crier, est là 

comme un morceau de roi et appréciée déjà par plus dʼun” (Gauguin, Oviri 52). Her 

sens du beau is innate, untamed, which strikes Gauguin. Later on, he would write that in 

                                                 
117 Excerpt of the text presenting Manao tupapau (The Spirit of the Dead Keeps Watch),  
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Marquesan women, “il y a […] ce sens du beau décoratif” (Gauguin, Avant et après 82). 

At the same time, his neighbor is naïve: she cannot distinguish between subject of 

representation and representation. This is likely what provokes Gauguinʼs smile, and 

also prompts him to play a trick on the woman, by pretending that Olympia is not only 

an actual woman, but his wife at that – the tāne is at once husband, male, man, as 

opposed to the vahine: wife, female, woman. His lie thus allows Gauguin to posit himself 

as a man in the Tahitian context, and in relation to the vahine whose portrait he wants to 

paint, an action tantamount to an initiation into the particularities of the Tahitian race. 

The neighborʼs initially refuses: “Elle fit une moue désagréable: — Aita (non) dit-elle 

dʼun ton presque courroucé et elle se sauva” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 24), which 

saddens the painter. However,  

Une heure après elle revient dans une belle robe. Était-ce une lutte intérieure, ou 
le caprice (caractère très maorie) ou bien encore un mouvement de coquetterie 
qui ne veut se livrer quʼaprès résistance ? 
Caprice, désir du fruit défendu (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 25).  
 

The word “caprice” is traditionally associated with femininity and childhood. As I have 

already shown in the first two chapters, Tahitians, men and women, have often been 

likened to children because of their inconsequentiality; Gauguinʼs essentialization of the 

“caprice” as a maori characteristic is thus hardly surprising. It doesnʼt matter whether 

the woman is going through an internal struggle, or a caprice, or is just coquette: in any 

case, she is inconsequential, and as such, similar to the girls the painter will evoke right 

after: once the initial resistance has vanished – if it ever existed, “no” means “yes.” 

                                                                                                                                                             
1892 [http://www.nga.gov/exhibitions/2011/gauguin/paradise_d.shtm#; retrieved on 
07/23/2011].  
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Coquetterie is not only about putting on a nice dress; itʼs also about pretending to say 

no. Fortunately, Gauguin, as he was able to look further than the quiet eyes of the 

young girls, can see through the ruses of his neighbor:  

Jʼeus conscience que dans mon examen de peintre il y avait comme une 
demande tacite de se livrer, se livrer pour toujours sans pouvoir se reprendre, 
une fouille perspicace de ce qui était au-dedans (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 25).  
 

Se livrer mixes eroticism and police vocabulary:  on se livre à la police. As he observes 

her, the painter silently asks that the woman give or surrender herself to him, hereby 

also surrendering the possibility of pulling herself back together. She is taken (mau), 

and cannot take herself back. Her physical rapture is accompanied by the irremediable 

loss of something that could belong to the order of language: se reprendre is also to 

correct oneself. Although the only thing the woman is giving the painter is her image, it 

seems that thereʼs a lot more: the police analogy goes on with the fouille perspicace of 

whatʼs inside – her thoughts, her dreams, her imagination. Thus, initiation into the 

Tahitian race takes the form of the authoritarian gaze of the painter penetrating the 

woman, which also announces the subsequent rape fantasies. Gauguin judges the 

woman “Peu jolie en somme comme règle européenne: belle pourtant” (Gauguin, Noa 

Noa 1966 25) – which reminds of Lotiʼs assessment of Rarahu.118 Although he deems 

her beautiful even though sheʼs not pretty according to European standards, he in fact 

defines her beauty according to European terms: her features are harmonious in a way 

reminiscent of Raphael, while the majesty of her forehead brings to mind Poeʼs writing 

that “Il nʼy a pas de beauté parfaite sans une cert[aine singularité dans les proportions]” 

                                                 
118 Cf. Chap. 2, p. 77 et seq.  
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(Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 25). Additionally, she is identified with an artifact, with “la 

bouche modelée par un sculpteur parlant tous les langues du langage et du baiser, de 

la joie et la souffrance” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 25). The sculptor who crafted the 

woman is a polyglot, and the languages he speaks are not only spoken ones: they are 

also physical and emotional: “langue” signifies language, but also denotes tongue, the 

organ, especially in relation to “baiser.” Additionally, “joie” and “souffrance” are feelings 

that seem to be opposed in nature, but other seemingly contradictory feelings 

juxtaposed on the expression on the face of the neighbor suggest they might not be as 

antithetical as they are complementary: “cette mélancolie de lʼamertume mêlée au 

plaisir, de la passivité résidant dans la domination” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 25). Yet 

this inconsistency in the womanʼs apparent feelings could also mean that Gauguin once 

again sees what he wants to see, that is: everything and its opposite, leaving all 

possibilities open: “Ce fut un portrait ressemblant à ce que mes yeux voilés par mon 

cœur ont aperçu. Je crois surtout quʼil fut ressemblant à lʼintérieur (Gauguin, Noa Noa 

1966 25). As he acknowledges his perception might not be accurate because his heart 

blurred his vision, the painter asserts that the portrait resembles the inside. The 

absence of complement after “intérieur” renders the statement confusing: it could be 

that the portrait is a good likeness of whatʼs inside the woman. Although the inside is 

hidden, Gauguin does write that his gazing at the woman amounts to searching through 

what is inside her. However, the phrase could also mean something else: that is it the 

inside of the portrait that is a good likeness of the woman, perhaps in spite of not 

resembling her at first sight. “Ressemblant à lʼintérieur” can in fact refer to the woman as 
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much as it can be self-referential. One has to remember, though, that for Gauguin, 

painting this portrait was like being introduced to the character of a Tahitian face. In the 

end, then, what inside the portrait resembles doesnʼt matter, because what strikes is 

“Ce feu robuste dʼune force contenue” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 25). This fire makes 

Gauguin, and the reader, return to the fires the painter caught sight of when he first saw 

Tahiti:  

Depuis soixante-trois jours je suis en route et je brûle dʼaborder la terre désirée. 
Le 8 juin nous apercevions des feux bizarres se promenant en zigzag: [des] 
pêcheurs. Sur un ciel sombre se détachait un cône noir à dentelures. Nous 
tournions Mooréa pour découvrir Tahiti (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 17). 
 

Through his burning desire, Gauguin is metonymically associated to the island, near 

which some “feux bizarres” are visible. In Noa Noa, the time of the travel was the 

occasion for the desire to land on Tahiti to mount, as it is in other texts. Therefore, the 

landing itself, which comes after a long anticipation, is literally a climax. Painting Vahine 

no te tiare also represents a journey that has brought him closer to the hearth of 

Tahitian-ness.119 Senses are aroused: “Elle avait une fleur à lʼoreille qui écoutait son 

parfum” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 25): it smells nice, noa noa. Yet this moment already 

announces the end, just like the landing already marked the beginning of a decline: it is 

possible that things will never be as great after oneʼs arrival as they were during oneʼs 

travel. As soon as the island is découverte – unveiled, it loses some of its mystery, and 

perhaps its attraction. Tahiti and the woman were desired, wanted, when they were 

                                                 
119 In that sense, it can be compared with the muo-faré described in Le Mariage de Loti, 
which, as I have discussed in the second chapter, marks the beginning of the end of 
Lotiʼs love for Rarahu. The analogy is also marked by the designation “consécration du 
logis,” in which foyer (hearth) could be substituted to logis. Cf. Chap. 2, p. 112-113.  
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wanting. But flowers wither, and when Gauguin leaves to go back to France, “la fleur 

que [Tehamana]120 portait auparavant à son oreille était tombée sur ses genoux – 

fanée” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 45) – although the neighbor was described has 

wearing a flower on her ear, she was actually holding it, with her hands folded on her 

lap. From the boat, Gauguin and the other passengers observe Tehamana and the 

women they leave behind:  

 nous pouvions voir sur leurs lèvres ce vieux discours maorie : 
Vous, légères brises du Sud et dʼEst, […] hâtez-vous de courir ensemble à 
lʼautre île ; vous y verrez celui qui mʼa abandonnée, assis à lʼombre de son arbre 
favori. – Dites-lui que vous mʼavez vue en pleurs (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 45).  
 

Vision and speech – Gauguinʼs use of italics underlines that the words are spoken aloud 

– join smell and hearing, evoked by the ear that bears the flower, in a moment of 

synesthesia which also borders on an oracle: the women, armed with Maori wisdom, 

can predict what will be seen in the future, somewhere else, which gives them a 

mythical dimension. Additionally, they talk to the winds and are likened to vegetal: the 

withering flowers are metaphors of their withering charms, and the favorite trees from 

the next island are more than likely other, new women elected by the men who just left 

them. In this final scene, the women-nymphs act as a chorus that signifies the end of 

the tragedy that has taken place, but they are no more than a spectacle for the men-

satyrs who observe them with their lorgnette.  The flowers have, in the end, lost their 

scent… 

 In La sale vérité, this episode is missing, as are all references to natives, 

including the painterʼs lovers. This version is literally just a before and after Tahiti, that 

                                                 
120 Gauguinʼs last lover during the first Tahitian sojourn, sometimes known as Tehura. 
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doesnʼt include the experience of the island, but only Gauguinʼs recriminations against 

institutions. This attitude contrasts with the end of Noa noa, in which Gauguin attempts, 

until the end, to posit himself as a savage: “Je partis avec deux années de plus – rajeuni 

de vingt ans, plus barbare aussi et cependant plus instruit” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 

45). I have showed earlier that the “sauvage” and the barbarian, which are equivalent 

terms, are defined as something positive, and that the native is seen as superior to 

Europeans. In spite of this, the painterʼs demonstrates through his treatment of native 

women and his final abandonment of Tehamana that if he cares about lʼindigène as 

theoretical construct, he doesnʼt attach much importance to actual people. Likewise, if 

heʼs in theory opposed to colonial institutions, his attitude tells another story. Thus, 

when Gauguin opposes his being “more instructed” to his being “more barbarian,” 

implying that having become more of a barbarian was not in itself a form of learning, he 

only further debases his initial valorization of the sauvage through a validation of 

common beliefs about indigenous people. Those “indigenous people” are the subject 

matter of what has emerged as the best known part of Gauguinʼs œuvre: in 1996, when 

Taschen released a small book, Paul Gauguin, 30 Postcards, only seven of those 

postcards were not reproductions of paintings of Polynesian subjects, even though 

roughly half of his total production was painted before the first Tahitian period, and do 

not represent Tahitian subjects. The coherence of the publisherʼs choice is minimally 

justified in a short text: “Gauguin was so much under the spell of the exotic that his 

Breton women seem redolent of Tahiti and his Arles landscapes deceptively Tahitian.” I 

argue that this smoothing of regional traits, which originates as much as it results in the 
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formation of types akin to those shown in postcards of the time, is linked to Gauguinʼs 

sauvage fantasy rather than to “the spell of exotic,” fantasy which has led him to the 

ambiguous textual treatment of indigenous women I discussed above. In the next part of 

this chapter, I will delve into the pictorial treatment of the Other, especially female.  

 

And the Gold of their Bodies  

 I have evoked above the context in which Vahine no te tiare was created, adding 

that in that passage, Gauguin only mentions primary colors: red, yellow (gold), blue.121 

To better understand the role of colors in his paintings, one can refer to the moment 

when Vaitauni appears in Avant et après. Indeed, in that moment, the painter does more 

than looking at the coconut trees: what he writes he sees is really a stance vis-à-vis 

some of his fellow artists, which differs from the malgré-moi-sauvage:  

Pour faire plaisir à Signac je vous dirai que des petits points de rouge (la 
complémentaire) se disséminent dans le vert. Malgré cela, ce qui va fâcher 
Signac, jʼatteste que dans ce vert on aperçoit de grandes taches de bleu. Ne 
vous y trompez pas, ce nʼest pas le ciel bleu, seulement la montagne dans le 
lointain (Gauguin, Avant et après 6). 
 

Paul Signac and Georges Seurat had developed a type of painting called “pointillism,” 

sometimes also referred to as “neo-impressionism” or “divisionism:” a systematization of 

the impressionist principle of the division of tones (Mauclair 31) and of optical mixing, 

which was based on several works on optics, including Michel Eugène Chevreulʼs De la 

loi du contraste simultané des couleurs et de lʼassortiment des objets colorés:  

In Seuratʼs up-dating of Chevreulʼs color theory, one can also use the 
complement to shade a color, giving brilliance to shadows rather than merely 

                                                 
121 The three colors of the RYB (red-yellow-blue) color model.  
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making them dark, especially with quick, short strokes of the brush (Tymieniecka 
464).122  
 

In other words, on the canvas, red dots within the green would make it more luminous. 

However, the concession made to Signac is nothing but rhetorical: Gauguin says there 

are red dots in the green, but he does not admit that he sees them, just that they might, 

theoretically, be there. What he assures, though, is that one can see large blue patches 

that are not patches of blue sky – that is: either that the eye breaks down the primary 

colors that compose the green, or more plausibly, that the green of the mountain 

appears blue from a distance, because of shadows or lightning.  He chooses an “anti-

scientific” approach to coloring that places him at odds with impressionists, but also with 

painters using a traditional, “realistic” treatment of colors. For Gauguin, mountains can 

be blue, see green, ground red, and bodies golden: “Dans les ruisseaux des formes en 

or” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 24), shapes which would in 1901, during Gauguinʼs second 

and final Polynesian trip, become the subjects of the oil painting Et lʼor de leur corps. 

However, for the painter, the word “gold” does not only stand for the color yellow, or 

rather: “gold” as the color yellow is symbolically opposed to the element “gold.” A few 

years before his first trip to Tahiti, in a letter to Jens Ferdinand Willumsen written in 

Brittany at the end of 1890, Gauguin predicts: “Une terrible époque se prépare en 

Europe pour la génération qui vient: le royaume de lʼor. Tout est pourri, et les hommes, 

et les arts” (Gauguin, Oviri 67). In Europe,  

les hommes et les femmes nʼobtiennent, quʼaprès un labeur sans répit, la 
                                                 
122 “Mettre une couleur sur une toile, ce n'est pas seulement colorer de cette couleur la 
partie de la toile sur laquelle le pinceau a été appliqué mais c'est encore colorer de la 
complémentaire de cette même couleur, l'espace qui y est contigu” (Chevreul 197-8). 
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satisfaction de leurs besoins, pendant quʼils se débattent dans les convulsions du 
froid et de la faim, en proie à la misère (Gauguin, Oviri 68). 
 

Not only the future of Europe, but also its current state, are contrasted with what 

happens in Tahiti, là-bas, Tahitians, “heureux habitants des paradis ignorés de 

lʼOcéanie, ne connaissent de la vie que les douceurs. Pour eux vivre, cʼest chanter et 

aimer” (Gauguin, Oviri 68). The European kingdom of gold-money, is opposed to what is 

described as heavenly place where resources are so readily available that there is no 

such a thing as “money:” “le Tahitien nʼa quʼà lever le bras pour cueillir sa nourriture; 

aussi ne travaille-t-il jamais” (Gauguin, Oviri 67–8). The opposition is reminiscent of 

Lotiʼs “ces grands enfants ne se doutent pas que dans notre belle Europe tant de 

pauvres gens sʼépuisent à gagner le pain du jour…”123 In Gauguin too, the life of 

Europeans seems to be but a prelude to death: painful, sad, full of turmoil, with no 

reward or hope in sight. On the contrary, the life of Tahitians is one of leisure, free of 

that “travail” – the word comes from the Latin tripalium: a three-staked instrument of 

torture – which plagues the life of Europeans who have to exert themselves to satisfy 

their needs. Tahiti is not an Eldorado, because the gold it contains is not the one after 

which conquistadors were. Instead, the island is a kind of pagan Garden of Eden,124 

where men and women can eat from trees without falling from grace, and just sing and 

                                                 
123 Cf. Chap. 2, p. 82.  
124 An example of early Eden symbolism in Gauguinʼs work is Te Nave Nave Fenua 
(1892), generally know as The Delightful Land, but sometimes also called “The Tahitian 
Eve.” Stephen Eisenman writes the painting is “both Gauguinʼs Loti-esque paean to 
racism and his statement of emancipation from that particular European stupidity,” in 
which the woman “represents but does not resolve the contradictory perspective of the 
metropolitan male artist toward the colonial female subject whom he wishes to know in 
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love in the sun thatʼs pouring from above, like gold, this gold that Gauguin wants to 

spread on his canvasses, no matter whether it is the actual color he sees, the gold with 

which he colors everything, against perception.   

 Vahine no te tiare (Figure 13) is a seventy by forty-six centimeter half-length 

portrait, now kept at the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek in Copenhagen, depicting a seated 

Tahitian woman. Stephen Eisenman comments: 

The half-length format, folded hands and arc behind the sitter are generally 
based upon Leonardo da Vinciʼs Mona Lisa, as is the modelʼs psychological 
inscrutability. She sits calm and erect; the contours of her body are obscured by 
a regal blue missionary dress, and attention is drawn to her sharp features and 
unflinching eyes. The portrait also recalls George Catlinʼs widely reproduced 
portraits of Plains Indians such as White Cloud (Iowa), and projects some of the 
same qualities of virtue and stoicism (Eisenman 63).  
 

The woman in Vahine no te tiare, faces three-quarter right, making it the exact mirror 

image of Mona Lisa, in which the woman is facing three-quarter left. More striking in 

Eisenmanʼs analysis is his reference to portraits of Indians, specifically White Cloud 

(Figure 14). 

                                                                                                                                                             
every sense of the word” (Eisenman 66). I will not analyze this specific painting at 
length, but will return to the issues it raises through my study of other works.  
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Figure 14: George Catlin, White Cloud (Iowa)  

 

The reasons why Eisenman chooses to compare Vahine no te tiare to this painting 

deserve to be explored. Like the Tahitian woman, the head chief of the Iowas faces 

three-quarter right. Thatʼs the end for the obvious similarities. In fact, White Cloud, with 

its realistic details, rather resembles many of William Hodgesʼs drawings of natives 

executed during Captain Cookʼs second circumnavigation, both in the spirit: Catlin 

started his trips to meet and paint Native Americans when he accompanied William 
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Clark on a mission in 1830, very much like Hodgesʼs painted various natives during his 

trip with Cook; and in the execution: realistic portraits from the bust up against an 

atmospheric background.125 Like the people in Hodgesʼs portraits, White Cloud wears 

the traditional dress of his tribe, the Iowas, and war adornments: the portrait is an 

anthropological document.126 Eisenman draws attention to the “virtue and stoicism” of 

White Cloud, shared with the woman in Gauguinʼs painting, who furthermore has 

“unflinching eyes.” His assessment of her reflects that of Gauguin: strength, majesty. Of 

course Eisenman, who notices that the painter resurrects the noble savage, does 

exactly the same. He does even more: very much in the same way as Robertson does 

when he compares the Tahitian language to the Patagonian language, Eisenman 

attributes common qualities to two characters that resemble one another only remotely, 

because the only basis for their resemblance is that theyʼre both foreign, even strange. 

He does not mention that within Gauguinʼs œuvre, other portraits present similarities 

with Vahine no te tiare, either in terms of organization, or thematically: the 1888 Portrait 

de Madame Roulin, the 1888 self-portrait Les Misérables, the 1889 La Belle Angèle, the 

1892 Vahine no the vi, and the 1896 Portrait dʼune jeune femme (Vaïte Goupil). 

Eisenman considers that “Gauguinʼs perception of race grew more complex towards the 

end of his first Tahitian period” (Eisenman 74), and subsequently. However, it is my 

contention that Gauguinʼs perception of race becomes complex well before his first stay 

                                                 
125 Cf. Chapter 1, p. 46-50 for my analysis of portraits similarly executed by William 
Hodges.  
126 In 1844, around the same time as when the portrait was painting, Catlin was 
publishing two volumes entitled Manners, Customs, and Conditions of the North 
American Indians. 
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in Tahiti, as I will show with those portraits spanning about a decade, starting in Arles 

before Gauguinʼs first Tahitian stay, via Brittany, until the beginning of the second and 

last Polynesian sojourn. Vahine no te tiare and Vahine no te vi (Figure 15), which were 

painted one year apart, do not constitute a series properly speaking, but they do present 

striking similarities, first in their title: woman with a flower, woman with a mango. 

 

Figure 15: Paul Gauguin, Vahine no te vi 
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Both women wear similar white-collared blue missionary dresses and a white flower 

above their right ear, and hold the flower/mango in their right hand. The background of 

the upper half of both painting is yellow. The main difference resides in the posture of 

the women: while the woman with the flower is sitting still – or “calm and erect,” as 

Eisenman puts it, the posture of the woman with a mango suggests twisting and 

movement, perhaps even a playful throw of the mango in the direction where sheʼs 

looking. The model for Vahine no te vi was Tehamana, Gauguinʼs native “wife,”127 and 

their intimacy certainly accounts for a more relaxed attitude that the timidity of both the 

neighbor and Gauguin could not permit for Vahine no te tiare. Yet Tehamana also has 

traits that Gauguin attributes to Tahitian women in general: she is “peu bavarde, 

mélancolique, et moqueuse,” “impénétrable” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 35); her skin is 

like gold: “lʼor de sa peau,” “lʼor du visage de Tehamana” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 36); 

“le noa noa tahitien embaume tout” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 36).  Tehamana is referred 

to by her name in the text of Noa Noa, but is designated as “a woman” in the title of the 

portrait. Because of the striking resemblances it bears with Vahine no te tiare, it negates 

her individuality, thus replicating the larger movement of the text, in which women are 

interchangeable, and, in the end, reduced to a spectacle. The same thing cannot be 

said of the 1888 Portrait de Madame Roulin (Figure 16).  

 

 

                                                 
127 Günter Metken suggests that “Tehaʼamanaʼs ample proportions are those of a 
pregnant woman,” quoting an August 1892 letter from Gauguin to Daniel de Monfreid, in 
which the painter announces he is going to be a father again, “a prospect which turned 
out to be unfounded in this case” (Metken 52).  
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Figure 16: Paul Gauguin, Portrait de Madame Roulin 

 

Madame Roulin is designated by her name in the title. She was the wife of a postman, 

“whom Van Gogh liked so much and whom Gauguin depicted in the background of his 

Night Café” (Wildenstein 549).128 Madame Roulinʼs skin is literally golden: yellow, which 

critics have explained is the result of the use of artificial light, “the light of [a] gas-lamp” 

(Wildenstein 549). She wears a green dress. In the background, one can see the green, 

yellow, and red bottom of the recently completed Blue Trees, which Gauguin had hung 

in the studio. Although the colors are more muted that those in Vahine no te tiare, the 

                                                 
128 Cf. infra. Van Gogh too painted a portrait of Madame Roulin in 1888. Sylvie Crussard 
thinks that in both paintings, she is “sitting in the same wooden chair with shaped back 
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palette is similar, as is the posture of the model.129 In Arles, Madame Roulinʼs face was 

as inscrutable as that of Gauguinʼs neighbor in Tahiti would be four years later, and as 

inscrutable as the face of La Belle Angèle (Figure 17).  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
(slightly simplified by Gauguin) and rounded arms. […] Mme Roulin came to pose in the 
paintersʼ studio” (Wildenstein 549).  
129 A noticeable difference is that “Portrait de Madame Roulin” is a landscape format, 
meaning that the width is larger than the height; however the background of “Portrait de 
Madame Roulin” does not feature anything else than part of Blue Trees, the shadow of 
the chair, and a door on the right-hand side.  
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Figure 17: Paul Gauguin, La Belle Angèle 

 

Just one year after Portrait of Madame Roulin, Gauguin paints the portrait of Marie-

Angélique Satre, a hotelkeeper in Pont-Aven, Brittany, who “was regarded as one of the 

most beautiful women in the area.”130  “Jʼaime la Bretagne; jʼy trouve le sauvage, le 

                                                 
130 Musée dʼOrsay, Paul Gauguin: La Belle Angèle [http://www.musee-
orsay.fr/en/collections/works-in-focus/search/commentaire/commentaire_id/la-belle-
angele-252.html?no_cache=1; retrieved on 05/26/2011]. 
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primitif” (Gauguin, Oviri 40), he writes, adding later, in June 1889, that he lives “comme 

un paysan sous le nom de sauvage” (Gauguin, Oviri 47), in conformity with the ideal of 

simplicity that he would perpetuate in Polynesia. For him, Brittany was above all a locus 

of exoticism. Eisenman explains: “When Gauguin visited Pont-Aven in Brittany in the 

summer of 1886, he was immediately attracted to what he believed was the simplicity 

and superstition of a people bypassed by modernity” (Eisenman 33). Brittany did have a 

historically exotic image, mostly because during the emergence of Romanticism, artists 

had searched for “places evocative of the medieval past” (Le Paul 7): dolmens, menhirs, 

and medieval ruins made Brittany such a place. Gauguin later came to understand that 

“The unique local costumes […] were modern and highly articulated expressions of local 

kinship ties and a newly emerging ethnic solidarity” (Eisenman 36). For example, the 

spectacular lace headdress that is nowadays still considered a marker of Breton identity 

actually came into existence just a little bit more than a century ago, at the turn of the 

century. Before that, the headdress was made out of simple cloth. Headdresses, which 

served as identity claims, varied greatly according to the region, or even the village. So 

did the embroidering and the colors.  A postcard of a young girl from Pont-Aven,131 from 

the Villard Collection in Quimper, dating from the beginning of the twentieth century 

(Figure 18) is proof of Gauguinʼs attention to the details of the costume. However, in 

Eisenmanʼs words,  

Gaguinʼs Breton exoticism thus depended upon an ignorance of historical and 
cultural facts and details that was difficult to sustain, especially since his 

                                                 
131 “A Pont-Aven, la coiffe se pose droite sur le bonnet de lingerie. Les barbes de 
dentelle se ramènent à droite et à gauche pour se joindre au milieu et sur le bord 
supérieur en formant deux gracieuses volutes” (Sainsard 52).  
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exposure to cultural difference was intimate and of relatively long duration 
(Eisenman 36). 

 

 

Figure 18: Pont-Aven – La Reine des Fleurs dʼAjoncs, Collection Villard, Quimper 
 

Predating the first trip to Tahiti, La Belle Angèle is one of Gauguinʼs less commented 

painting. Like Madame Roulin, the woman is sitting, facing three-quarter right, with 

folded hands: 

In a process taken from Japanese prints, he circled the portrait of Angélique 
Satre and laid it on a mainly decorative background, partitioning the forms and 
surrounding the figures with a darker outline.132 
 

Gauguin uses pastel colors: pinks, oranges, purples, very distinct from his usual palette 

of primaries. On the other hand, the partitions and dark outlines are cloisonnist 
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techniques, already used in Portrait de Madame Roulin. The Japanese-inspired circling 

of the portrait was also an innovation, unlike the decorative background, already found 

in the background of Self-Portrait, Les Misérables, in which Gauguin had painted a 

pattern of flowers, “fond chrome parsemé de bouquets enfantins” (Gauguin, Oviri 42), 

similar also to that which would later be seen in the background of Vahine no te tiare. 

Angèle wears a ceremonial Pont-Aven costume, with its distinctive headdress and richly 

adorned plastron. Her hair and eyebrows are ginger, matching her pale skin whose only 

highlights are pink-colored cheekbones. Outside of the circle that surrounds her, one 

can see “an anthropomorphic pot, in a Peruvian style,”133 which could seem to be out of 

place. However, on top of its being anthropomorphic, the general shape of the pot, with 

rounded double handles radiating downwards from the headgear, and the legs of the 

figurine crossed Indian style, recalls what can be seen of the silhouette of Angèle – the 

flaps of her headdress, her folded hands. Gauguin thus effectively establishes a parallel 

between the Peruvian figure and Angèle, but the circle around the portrait of the woman 

also conveys the impression that Angèle is the image of the Peruvian pot as seen 

through a magnifying glass: a larger, more detailed, clad version of it. Their eyes, 

rudimentary slits similarly shaded, reinforce the impression. Angèle, although she wears 

the signs identifying her as Bretonne, thus looks like she could be from somewhere 

                                                                                                                                                             
132 Musée dʼOrsay, Paul Gauguin: La Belle Angèle, op. cit. 
133 Musée dʼOrsay, Paul Gauguin: La Belle Angèle, op. cit. Gauguinʼs grandmother, 
Flora Tristan, was the daughter of Mariano de Tristàn y Moscoso, who was born in 
Arequipa Peru, and the niece of Juan Pío de Tristán, the viceroy of Peru. Gauguin 
details his family history in Avant et après, p. 133 et seq. Gauguin also calls himself “un 
sauvage du Pérou” (Gauguin, Oviri 40). The presence of Peruvian ceramics in 
Gauguinʼs work is discussed in Gauguin and Maori Art, pp. 11-13.  
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else: her clothes are what allows us to assign her an identity. Another figure, visible in 

the 1888 Misère humaine (Figure 19), resembled both the Peruvian pot and Angèle.  

 

Figure 19: Paul Gauguin, Misère humaine 

 

Misère humaine is also known as Vendange à Arles, which is where Gauguin painted it. 

In spite of the latter title, three Bretonnes are depicted: two from Pont-Aven, harvesting 

in the background, and one identified as being from Le Pouldu (Wildenstein 512) on the 

left. A fourth woman sits in the foreground, “wearing a chemise” (Wildenstein 513). 

Sylvie Crussard notices that the woman, la pauvresse, has the face of Temptation, 

already seen in Fruit, a nature morte painted by Gauguin a month earlier (Wildenstein 

513). Crussard also draws our attention to the resemblance the woman bears to a 
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Peruvian mummy (Figure 20) exhibited at Musée de lʼHomme in Paris, as does Wayne 

V. Andersen (Andersen 241).134 Unlike Lotiʼs Ramses II, the Peruvian mummy is not 

quietly lying; it is curling up, almost in the same position some of the inhabitants of 

Pompeii were caught in by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79.  

 

 

Figure 20: Peruvian Mummy 

 

There are numerous correspondences between the PauVResse and the PéRuVienne. 

The posture of the pauvresse reproduces that of the mummy. The woman also has the 

same terracotta-greenish colored face as the Peruvian pot, ginger hair like Angèle, and 

                                                 
134 In his article “Gauguin and A Peruvian Mummy,” Andersen takes inventory of the 
numerous appearances of this Peruvian mummy in Gauguinʼs works.  
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shares her almond-shaped eyes with both. She is a bizarre figure, which seems out of 

place in the harvesting scene. Then again, the entire scene is strange: the title places it 

in Arles, yet the harvesters are Bretonnes. Additionally, the pauvresse is “isolated in a 

perplexing circle of snow inexplicably delineated on the soil” (Wildenstein 513), which is 

unexpected in Arles during harvest time. Geographical instability reflects the possible 

instability of Breton identity. In spite of her strange face, the pauvresse could well be a 

Bretonne, but her clothes – sheʼs only wearing a chemise – donʼt allow the viewer to 

identify where she comes from, unlike Angèle, who bears the signs of her identity. 

Adding to this indetermination is the presence of faces similar to that of the pauvresse in 

the background of Le Café de nuit, Arles (Figure 21), which was painted at the same 

time as Misère humaine.  
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Figure 21: Paul Gauguin, Le Café de nuit, Arles (Detail) 

The man on the left is the facteur Roulin, the husband of Madame Roulin; the three 

women are prostitutes, amongst which the one sitting on the right, with her literally olive 

skin, resembles the pauvresse.  One, seen from the back, has an extremely pale 

complexion, while the one sitting next to Roulin has a golden skin and almond-shaped 

eyes.  In accordance with custom, they seem to correspond to different “types” of 

prostitutes: the identity of prostitutes (“La belle Juive,” “La belle blonde,” etc.) was 

articulated through a complex mix of physical features and clothing – signs.135  

The Portrait dʼune jeune femme (Vaïte Goupil) (Figure 22), painted during 

Gauguinʼs second stay in Polynesia, is for Stephen Eisenman, a work in which “Gauguin 

interrogates some of these ambiguities of colonial and racial identity” (Eisenman 74). 

However, unlike the signs that characterize the prostitutes from Le Café de nuit, some 

of the signs visible in the Portrait cannot be so univocally interpreted as Eisenman 

believes.   

                                                 
135 Cf., for example, in “La Maison Tellier:” “Fernande représentait la belle blonde […]. 
Raphaële, une Marseillaise, roulure des ports de mer, jouait le rôle indispensable de la 
belle Juive, maigre, avec des pommettes saillantes plâtrées de rouge. […] Rosa la 
Rosse, une petite boule de chair tout en ventre avec des jambes minuscules, chantait 
du matin au soir, dʼune voix éraillée, des couplets alternativement grivois ou 
sentimentaux […]. Les deux femmes du rez-de-chaussée, Louise, surnommée Cocote, 
et Flora, dite Balançoire parce quʼelle boitait un peu, lʼune toujours en Liberté avec une 
ceinture tricolore, lʼautre en Espagnole de fantaisie avec des sequins de cuivre qui 
dansaient dans ses cheveux carotte à chacun de ses pas inégaux, avaient lʼair de filles 
de cuisine habillées pour un carnaval” (Maupassant 9–11). 
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Figure 22: Paul Gauguin, Portrait dʼune jeune femme (Vaite Goupil) 

 

The model was “the nine-year old daughter of one of the richest men in colonial Tahiti, 

the lawyer, journalist and politician Auguste Goupil” (Eisenman 74), who had also been 

born on the island:    

The young woman has an exaggeratedly pasty-white complexion, but is dressed 
à la Tahitienne, with missionary dress, a basket woven from pandanus leaves 
and a flower resting on her left shoulder. She is a young colonist affecting the 
dress and stiff posture favored by native women posing for their portraits. She 
has even taken, or been given, a native name for herself (Eisenman 74).  
 

It is hard to believe that the model, designated as a young woman in the title of the 
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painting and who looks much older, is only nine years old, but Jeanne Vaite – or Tevaite 

– Goupil was indeed born on February 19, 1887 in Papeete. Her dress is of the same 

style that Tahitian women would wear, and of which we have already seen examples in 

Vahine no te tiare and Vahine no te vi. The posture of the model is the mirror image of 

that of the woman in Vahine no te tiare. Nonetheless, in the absence of the name 

“Vaite,” and with no knowledge of the context in which Portrait dʼune jeune femme was 

painted, it would be hard to identify the basket as being made out of pandanus leaves, 

and even more difficult to attribute the stiffness of the posture and the dress to a desire 

to “affect” the looks and attitude of native women. Jeanne-Vaite Goupil is as stiff as 

Madame Roulin, la belle Angèle, or Gauguinʼs neighbor: the posture seems to be 

favored by any woman posing for her portrait, regardless of her race, social or 

geographical origin. What might be more striking than the signs interpreted by 

Eisenman as colonist affectation is the hybridization of names, upon which he does not 

comment. We have seen that Lotiʼs Tahitian name replaces Harry Grant, with the 

reservations I have noted. In the case of Vaite, and although “Jeanne” is traditionally put 

into parentheses between “Vaite” and “Goupil” in the title of the painting, for the état 

cicil, it was actually the Tahitian name that was inserted between the French first and 

last names. Vaite is juxtaposed with the surname Goupil, meaning, “fox” in old French. 

The noun goupil became obsolete after the seventeenth century. Due to the popularity 

of the twelfth and thirteenth century stories gathered under the title Roman de Renart, 

whose main character of these stories is a goupil named Renart,136 the proper noun 

                                                 
136 Goupil comes from the Latin vulpes, meaning fox, while renart  (later becoming 
renard) comes from the Francique Reginhart (compare for example with the German 
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became a substantive designating the animal. Vaiteʼs other first name, Jeanne, evokes 

several French historical figures, but Jeanne dʼArc, who died aged about nineteen on 

May 30, 1431, and was notoriously nicknamed la Pucelle, first comes to mind. Vaite 

thus bears names reminiscent of pre-classical France, which surrounds her native 

name. The painter also puts the French names into parentheses, relegating them to the 

margins. As regards the portrait, Vaite, which means “spirit,” “soul,” is indexical; it 

signals, paradoxically more obviously than any visual element, that the context is 

Tahitian, or at least not only French. It destabilizes the visual meaning of the painting, 

attracting the viewerʼs attention to otherwise not so uncanny details: the flower on the 

shoulder, the pandanus leaves basket. The name Vaite Jeanne Goupil also points to an 

earlier Gauguin painting, La Perte du pucelage (1890-1; Figure 23), hinting at another 

type of hybridization.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
proper noun Reinhardt).  
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Figure 23: Paul Gauguin, La Perte du pucelage 

 

In this Brittany painting – Bretonnes with their headgear are visible on the path in the 

background on the right-hand side, a young woman lies in the foreground, naked, 

holding a flower in her right hand, and with her left hand a fox that lies on her shoulder, 

with its paw on her chest. While the womanʼs eyes are almost closed, the almond-

shaped eyed fox looks straight in the direction of the viewer, almost in the same way 

Jeanne Goupil would later do. There is no man close to the young woman; it is implied 

that the fox has deflowered/is deflowering her – she is still holding the flower. La Perte 

du pucelage thus depicts a juxtaposition that is not just linguistic anymore: Jeanne137 

and the goupil, Jeanne-Goupil. The product of their union is impossible; it goes against 
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nature. Thus, the later insertion of Vaite between the two terms comes to suggest that 

racial mixing is not only acceptable, but also desirable, as it rectifies a previously 

harmful situation. The ambiguity resides in the fact that in Portrait dʼune jeune femme, 

Gauguin does so with the portrait of a white girl, who displays only very discreet signs of 

integration into Tahitian society. In most of the portraits I have evoked, Gauguin uses 

Western portrait codes. Nevertheless, he riddles his paintings with hints about the 

flexibility of human races. In La Belle Angèle, the anthropomorphic pot is used to 

suggest that identity, including ethnic identity, is less readily decipherable than it seems.  

In Misère humaine and Le Café de nuit, Arles, this flexibility is suggested in the motif of 

the mummy face, which is transposed, untied from reality, from one place to another, 

from one body to another. Gauguinʼs questioning of race didnʼt begin in Tahiti: in 

Brittany and in Arles, he was already playing with signs of identity in order to exoticize 

his models. However, in Polynesia, Gauguinʼs play on signs culminates, in particular 

with D'où venons-nous? Que sommes-nous? Où allons-nous?, in which he creates a 

strange, hybrid space.    

 

Where Do We Come From? What Are We? Where Are We Going?  

In the text entitled “LʼEsprit moderne et le catholicisme,” the triad of questions 

D'où venons-nous? Que sommes-nous? Où allons-nous? is called “le problème toujours 

posé” (Gauguin, Oviri 202): 

Problème quʼen ces temps modernes, lʼesprit humain a quand même besoin de 
                                                                                                                                                             
137 In 1889, Gauguin had painted Jeanne d'Arc, ou Jeune Bretonne au rouet. Jeanne 
dʼArc was not Bretonne, but Lorraine.  
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résoudre pour voir clair dans sa voie, marcher dʼun pas sûr vers lʼavenir et ne 
pas trébucher, dévier, reculer en arrière; et cela, sans nous départir de ce 
principe sage de faire table rase de toute tradition antérieure, de tout soumettre 
au contrôle compréhensif, scientifique, philosophique. 
Le problème […] se trouve aujourdʼhui pour lʼesprit moderne, avec le seul 
flambeau de la raison, considérablement éclairé (Gauguin, Oviri 202–3).  
 

The fundamental problem is still that of being. Painted in 1897-98, D'où venons-nous? 

Que sommes-nous? Où allons-nous? is perhaps Gauguinʼs best known painting. It is a 

one hundred thirty nine by three hundred seventy five centimeters oil on canvas, whose 

title comes from the unpunctuated inscription in the top left hand corner, “jaune de 

chrome, avec  […] ma signature à droite telle une fresque abîmée aux coins et 

appliquée sur un mur or” (Gauguin, Oviri 194). In a letter to Daniel de Monfreid, Gauguin 

explains the painting going from right to left: 

A droite et en bas, un bébé endormi, puis trois femmes accroupies. Deux figures 
habillées de pourpre se confient leurs réflexions; une figure énorme 
volontairement et malgré la perspective, accroupie, lève les bras en lʼair et 
regarde, étonnée, ces deux personnages qui osent penser à leur destinée. Une 
figure du milieu cueille un fruit. Deux chats près dʼun enfant. Une chèvre blanche. 
Lʼidole, les deux bras levés mystérieusement et avec rythme, semble indiquer 
lʼau-delà. La figure accroupie semble écouter lʼidole; puis enfin une vieille près de 
la mort semble accepter, se résigner (…); à ses pieds, un étrange oiseau blanc, 
tenant en sa patte un lézard, représente lʼinutilité des vaines paroles (Gauguin, 
Oviri 194–5).  

 
The inversion of the conventional reading direction is unsettling, even more so since the 

title follows the norm, and is on the right of the painting. Also unsettling is the gigantic 

figure in the middle, which has no breast but is dressed like some of the other female 

characters, rendering her gender unidentifiable. If one follows Gauguinʼs reading 

direction, at the far right and left, an infant and an elderly woman (Figure 24) mark the 

beginning and end of the cycle of life, respectively. The silhouette of the old woman 
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recalls that of the Peruvian mummy (Figure 20), already present in several of Gauguinʼs 

painting: Misère humaine and Fruit, which I have already evoked, as well as Nirvana, 

Portrait de Meyer de Haan (1889), and a Breton Eve (1889).  

 

 

Figure 24: Paul Gauguin, D'où venons-nous? Que sommes-nous? Où allons-nous? 
(Detail 1) 
 
 
Rather than “recast[ing] genesis in Tahitian terms” (Eisenman 15), I think that Gauguin 

attempts to create a hybrid space harboring a heteroclite ensemble of religious 

influences. The old woman/mummy, the idol (Figure 25), the figure in the middle picking 

fruit from a tree (Figure 26), and the infant on the right (Figure 27), throw together 

uncanny expressions of different traditions. The mummy-like character comes from the 

South American Indian tradition, perhaps Inca; while the idol, with its raised hands, 

seems Hindu, although its facial features are Maori. The figure picking fruit evokes 

Adam and Eve, while the surrounding of the infant by women and a dog creates a 

Nativity scene.  
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Figure 25: Paul Gauguin, D'où venons-nous? Que sommes-nous? Où allons-nous? 
(Detail 2) 
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Figure 26: Paul Gauguin, D'où venons-nous? Que sommes-nous? Où allons-nous? 
(Detail 3) 
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Figure 27: Paul Gauguin, D'où venons-nous? Que sommes-nous? Où allons-nous? 
(Detail 4) 
 
 

The story told in D'où venons-nous? Que sommes-nous? Où allons-nous? can be 

compared to the story of the population of Tahiti as it appears in Noa Noa:  

Pour quelquʼun qui a beaucoup voyagé cette petite île nʼa pas comme la baie de 
Rio Janeiro un aspect bien féerique. Quelques pointes de montagnes où, bien 
après le déluge, une famille a grimpé là-haut, a fait souche; les coraux ont 
grimpé aussi, entouré la nouvelle île (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 17). 
 

In this passage, Gauguin moves through a first-person narrative – to which he will return 

in the second paragraph – to a third-person one. Jean Loize indicates in a note that 

“celui qui a beaucoup voyagé” is in fact Gauguin himself: “Le pilotin Gauguin avait fait 

deux traversées du Havre au Brésil, en 1866” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 114). The use 

of the third person gives the impression that the disillusion is not Gauguinʼs. It acts as a 

detacher, morphing the painterʼs burning desire into someone elseʼs disappointment. 

Granted, the island is not only small and not really enchanting, but it is also not mythical. 

The population of the island is cut from biblical time: it comes well after. In Gauguinʼs 

account, the family that first populated the island is assimilated to vegetation via the 

image of the tree stump. This blurring of lines between kingdoms is accentuated by the 
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parallel construction of the sentences: both subjects are followed by the verb “to climb,” 

thus likening the coral to the family and giving it the same agency. Additionally, in both 

cases, an epanorthosis follows, correcting “to climb” to specify what the subjects in fact 

did, as if to better emphasize the original similarities between humans and coral, the 

family anchoring itself while the coral circled the new island.  

 The perceived newness of the island contrasts with what the natives believe:138 

In 1906, Nicholas Senn writes about an encounter with “Tati Salmon, chief of the 

Papara district,” “direct descendant of one of the two noble families of the island, the 

Tevas,” during which Salmon responds to Sennʼs inquiry as to which race Tahitians 

belong to: “We belong to no race; man was created here; this is the lost Garden of 

Eden” (Senn 46). Senn does not mention in which language the conversation was held, 

but the use of the phrase “lost Garden of Eden” by Tati Salmon poses an obvious 

problem, since it appears in the Book of Genesis and thus refers to a Christian tradition 

that was introduced to the island by missionaries. The first ones in Tahiti were the 

missionaries from the London Missionary Society, founded in 1795, less than three 

decades after Wallisʼs very first landing on the island, but centuries after Tahitiʼs 

estimated initial colonization by people from Tonga and Samoa, or other West Polynesia 

islands, “starting by at least 500 B.C.” (Finney 74).139 Senn later on tells several 

                                                 
138 As discussed by Cyril Crossland in his 1928 article “The Island of Tahiti,” Tahiti, like 
the other Society Islands, is, indeed, also geologically recent (Crossland 561). 
139 Anthropologist Ben Finney has thoroughly examined Polynesian colonization and 
navigation, ultimately disproving, through experimental voyaging in Hokuleʼa, a double-
hull canoe replicating ancient canoes, earlier theories that originated with James Cook, 
and according to which Polynesians had sailed eastward “from island to island until they 
had found and occupied all the islands of what [Cook] called the ʻsame nationʼ” (Finney 
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Polynesian legends, one of which is “to-day as fresh in the district of Papara as it was 

centuries ago” (Senn 50). The “lost Garden of Eden” was probably never a viable theory 

of origin in the mind of the natives, but rather a phrase diverted in order to communicate 

the antiquity of Tahitian society to Europeans, who fail to understand that Tahiti had 

been evolving even before the Europeansʼ landing, as evidenced by Sennʼs statement 

that in 1906, Tahiti was the same “as when Captain Cook visited it for the first time” 

(Senn 42). In this version, Cookʼs arrival is a defining moment of the history of Tahiti in 

that it both marks the beginning of the history of the island and freezes it in time: Tahiti 

exists only according to European colonizers. In the same way, Gauguin cannot help 

but rewrite the myth of the origin of Tahiti using a Christian term:  

Le Dieu dit [à lʼhomme dont lʼhameçon sʼétait accroché à ses cheveux] dʼaller, 
avec toute sa famille, sur le Toa marama, qui, dʼaprès les uns est une pirogue, 
dʼaprès les autres une île ou une montagne, mais que je nommerai Arche. 
Remarquant seulement que Toa marama signifie guerrier de la lune (Gauguin, 
Noa Noa 1966 41, my emphasis)… 
 

The Arche sheltering the fisherman and his family against the rising ocean waters 

obviously recalls Noahʼs Ark and the Déluge. Moreover, Gauguin uses the word “arche” 

while translating Toa marama from the Tahitian, and specifying that the fisherman and 

his family were “sur ou dans” Toa marama, which means that the Tahitian sense that 

would be roughly translated as “warrior of the moon” cannot be taken literally. This 

Légende de Roua hatou is told during one of the two episodes of Noa noa with a title: 

                                                                                                                                                             
79).  Interestingly enough, Nicholas Senn, although he writes in 1906, already traces 
back the origin of Tahitians in the East, albeit in the Malay race, rather than other 
Polynesian people (Senn 47).  
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“Pêche aux thons.”140 Gauguin takes part into the fishing expedition, and even catches a 

big tuna fish, earning the reputation of being lucky, but also of being a cuckold: “le 

poisson pris par lʼhameçon à la mâchoire du dessous signifie infidélité de votre vahine 

pendant votre absence à la pêche” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 42). In accordance with his 

ideal of rationality, the painter receives the omen with a smile of incredulity. 

Nonetheless, he later confronts his vahine about her unfaithfulness, which turns out to 

be true: “Tu mens. Le poisson a parlé.” As the woman prays, Gauguin reluctantly 

follows her in her faith: “Contraste entre la foi religieuse, superstitieuse de la race et le 

scepticisme de notre civilisation” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 43). Even though he 

contrasts the skepticism of the civilization from which he comes with the superstition of 

the woman, he almost prays, like her. When she asks to be punished, she reminds him 

of “une parfaite idole:”  

Que mes mains soient à jamais maudites si elles flagellaient un chef dʼœuvre de 
la création. Ainsi, nue, elle semblait recouverte du vêtement de pureté jaune 
orangé, le manteau jaune de Bhixu. Belle fleur dorée dont le noa noa tahitien 
embaumait, et que jʼadorais comme artiste et comme homme (Gauguin, Noa Noa 
1966 44). 
 

In this passage, gold is again the dominant color, denoted by the adjectives jaune 

(repeated twice), orangé, and doré. The colors, as well as the reference to a Bhixu (or 

Bhikkhu, Bhikṣu), who can be either a Buddhist or a Hindu monk – both wear orange 

robes, announce the quote from Buddha that follows: “Cʼest par la douceur quʼil faut 

vaincre la colère; par le bien quʼil faut vaincre le mal, par la vérité le mensonge” 

(Gauguin, Oviri 44). Therefore, in this last passage before his return to France, Gauguin 

                                                 
140 The other one is “Voyage autour de lʼîle”. 
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adheres to a moral code along the lines of turn the other cheek, while at the very same 

time abandoning Christianity by way of his worshipping of an idol. At this point, one is 

not sure who created this idol, but her orange radiance announces D'où venons-nous? 

Que sommes-nous? Où allons-nous?, where “toutes les figures nues se détachent en 

hardi orangé” (Gauguin, Oviri 195), making clear, a few years after the fact, that the 

creator is, and has always been Gauguin: as he described his lover in Noa Noa, he 

made her a beautiful golden flower. In D'où venons-nous? Que sommes-nous? Où 

allons-nous?, he paints the meaning of life, making the invisible visible, attempting to 

light the way for his viewers, like the feux mouvants (Gauguin, Oviri 42) led the 

fishermen back to Tahiti. Yet the painting poses a fundamental problem of unity. It is 

Gauguinʼs overarching ontological questions laid down in the title that hold everything 

together, making it possible to read each part of the painting as described by Gauguin 

separately and independently from the rest: the “work is episodic and fragmented” 

(Eisenman 143). Because of its large size, the painting is often cropped in reproductions 

or presented as separate fragments, as I had to do. The narrative is therefore 

sometimes lost on the viewer. Since Noa Noa also tells a story of origins, I now would 

like to examine some of the ten woodcuts “intended to enrich [Noa Noa] visually” 

(Thomson et al. 192) that Gauguin made in Brittany during the winter of 1893-4.   

Gauguin did not specify what the order of the woodcuts was. The exhibition 

catalogue of Gauguin, Maker of Myth, adopts the order proposed by art historians 

Douglas W. Druick and Peter Kort Zegers:  

They divide the ten prints into a first, more positive, group evoking humanityʼs 
origins under the aegis of the gods, and a second darker group with humanity 
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under the increasing sway of the Devil. Although specific Polynesian deities such 
as Hina and Tefatou feature, so does a Buddha-like figure in Maruru, and 
Gauguinʼs familiar Eve in Nave Nave Fenua. Thus the group references several 
belief systems and perhaps hints at a more recent Darwinian thinking too. The 
print Te Po shows a kind of cosmic soup while LʼUnivers est créé has early life 
forms emerging from the water onto the land, mammals evolving from fish 
(Thomson et al. 193).  
 

The first group would therefore comprise Noa Noa (Figure 28), Te Po (Figure 29), Te 

Atua (Figure 30), LʼUnivers est crée [sic] (Figure 31), and Maruru (Figure 32).  

 

Figure 28: Paul Gauguin, Noa Noa 
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Figure 29: Paul Gauguin, Te Po 

 

 

Figure 30: Paul Gauguin, Te Atua 
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Figure 31: Paul Gauguin, LʼUnivers est crée  

 

Figure 32: Paul Gauguin, Maruru 

 

Nave Nave Fenua (Figure 33) is considered to be the sixth woodcut in the series. 

According to Druick and Zegerʼs order, it is the first of the second group of woodcuts.  
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Figure 33: Paul Gauguin, Nave Nave Fenua 

 

Noa Noa and Nave Nave Fenua present some similarities: they both feature a female 

character in the foreground, on the left-hand side. In both woodcuts, the title is at the 

top, centered in a manner of frontispice, as if indeed to announce the beginning of two 

stories. Noa Noa, correctly translated by Gauguin as “fragrant,” or “fragrant Tahiti,” 

announces the story of the creation of fragrant Tahiti indeed. The title Nave Nave 

Fenua, is translated by Gauguin as “the delightful land,” but Bengt Danielsson, author of 

a comprehensive study of “Gauguinʼs Tahitian Titles,” explains: “If we reverse their order 
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and connect the words properly we get the perfectly comprehensible meaning: Land of 

sensuous pleasure” (Danielsson, “Gauguinʼs Tahitian Titles” 231), which corresponds 

better to the woodcuts that follow: Mahna no varua ino,141 Te Faruru,142 Auti te pape,143 

Manao Tupapau.144  The narrative presented in Gauguin, Maker of Myth, is as follows: 

1 Noa Noa (Fragrance): stands outside, an image of contemporary Tahitian life, 
food gathering  
2 Te Po (The Night): marks the beginnings of the stirrings of life  
3 Te Atua (The Gods): the agency of the gods preparing the way  
4 LʼUnivers et [sic] crée [sic] (The Creation of the Universe)145 
5 Maruru: (Offerings of Thanks): to the gods represented here by a single seated 
idol 
6 Nave Nave Fenua (Delightful Land): an image of an Edenic paradise into which 
the devil intrudes, in lizard rather than serpent form, whispering evil thoughts to 
Eve 
7&8 Mahna no varua ino (The Devil Speaks) and Te Faruru (Here We Make 
Love): the communal fire dance encourages the unleashing of the forces of 
human sexuality… 
9 Auti te Pape (Women by the Shore): … which in turn leads to jealousy 

                                                 
141 Gauguin translated it as The Devil Speaks, but Bengt Danielsson writes that the 
correct translation is The Day of the Evil Spirit (Danielsson, “Gauguinʼs Tahitian Titles” 
231).  
142 Here We Make Love. Danielsson adds: “Faulty spelling of te faʼaruru. The basic 
meaning of this verb is to cause to tremble, to shake. By extension it had, for obvious 
reasons, at Gauguinʼs time become synonymous with To make love” (Danielsson, 
“Gauguinʼs Tahitian Titles” 233).  
143 Gauguinʼs translation is Women at the shore. Danielsson proposes The fresh water 
is in motion or Playing in the fresh water (Danielsson, “Gauguinʼs Tahitian Titles” 230).  
144 Manao Tupapau is also the title of an 1892 oil painting, of which he would also make 
a one-off lithograph in 1894 (Thomson et al. 178). Bengt Danielsson explains the title 
“consists of two unconnected roots, meaning thought and spectre.” He adds: “Gauguin 
himself repeatedly declared that the juxtaposition of these words signifies at the same 
time: (1) She thinks of the spectre and (2) The spectre watches over her. The first 
meaning can be construed by adding the appropriate particles, but the second is 
grammatically impossible” (Danielsson, “Gauguinʼs Tahitian Titles” 231).   
145 The catalogue reproduces Gauguinʼs original spelling mistake: “crée,” instead of the 
past participle “créé,” and adds one with “et,” a conjunction, instead of “est,” the présent 
de lʼindicatif of the verb “être.” 
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10 Manao tupapau (The spirit of the Dead is Watching): fear of death and ghosts 
combined in a single figure whose foetal pose resumes birth, sleep and death 
(Thomson et al. 196) 
 

Te Po means the night, but also the world of the gods and of the spirits and antiquity, 

unknown times, original times.146 In the background of the woodcut, dark figures are 

seated, including one on the right which resembles the woman present in the 1892 

Parau na te Varua ino (Figure 34).   

 

Figure 34: Paul Gauguin, Parau na te Varua ino 

 

Pre-Tahitian times, it is implied, are not idyllic: the other world includes good as well as 

evil. Rather, Tahitian gods are not perfect; they can be vengeful, as seen previously in 

the legend of Roua hatou, in which the god, “espèce de Neptune,” decides to decimate 

                                                 
146 “PŌ” [http://www.farevanaa.pf/dictionnaire.php; retrieved on 07/25/2011]. 
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the human race. However, the woodcut echoes more specifically the incipit of Noa Noa, 

which resembles that of many texts about Tahiti, starting with Lotiʼs Journal (Loti, J 1 

127) and Mariage de Loti:147 Tahiti appears at dusk or dawn with the sky as a 

background. In the woodcut, an object that looks like an oil lamp, in the center-right 

foreground, evokes the fires that appear to the traveler,148 and seems to light up the 

gold garment flowing like a stream  that covers the figure lying in the middle of the 

scene. In the top left-hand corner, what looks both like the sun and a fruit contains the 

signature of Gauguin: PGO. The painter is at the origin, like Roua: “Roua (grande est 

son origine) dormait avec sa femme, la terre ténébreuse; elle donna naissance à son roi 

le sol, puis au crépuscule, puis aux ténèbres; mais alors Roua répudia ici cette femme” 

(Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 37). PGO “drips” or radiates on the scene. Because of the 

printing techniques used, Te Atuaʼs colors look very different from those of Te Po.149 

Although Te Atua is translated as The Gods, the singular The God is the correct 

translation:150 “[Tahitian religion] had one supreme god, called Te Atua, which simply 

appears to have meant the godhead, the concept of god. […] There were also lesser 

gods who were known by personal names, and innumerable spirits” (Howarth 27). 

Rather than a God inspired by Christianity, it is likely Te Atua that is visible in Mararu. 

                                                 
147 Little known Nicholas Sennʼs Tahiti the island paradise (Chicago: W.B. Conkey, 
1906) offers a similar account, in which Tahiti is deemed “the gem of the South Pacific 
Ocean” (Senn 5). Like Gauguin, Senn refers to the “bare, sharp, conical points in the 
clear sky above a mantle of clouds which enveloped the balance of the island” (Senn 
24).  
148 See supra, p. 181.  
149 Cf. Thomson et al., 192.  
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On the left of Te Atua, one can see a couple, Hina and Tefatou, the goddess of the 

Moon and the god of the Earth.151 It is likely that Te Atua sits in the middle, while an 

unidentified idol stands on the right. The next woodcut is the only one in the series 

whose title is in French, misspelling included. Some strange creatures are to be seen: 

one, perhaps two, fish-like on the right, in the water or floating in the air, and another 

one on the beach. The latter is not just a “mammal evolving from fish,” but also 

comprises human elements: the rudimentary front paws are aligned with the silhouette 

of the human who is either part of the creature or behind it. Moreover, on the shell of the 

creature, one can see what looks like a human profile. More than Darwinian creatures, 

then, they could be tupapaus – in Le Mariage de Loti, it is suggested the spirits have 

different forms.152 Significantly, this woodcut is the only one that the authors of Gauguin, 

Maker of Myth, did not caption with an explanation, as if LʼUnivers est créé was enough 

of an explanation of what is happening. Yet the bizarre scene is not self-explanatory: it 

mixes elements from different worlds, different species in a somewhat opaque manner. 

The sudden appearance of a French title reinforces the confusion. Gauguin insisted on 

using Tahitian titles for the entire series in spite of his shaky grammar:  

As to the grammatical structure of the Tahitian language he never discovered its 
true nature and never went beyond his naïve belief […] that it was an extremely 
ʻprimitiveʼ language with hardly any fixed rule at all. Consequently when trying to 
formulate Tahitian titles for his works, Gauguin simply left out all connecting 
particles and juxtaposed the roots in crude pidgin style. A comparable example of 
mistreatment of the French language would be a ʻsentenceʼ like Maison grand ils 

                                                                                                                                                             
150 Te is equivalent to the French definite pronoun; mau would be used to mark the 
plural.  
151 Hina Tefatou is also the title and subject matter of an 1893 oil painting.  
152 Cf. supra, “Spirited away,” p. 84-94. 
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marcher  for Ils marchent vers la grande maison (Danielsson, “Gauguinʼs Tahitian 
Titles” 229).  
 

Gauguin wrote petit-nègre Tahitian while entertaining the idea that the language had no 

rule. However, as attested by Danielsson, Gauguin owned Jaussenʼs Grammaire and 

dictionnaire tahitiens. Therefore, he was aware that there were actually rules and he 

could have awkwardly translated “lʼunivers est créé” into Tahitian, as he did in other 

instances. What is noticeable is that although Gauguinʼs mistreatment of French never 

quite reaches the level of “Maison grand ils marcher,” he does make grammatical errors 

– unclear pronoun antecedents, as I have already discussed above, solecisms, etc.  

Nevertheless, and even though he is aware of his difficulties with the French 

language,153 he suddenly turns to his mother tongue for this one woodcut. In the 

process, he makes a spelling mistake in the title, forgetting the second accent in créé. 

Lʼunivers est créé: it happens in French. Something in Gauguinʼs choice of words is of 

the same order as Champlainʼs taking possession of New France (Dubreuil 21–2): his 

gesture is performative. However, instead of creating a colony, it creates the image of 

Tahiti. With LʼUnivers est créé, Gauguin performs a founding gesture. He lays down the 

foundation of his later Tahitian works. Fantastic, sensual, hybrid, fragrant: such is his 

Tahiti. For better or for worse, it has also shaped many peopleʼs.  

 

Cʼest tout.  

 In “Héritage et Confrontation,” Tahitian writer Chantal Spitz, who has also 

                                                 
153 Cf. supra, p. 158 et seq.   
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reflected upon the impact of Lotiʼs works on the image of Tahitians,154 wonders: “Où en 

sommes-nous cent ans après la question posée par Gauguin: D'où venons-nous? Que 

sommes-nous? Où allons-nous? ”155 She writes: 

Prétendant rechercher «l'océanien [...] moins abîmé par la civilisation 
européenne» il part pour les Marquises plus attiré sans doute par la vie moins 
chère et la promesse de fillettes de 13 ans dans sa couche que par les anciens 
cannibales tatoués. C'est à deux pas des locaux de l'administration de la 
gendarmerie et de l'église qu'il s'installe à Atuona (Spitz).  
 

Spitz does not give Gauguin the benefit of the doubt: like Loti, he is convicted of 

pedophilia. Additionally, her mention of the location of Gauguinʼs place in Atuano is not 

anecdotal: through physical proximity, she assimilates him to the very institutions he 

condemned. Even before the Marquesas, during his first stay in Tahiti, Gauguin claimed 

he wanted to flee civilization. Following a description of how an argument between two 

notablesʼ wives got settled as always with the repatriation and promotion of both men, 

he concludes: 

On comprendra aisément combien jʼeus hâte de fuir la ville de Papeete, ses 
fonctionnaires et ses soldats…, dʼaller étudier et prouver enfin quʼen ce monde je 
nʼétais rien: un homme libre, un artiste. (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 47). 
 

The painter wants to escape the civil servants and the soldiers near whom he would 

later on settle in the Marquesas. But Gauguinʼs leaving the city is equally motivated by 

the fact that the natives are not as he expected. In the first part of the text, the natives 

are integral part of the problem, since with the death of the king, “disparaissaient les 

derniers vestiges dʼhabitudes… maories. Cʼétait bien fini: rien que des Civilisés” 

                                                 
154 Cf. Chap. 2, note 63 p. 73.  
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(Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 19). In Noa Noa and its appendix, his decision to leave 

Papeete intervenes after the same sentence, “Ce fut tout” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 19 

& 46): thatʼs all Papeete was, and thatʼs all Lacascade did. Thatʼs it. Gauguin sounds 

vindictive, but his Iʼm-going-to-show-them attitude is paradoxical, as he does not intend 

to show heʼs someone, but that heʼs nothing – “nothing” being a free man and an artist. 

Of course, rien can here be understood both literally and as its exact opposite, in its 

etymological meaning: rien is at the same time nothing and always already quelque 

chose. It is not the same rien as Lotiʼs: it does not happen; it is. The character Loti is 

someone who does those nothings that constitute life. Gauguin is someone who wants 

to show heʼs nothing. The phrase “free man” is also twofold: first, he reaffirms that he is 

indeed a man, not a transvestite as assumed by the natives. Secondly, liberty was an 

important component of Gauguinʼs philosophy. In 1899, he writes in Le Sourire, a 

periodical “launched primarily as a medium of protest au nom de la Colonie against local 

tyrants and tyrannies” (Norris 107): “Celui-là seul est heureux qui est libre: mais seul est 

libre celui qui est ce quʼil peut être, par conséquent ce quʼil doit être.” (Gauguin, Oviri 

235).  Liberty is assimilated to finding fulfillment in what one can be, hence what one 

must be. Oneʼs ability determines oneʼs calling, and adherence to this calling 

guarantees liberty. This sheds light on the reason behind the juxtaposition of “homme 

libre” and “artiste:” one cannot go without the other. For Gauguin, who can be a painter, 

hence has to be one, being an artist is the condition sine qua non of liberty. That he 

                                                                                                                                                             
155 Chantal Spitz, “Héritage et Confrontation”   
[http://www.lehman.cuny.edu/ile.en.ile/paroles/spitz_gauguin.html; retrieved on 
07/25/2011].  
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escapes Papeete to study – to paint, finally – is equivalent to liberation. But for Gauguin, 

who may be prone to nativization and is frustrated at the civilizing of the natives, the 

“homme libre”156 might well also name the man who sets himself apart from colonial 

society and its laws:  

Quitter au plus vite Papeete, mʼéloigner du centre Européen. Jʼavais comme un 
vague pressentiment quʼen vivant complètement dans la brousse avec des 
naturels de Tahiti jʼarriverais patiemment à vaincre la défiance de ces gens-là et 
que je saurais (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 20).  
 

The intransitive use of “savoir” gives the impression that Gauguin sets out to discover a 

well-kept secret, which cannot be named – it can only be pressenti. The mistrust of the 

natives echoes that of Lacascade,157 but while the nativesʼ must be conquered, 

Lacascadeʼs has no bearing on Gauguinʼs life. This conquest story constitutes the 

biggest part of Noa Noa, the account of the eighteen months Gauguin spent on the 

                                                 
156 Lest we forget that in the context of the colonies, “homme libre” also has another, 
more immediate meaning: the free man is, first and foremost, the man who is not a 
slave. Explaining the specificities of Polynesian slavery, Junius Rodriguez writes “words 
that have been translated as ʻslaveʼ frequently were used metaphorically to refer to 
master-servant relationships and as insults” (Rodriguez 645). Polynesian slavery 
differed from that of the Caribbean in that it took “an indirect route” (Rodriguez 646): 
ruined Polynesian chiefs forced “commoners to harvest sandalwood.” Later, after the 
middle of the nineteenth century, when Asian and Filipino workers were hired to work on 
plantations, “European foremen often had free rein to use physical force” (Rodriguez 
646) on them. If slavery was not common at the time Gauguin arrived, the 1819 “Code 
Pōmare” was still in force. It was revised several times before 1842, when Tahiti 
became a French protectorate, and aimed at putting an end to ancient, traditional 
practices and rituals – tattoos, for example (Cf. Chapter 2, note 74 p. 99) – amongst 
Tahitians, and imposes rules, such as not talking badly about the Bible, going to the 
temple, “conduire [les] enfants à l'école,” – [http://histoire.assemblee.pf/index.php; 
retrieved on 03/24/2011]; Stephen Eisenman explains how at the end of his life, 
Gauguin was busy supporting the Marquesans in their refusal to send their children to 
convent schools (Eisenman 169 et seq. ). Although not slaves, Tahitians were still held 
as inferiors to be reformed and educated. Thus, even in a relatively free of slavery 
Tahitian society, being a free man nʼest pas rien. 
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island. In the appendix, it is summarized in a line: “Finalement on se rendit à lʼévidence 

et les saluts disparurent” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 47). The facts: Gauguin is not a spy; 

neither is he a transvestite. His incorporation into native society corresponds to his 

forsaking colonial Papeete: the indefinite pronoun “on” is vague enough to indicate that 

the greetings from the members of the colonial society probably stopped at the same 

time as the mockery from the natives did.  The imbalance between Noa Noa and “Après 

lʼœuvre dʼart. La vérité, la sale vérité” appears again in the accounts of the end of 

Gauguinʼs sojourn: while it is romanticized in a few lines in Noa Noa, it is the main 

object of the appendix. The dirty truth: Gauguin, in spite of his contempt for the governor 

and the colonial administration, asks Lacascade to give him “la place de juge de paix 

aux Marquises” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 47), and the governor refuses: “ce serait une 

nomination qui ferait le plus mauvais effet” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 48). Shortly after, 

the painter, broke, must leave Tahiti and after several months and many friendly 

interventions on his behalf, gets to be repatriated as “indigent en dernière classe. Chose 

quʼà lʼétranger tout consul accorde aux Français égarés sans fortune, et cela sur une 

simple demande avec réponse immédiate” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 49). After forsaking 

civilization, Gauguin still wants to benefit from the support it can give him when he 

needs it, and gets upset when said support doesnʼt come quickly enough. In the end, he 

is grateful that on the boat, officers take him with them to the wardroom, because “[ils 

ont] entendu parler de [lui] comme Artiste, [le] reconnurent comme un homme comme il 

faut et de société agréable” (Gauguin, Noa Noa 1966 50). Spitz writes: 

                                                                                                                                                             
157 See supra, p. 147 et seq.  
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[Il] aura transporté dans ses bagages dans ses peintures dans ses écrits sous 
tous les cieux jusqu'aux Marquises ses chimères ses fantasmes ses 
mesquineries ses supériorités ses contradictions ses névroses d'Européen 
civilisé  auxquels il est resté fidèle jusqu'à son dernier souffle malgré son 
prétendu désir d'y échapper. 
 

Indeed, until the end, even as he claims he is a sauvage and compares himself to an 

Indian, Gauguin remains strangely filled with a sense of decency and care for money. 

For instance, he is worried about funds available to him: “Voyage, séjour, et surtout frais 

dʼavocat, combien cela va-t-il me coûter? (Gauguin, Oviri 340) and considers a jail 

sentence dishonorable “(dans notre famille nous ne sommes pas habitués à cela)” 

(Gauguin, Oviri 338), even though it is an authority he despises that unfairly gives such 

sentence. He wants to remain comme il faut and to maintain his social-economic status. 

Chantal Spitz might be right: Gauguin, wherever he went, carried with him some of his 

European, petit bourgeois baggage. Nevertheless, although his vision of Tahiti can 

appear singularly univocal in spite of the audacity of its colors and lines, Gauguin riddled 

his paintings with motifs, so as to allow the careful observer to draw parallels between 

works from different periods and places, as I have shown with some of his portraits. A 

few months before his death, he writes: “Demande au vieillard de te conduire à lʼinfini 

plus tard et tu verras ce que Dieu veut faire de toi et tu trouveras quʼaujourdʼhui tu es 

singulièrement inachevé” (Gauguin, Oviri 342). Singularly unfinished before the infinite, 

as if to say that in the end: ce nʼétait pas tout.   
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SO AS NOT TO CONCLUDE…  

 

Sending a postcard has often saved or preserved a friendship over 
the years, and has prevented families and friends from losing touch 

with one another.  
The idea of the postcard can truthfully be said to have been one of 

the most useful creations of all times (Staff 81). 
 
 

Early on, but not at the beginning, I asked a question: what is a postcard? and 

described a few of mine, which I have since tucked into moving boxes, in no particular 

order and with no particular care, with some more I had received in the meantime. I am 

not a collector, but I have kept them. They somehow matter.  

Tracing the history of postcards, of picture postcards, I showed they were 

incidental and accompanied the explosion of travel and then mass tourism, which 

happened around the same time as nineteenth century colonial expansion. In the 

colonial context, la carte postale, I wrote, procure lʼexotisme. Postcards contributed to 

constitute a discourse that reconstructs and negates colonies and colonized. Travel 

accounts proceed in the same fashion, as they do not assign the newly discovered 

Patagonians and Tahitians to any social category, consequently denying them access to 

humanity. As Pierre-Yves Toullelan puts it, “la phase dʼacculturation la plus violente que 

connut la Polynésie ne fut pas ʻla période de contactʼ, mais la ʻpériode colonialeʼ, de 

1860/1914” (Toullelan 345). Henri Lebeauʼs 1911 Otahiti, Au pays de lʼéternel été is 

therefore especially relevant, as it intervenes precisely towards the end of this period of 

psychological and cultural violence and as it illustrates the difficulties Tahitians later 

face. Once a social category to which Tahitians could be assigned exists, Westerners 
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perceive them as having been so degraded by the contact with civilization that they are 

not Tahitian anymore, but simply of a subaltern, less desirable kind. Thus, in Le Mariage 

de Loti, Pierre Loti animalizes the Tahitians in general and his “wife” Rarahu, effectively 

presented as a synthesis of several Polynesian islands and several historical periods, in 

particular. However, although he apparently justifies the colonization of those “primitive 

minds,” he in fact undermines Lévy-Bruhlʼs claim to the existence of a clear divide 

between Westerners and primitives. Indeed, in the end, the very manifestations of the 

primitive mind, the toupapahous, appear to the character Loti, in what is both the final 

step of his initiation into Tahitian race and a revenance of colonial guilt. After his 

departure from Tahiti and throughout his life, Loti the writer would attempt without 

success to cover time and space, most notably through wearing folkloric costumes, but 

also with the decoration of his Rochefort house, which represents a macrocosmic 

version of his body. In the end, Loti, the character “born” in Tahiti, generates himself in 

the pages of the Journal, ultimately replacing Julien Viaud. Gauguinʼs journey takes a 

different turn. Arrived in Tahiti on an “official mission,” the painter nonetheless claims his 

sauvagerie. Even though heʼs opposed to the mission and the gendarmes, in his 

writings, his attitude towards the natives, especially women, is not always consistent.  In 

several portraits, Gauguin suggests that race is a flexible concept, crushing any racist 

claim of superiority of one race over another, while significantly returning to French in 

the title of a woodcut from the Noa Noa series. Ultimately, Gauguin emerges as a 

conflicted figure, who attempted in vain to get rid of his preconceptions. Although both 

authors are sometimes understood as typical of tourists into the wild, their 
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understanding of Tahiti is actually subtler than admitted by many critics, including 

Segalen, who lashed out against Loti, or Tahitian ones, such as Chantal Spitz, who 

criticizes Loti and Gauguin.158 For both, though, Tahiti marks the first step of an 

understanding of the world and a picturing of the Other, which I hope I have shown 

changes them in the process. For them, the journey was an ongoing one, which I have 

extended here with “un [texte] en action” (Segalen 776). Yet albeit en action, this work is 

not meant to be a never-ending construction, but it is bound to remain, for the time 

being, in progress: in a way, it has not yet reached its destination. Before it does, it will 

include a longer layover through Segalenʼs works. So without concluding, it seems 

appropriate to gesture one last time toward him, toward my beginning, before resting for 

a while: “Le Mystérieux du silence, quand se touchent les deux mondes; celui de 

lʼaction, celui de la pensée recueillie” (Segalen 794).  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
158 She also includes, in “la litanie colonialement correcte,” Bougainville, Melville, and 
Segalen.  
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